worth
} SUBSCRIPTION PRICE. |2.00

Yol. X1YX.

(

IP PAID IN

PER

YEAH.

ADVANCE, fl.AO.

I

ntertcott.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 8, 1903.
Moncton, arrival, and the child
university
LOCAL AFFAIRS inN. St.B. Joseph's
Frs. O’Brien and
will have der
of

x»uu:iii»rinnuB.

) ENTERED
I AT THE

near

BETTER

VOll’D

Hayes

INSURE

NKW A DVKKTISEM ENTS THIS WEKK.

Moore—House for rert.
In bankruptcy— Est Win G Stevens.
Reliable Clothing Co—Clothing.
Floyd A Haynes—New cash market.
C C Uurrlll—Insurance.
WIukIh A Moore—Apothecaries.
W

SUMMER

VfflJR

HOME!

l’robably fire won’t eat it up; but maybe it will. Safest way.
to provide against a complete loss.
There’s where insurance comes
anyway. i-s
to start new on.
We have an attractive proposition
i„ Gives you something
details regarding best cottage protection furnished on applifor you. Full

T

SCHEDULE OF

In

C. C.

BURRILL,

Bl RKILL BANK BUILDING,

Going

ELLSWORTH.

East-6.18, 7,21 am, 12.33, 4.20 and 6.11

Going West—11.56

a m, 2 23,5.31 and 10
MAIL CLOSES AT POST-OFFICE.
m,

3

28 p

45, 5.30 and 10 p
2, 5 and 10 p m.

a m,

in

Dr. Frank F. Simonton went to Portyesterday with his class to go before
the State board of examiners of physicians. He will return tomorrow.

missionary

A

service will

be conducted

evening in the Baptist church.
Hev. Mr. Cronkhite, from Burma, India,
will give an address on his work among
the Burmese.
to-morrow

m.

Mrs. Watson Young, formerly Mrs. Rose
Holt, and eon, of Webster City, Iowa, are
in town visiting relatives and friends.
They will spend the summer with relatives in Lamoine.

THE AMERICAN is on sale in
Ellsworth at the news stands of
Rev. S. R. Belyea, of
Lamoine, will
C. H. Leland, J. A. ThoAipson
preach next Sunday in the
Baptist
and H. W. Estey.
Single copies, church in exchange with the pastor, Mr
fl
cents;
subscription price, Kerr, who is spending the greater part of
$1.50 per year in advance.
Ju'y at Lamoine with Mr. Belyea at the

bldg.,
ELLSWORTH,

bowsprit put

new

Evangelist Williams will preach next
Sunday at South Hancock in the morning, st Hancock in the afternoon, and at
Mt. Desert Ferry in the evening.

m

Mail trains arrive from the west at 6.13 a m,
12 52 and 6.11 p m. Leave for the west at 2.21,
3.31 and 10.28 p m. Mall closes for the west at
2, 5 and If p m.

bank

a

repairs made.

land

SUNDAY.

C. W. & F. L.

NAT’L

spice.

effect June Jo, 1003.

Going East—7.00 a
Going West—11.20

FIRST

and other

A11,8

M

Harbor,

Bar

Northeast Harbor and Grindstone Neck.

shipyard having

ELI.SWOKTH P08T-0IF1CB.

AT

of the churches at

ME.

parsonage.

The

GEO.

H.

C. C. Burrill
business.

GRANT CO.,

long

distance

iu

Baugor Monday

on

Mrs. H. W. Houghton, of Boston, is the
gueet of Miss Mary F. Hopkins.
Ira H. Joy, of Bangor, a former Ellsworth boy, spent the Fourth in this city.

(ieneral Insurance and Real Estate.
ELLSWORTH and

was

BAR HARBOK, ME.

James E. Laffin, wbo is employed at Berlin, N. H., is home for a week’s vactation.

telephone.

Unitarian Sunday school is enjoying its annual picnic to-day at Green
The

Tire lar-tst Fire 4
Company Is the

f~Y

4

\ I

F\

I

JJthe

\ Lre

i

ular

most poi>-4
is the

4

/|_< | ^fVT \

/~1 If I i N iY

We have them, and their pollclea coat no more than those o( small
give the lowest rates, and cash settlements.

companies.

J1

David

Rev.

Monday
Trufry.

W

Kerr went to Trenton
to attend the funeral of John G.

F. Jordan, who is teaching in

Miss Ella

,N8URASCE AND

0. W. TAPLEY,

lake.

REAL ESTATE

Massachusetts,

is

borne for the

summer

The

Cheapest
to

Place in Town

lmy Meats, Vegetables,

Provisions

I

vacation.

Harry O. Tracy and Leslie Beckwith,
Bostou, are spending their vacations

of
in

the

the
for

summer.

William

of the

ONLY,

£
a
^

a

; CHINA AND JAPAN TEA CO.

a
a

M. M. & E. E. DAVIS, Managers
!►>►►► fy

►

►P

I
>►►►►►►

Small,
is spending a short

Kittery navy yard,

vacation

with

his

We ben to announce to the public that we have leased the F.
II. Osgood stable on Franklin
street.
This stable lias been
thoroughly renovated, and we

L. W.

JORDAN,
ELLSWOBTH.

leave this

short visit to relatives

a

iu

Bar

Emery

Judge and Mrs.

Thursday

from Bostou

for their

on

sailed

the

last

<

summer

Street,

Charles A. Cole and her son Charles
R., of Pawtucket, R. I., are in the city, the
guests of Mrs. Cole’s sister, Mrs. E. F.
Robinson.
Mrs. Julia A. Crabtree and Harry L.
Crabtree are at Oak farm, East Surry, for
the summer. Mr. Crabtree comes to town
every

E. W. ALLEN & SON,

day.

Mrs. C.

with her

Ellsworth, Me.

wife.

Baltimore, is
Hauscom,
parents, W. B. Campbell and
of

A.

llanscom

Mr.

will

to Ells-

come

worth later.

j Refrigerators \

*

«

sizes and prices.

}
X
X♦
♦

ASSESSORS' NOTICE

AU ♦

lot received.

FURNITURE of every
cription. Everything is
and up-to-date.

The

♦
des- ♦
new

♦

J
«

E. J. DAVIS.

assessors

will be

in

session at Aldermen’s Room,
Hancock Hall, on the 10th

There will be

FOR SAl_El!

F. B. AIKEN,
Chairman.

Overstocked—must sell.

9
>

ONE NEW CRANUXLE JIGGER,

dealer

l

tendance i9

at

$75

for cash.

LORD’S.

teachers, Misses Mary
Black, Wilia Frost and Annie M
Davis are attending the great teachers’
convention in Boston.
Three Ellsworth

During the months of July and August
servioes at

With $5.00 order of Spice
Soaps, Tea, Coffee and other
ight Groceries. Also other
Premiums.

Home Supply Co., dept. A
AUQLI5TA MAINE

Dvf

by Rev. Fr. Dollard,

a

will

atrfintiscmnue.

Mrs. Larkin

in

as

cities

on

They

were

...OUR...

L O T I O

Haddock, Halibut, Bluellsh.
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops,
Lobsters and Finnan Haddiee.

Campbell
c&mpuei

rue diuk.,
*“b~i
a
Bltla., East Eta Bridge,
ft’,True
ELLSWORTH, MK.
mui

»

j

8*0#0*0#a*0#0*0#O*O*O*O*0j

Keeps off Mosquitoes and a
insects. It’s a genuine “Pis
lermau’s Friend”. You ca
"enjoy “the good old summertime” if you take along a
bottle of this lotion. Price g5c.

BEDDING PLANTS
AT THE

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Come ant!

see our

Miss

of the Mountain Messenger of
Downieville, Cal.
The Aitkin, (Minn., Age of June 23 afternoon.
announces that J. D. Farrell, formerly of
Mr. Cushman has been in feeble health
this city, has formed a partnership with
Heman Moork, of that city, having for several years, but has been able to be
A change for the
bought the stock of C. P. JDeLaittre, and a -out more or Jess.
will soon be ready for business—that of
general merchandise, farm machinery,
furniture, building material, etc. These
two young men “are,” says the Age, “two
of Aitkin’s most popular young business
men, and when they are ready for business they will find business
ready for
them”.
y/

Wiggin

& Moore,

1 ist

Monday night

Fannies.

Telephone connection.
9

P. O

and started the

on

side.

one

plank-

The vessel

H. B. Phillips.
loading
The stevedore evidently didn’t know his
business, for he put the bricks all on one
side. This listed the vessel so badly that
brick

was

for

she broke her

guyiincs

bricks

and

and heeled

off,

doubtful if she

can

be

repaired,

as

For

Harbor,
was

after to warrant

June 30.

Mrs.

pianist,

plished

piano recital given at

Congregational

the First
on

and

church in Brewer

Wiggiu is an accomis always heard with

should

be

heard

often in

concert numbers.
Mrs. H. W.

to

j

recently finished serving out a
county jaii at Ellsworth for

Haynes

entertaining

Shady Nook the following:
J.W. Tatley, of|Montreal,*Mrs. C. A.
Hanscom, of Baltimore, Mrs. W. H. Titus,
of New York, Mrs. I. L. Halman. of Boston, Mrs. F. A. Coombs, of East Orange,
N. J., and Mrs. Lewis Hodgkins, Mrs. F.
C. Burrill, Mrs. H. F. Whitcomb, Mrs. W.
A. Alexander, Miss J. A. Thompson, Miss
Hannah Holmes, Miss Eva E. Aiken, of
Ellsworth.
are now disturbing the tranquility
List Sunday morning
Bridge bill.
Walter Douglass, while delivering milk,
discovered a deer on the lot opposite P. B.
Day’s. The animal ran through the
bushes into the field, where be remained
long enough for Mrs. Kingsbury to come

Deer

He then

get

jumped

good

a

look at

French,

French, Miss
Eugenie Clark,

Mrs.

A. G.

Harris, Miss E
Barber, of Boston, and Miss Eliza-

beth

RouTids,

Louise C.

of

them—Mary, wife of Judge J. A. Peters,
Henry W enshier of the First nationbank of Ellsworth; and Albert K., a

Providence,

R. I.

They

were entertained at dinner by Dr. Clark’s
cousin, Mrs. F. W. Rollins. In the evening the following E.lsworth friends of
board:
the party were entertained on
Mrs. G. P. Dutton and Miss Louise, C. R.
Foster and family, Mrs. G. E. Greeley,
Miss
Miss Mabel Mouaghau,
Sophie
Walker, Miss Grace King, C. R Cole, of
Pawtucket, Mrs. Rollins and the Misses
Rollins. The “Narcis-Ui” sailed for Ban-

Swett, foreman of the New
York Press composing room, is in the
city, the truest of his uncle, James Lord.
This visit is the result of the publishing
of a letter from Mr. Titus, former city
editor of The American—and who, by
the way, is himself in town—in which he
mentioned meeting Mr. Swett in a business way iu New York.
James Lord, on
reading the letter at once recognized the
name of a long-lost nephew, and upon
corresponding with Mr Swett the following story was revealed: Mr. Lord’s old-

est sister sailed from Boston

on

the

soon

child died in in-

Seavy is

at home

through hay-

Meader

has

commenced

haying

Meader.

Angie A. Alley is with her aunt,
Eunice Williams.

Miss

Sunday, July 12—Morning service at
Sermon by Rev. S. R. Belyea. Sunday school at 12 in. Evening service at

Mrs.

Mrs.

land,

at 7 30.

Nellie Hansom aud son, of Portvisiting relatives here.

are

Ralph Haynes is home from Waltham,
Mass., where he has beeu employed.
Mrs. Lura Do'.liver and son Milton are
visiting Mrs. Dolliver’s father, M. D.

Missionary service Thursday at 7 30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2.30 p. m.;

Belyea.

Haynes.

EPISCOPAL.

Simonton, pastor.
Sunday, July 12— Morning service
Rev. J. P.

A. L. Grindle’s family is occupying the
cottage by the beach owned by Roy

at

Social
Sunday school at 1145.
meeting at 7 p. m.
Tuesday evening meetings omitted during July and August.

10.30.

Haynes.
J. H. Galley has returned from Bangor,
accompanied by his graudcbildren, Percy
and Eva Dyer.
Plutarch.
July 7.

at 2 30 p. ra.;

CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev.

Written for The American.
Ears that Hear Not.
When the waves of the ocean roll in

J. M. Adams, pastor.

Friday, July 10—Prayer and conference
meeting at 7 30. Subject: “The Brotherhood of

Man.”

Sunday, July 12—Morning service at
Sunday school at 11.45.
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Rev. J. A. Scheuerle.
Sunday, July 12—Preaching service at
10 30 a. m. Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.
10.30.

Evening

meeting Friday evening

at 7.30.
UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, July 12—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school will be discontinued
until first Sunday in September.

COMING
Monday, July

after their

To Cure a Cold In One Day.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money If It falls to cure.
E. W. Grove’s signature Is on each box. 26c.

the

Methinks as 1 pace the shell scattered shore.
And list to its booming moan,
The voice of Eternity calls in its sweep,
Hoarsely swelling with foam capped steep,
A language forgotten, unknown.

service at 7 30.

Weekly* prayer

on

And break into fuming spray.
A world pulse beat on the gray-brown sand,
Tnat never has ceased since the rise of the land.
Nor shall till the judgment day.

1

What the universe saw at the dawn of the wot Id
It speaketh in accents forlorn.
The ears of mankind are deadened and dull,
They hear but its thunder, and wait for its lull,
They sigh through the darkness for dawn.
—Gleason L. Archer.
Wianno, Mass June, 1903.

EVENTS.

■Jtmrrtiseninnz

20— Annual excursion of

Congregational Sunday

school.

Excur-

sion open to all. Tickets 50c.; on sale at
E. F. Kobinson’a. Children under 14, 25c.

Thursday, July 23,
J. French Co., in

Hancock
“Peck’s

hall—Leroy
Bad Boy”.

Prices, 25, 35 and 50c.
Tnursdayf Friday and Saturday, July
30, 31 and Aug. 1, Hancock hall—Hayward
Stock Co., in a repertoire of standard
plays. Prices, 15. 25 and 35c.

SAVE YOUR COOPONS
Twenty-live Coupons from
Haudifold Toilet Paper
entitles

you

to

Fixture worth

a

Metal

ft.

For

sale at
Generally when you say something to
mean
woman that doesn’t
anything,
you can make her believe it was awfully
a

Parcher's

if you act as if you were afraid
somebody else might have heard it.
wicked

Y

-

Drug

Store-

-

A BIG SOAP SURPRISE.
LENOX

SOAP,

6 bars for 25c.

SWIFTS PRIDE, 7 bars for 25c.
Too mtfch soap is bad for us; it takes up room that other goods
should have. That’s why we've anxious to unload in a hurry and
why we have cut these soap prices way, way down.

clip-

per ship “Telegraph” in 1852, taking with
her the boy Donald. Mr. Swett had gone
to California two years before and bad
The mother died

one

March is in poor health.

for Frank

10 30.

the Black

Dr. Charles A.

Kerr, pastor.

the wall into

over

field, and called on Mr. DunWhen last
leavy, but didn’t stay long.
seeu be was beaded towards Surry.
The 40-foot naphtha launch “Narcissus”,
of Bostou, came into the river Tuesday,
having on board her captain and owner,

first senior

ing.

BAPTIST.

of

dowu the street and

was

Palmer

Bayside—Service Sunday

Mason.

Esoteric

member of

OAK POINT.

CHURCH NOTES.

METHODIST

its

prominent

was a

charter

twice elected master.

R. L

liquor selling.

this

a

travelling bH.tsuiau;
fancy.

term in the

Mr.

held the office for
recently re-appointed

and

was

.,

al

Mr. Simonton.
is

Mrs.

died.

illegal

term.

Rev. David.

closely identified
the city. He

warden, and
He was a member of the Bangor council, of Acadia.K.
A. chapter, serving three terms as its
high priest, aid of Blanquefort comtnandtry
Mr. Cushman married Susan, daughter
of tne iHie Henry Whiting, whose widow
Is still living. Four children were born
was

Monday afternoon Foss and John
before Judge B. E. Clark, of
the municipal court. Both men pleaded
not guilty.
The evidence produced by the prisoners
failed to satisfy the court that they were
innocent, and they were adjudged guilty.
The cases were appealed, and bonds
furnished for their appearance at the
Foss has

was

lodge,

were

October

He

Mr. Cushman
He

Ou

Hatt

was

life of

by Gov. Hill chairman of the board of
registration.

Fields

arrest for

Hayes

nine years.

liquor selling.

afternoon at

him.

an

political

the

President

Foss place in Bar
enough of what be

and secured

business

same

served five years in the city government.
He was appointed postmaster in 1878 by

The Irrepressible Foss, of Bar Harbor,

visited the so-called

this firm, Mr.

in.it until forced by faillDg

forty years be

with

LIQUOR SEIZURES.

Again Apprehended.
Deputy-Sheriff

was

to

health to retire.

is

old, having been built in Aina in
1845; her gross tonnage is 53 tons, and her
hailing port Southwest Harbor.

Last Saturday

came

and remained

very

MORE

He

After 11 e dieso'ution of
Cushman continued in the

near

she

ago,

Cunningham.

P.

tbe

sliding
very
going
The cargo is being
through her bull.
taken out, and the vessel stripped.
It is
came

weeks

unexpected.

born in Stillwater in
Ellsworth in 1861, and
since that time has beeu closely identified
with the business, political and social life
of the city of bis adoption. For a time
be was in the lumbering business, and
then entered the employ of the firm of H.
& 8. K. Whiting. About 1870 he went
into the furniture and cabinet making
business with the late George Cunningham, the father of Judge of Probate O.

“Napoleon”, of SouthHarbor, hauled off from the wharf

ing and timber

not

was

Mr. Cushman

1838.

The schooner
west

appeared about two

John

DRUGGISTS,
Corueroyi*.

worst

and bis death

England.

Brarahall’s

a

Lingering Illness.
Albert W. Cushman, for the past forty
years a prominent and highly-esteemed
citizen of Ellsworth, died at 3 30 this

office

the continent

Donald

S

Passed Away This Afternoon After

Mr. Titus’ letter in The Amerput them in touch with him. Mr.
Swett learned the printer’s trade in the
ican

gor this forenoon.

i

A.

be

professor

9

[Cod,
v

s

the Catholic church

MOSQUITO
♦

HANDSOME ROCKER
FREE !

requested.

r

FISH.

O

the

Woman’s relief corps Thursday, July 9, to
important business. A full at-

|

all kinds of

Freak, wait. Smoked and

One New Delivery Wagon,
side springs, and other stock at greatly
reduced prices, until .1 uly 15. During
hiis time I will sell the Hayford

In

special meeting

of

transact

♦o#o#c»
EDWIN M. MOORE,

*

a

H.

of each month.

5

Charles E. Bellatty, formerly of Ellsworth, now with the H. B. Humphrey
Advertising Co., of Boston, is spending
his vacatiou here.

conducted

1‘einoerat

well

as

“Common-

trip abroad.
Miss
Embert C. O-good and wife,

wealth”

Mrs.

»1

♦

principal

pleasure,

Harbor and Southwest Harbor.

season.

now

Franklin

family

George S. Foster, of the firm of MeFoster, of Portland, is in the
city. Mrs. Foster is expected later in the

and Feed Stable.
Horses left in our care will receive
prompt and careful attention.
Please give us a call.

UNDERTAKER,

Mrs. Ada Johnson and

Gouldrick &

prepared to keep a
First-Class Livery, Boarding
are

days of this week and last. She returned
to Southwest Harbor yesterday.
week for

trace

cation of

The

Emma Allen and Harry E. Howe are at
tae Treworgy cottage at Contention Cove

for Business.

Ready

new

wife.

Monaghan.

Wyman cottage at Contention
Cove is occupied this week by the followFred Goggins. of the Bath iron works,
ing party: Misses Ethel Knowlton, A.
is spending his vacatiou with his parents
May Bonsey, Lulu Eppes, Leonice Foster,
22 STATE STREET. iu this city.
Marian Treat, Ray Whiting, W. £. WhitThe schooner “Henrietta A. Whitney”
ing, Morris Knowlton, of Ellsworth, C.
has arrived and discharged the first cargo
E. Betlatty, Leslie Beckwith, of Bostou,
◄ ◄
of coal for the year.
J. Lee and J. Montgomery, of Bucksport.
A
Mrs. E. H. Lord, of Denver, Colo., and
Mrs. Charles D. Wiggln, of this city,
A
Mrs. Percy Lord, of Calais, are the guests received
many compliments for her fine
▲ of their sister, Mrs. J.
Q. Adams.
rendering of Liszt’s Nocturne No. 3, and
▲
Dr. Abby M. Fultou was in town a few Arabesque in G minor by Cbaminade, at
JULY II.

▲

A

Larkin and
of Mrs.

h sister

visit the

family^ ber^

With every pound of tea or two pounds of coffee a half-dozen drinking glasses will be given away. Remember this is for Saturday only.

♦

E

James

FRFFI

SATURDAY

J,
t

C. E. Monaghan and her daughter
Myrtle left last Friday for Minneapolis.
They will spend the summer there with

accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Sims, ol
Minneapolis, who hts been in Ellsworth
for some time past.
Col. H. E. Hamlin and Henry Whiting,
of this city, and Frank
Hamlin, of
Chicago, sailed last Friday from New
York on the “Cymric” of the White Star
line, for Liverpool.
They will spend
several months abroad, and expect to

Chilcott, a teacher in
Newburyport high school, is at home

C. F. DAVIS,
NEW CASH MARKET,

that haB been installed.

Mrs.

Etta Condon went to her home in
Brooksvllle on Tuesday for her summer

Miss Clio M.

117\7 -Iiecause we sell for cash and cash only, and by so (loins: have bis
TV I I I
sales and small profits.
All Vegetables in their Season.

J. Redman is here for bis sumFulton is an enthusiastic
yachtsman, and will be in charge of the
“Wave Crest”, owned by his uncle, Judge
John B. Redman. He made a successful
trial trip last Saturday to test the new
vacation.

engine

No. 27.

{

A. \V. CUSHMAN, DEAD.

comparative strangers. All
of relatives whs lost until the publi-

Fulton

mer

Is

Ellswort h.

and Canned Goods is Davis’Market.

Congregational Sunday school picnic, which was postponed on account of
the storm, will take place on Monday,
July 20. The same steamer will take the
party to Castine. The steamer will leave
Lord’s wharf.
The

vacation.
Mrs.

left to the ten-

!

care

The three-masted
schooner
“Julia
Frances”, Capt. Alley, is at the Curtis

G A Rarcher—Apothecary.
China & Japan Tea Co—Tea, coffee and
C F Davis—Market.

cation.

charge

was

AS SECOND CLASS MATTER
ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.

Make

To-Day

Your

FLOYD
34 >1V1N

Soap-Buying Day

&

with Us.

HAYNES,

STREET, ELLSWORTH.

CHRIS riAJi

fripl*’

F*t tbe Week ReiploalnK Jnlj
12—Comment bp Rer. S. H. Doyle.
Topic-—What the Holy Spirit can do for
me.—John xvl, 5-1*.

EDITED BT

Its Motto:

Use Hoi; Spirit is the third person of
the Trinity ami as such has a distinctive work to perform.
The Father

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

column are suodaetly
TV purpose* of
stated in the title and motto—U 1* for the mu
lua benefit, and aim# to be helpful and hopeful.
Belnjr for the common good, U 1* for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity U so delta
communication-, and lt> sucee-s depends largely on the support given it In this respect. Communications must lie signed, but the name off
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will tie subject to approval or
rejection hr the editor of tbe column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
ail comettttrtcatlons vo
The americab.
Ellsworth. Me.
this

planued

the only method of salvation,
the Son executed it by His death npon
the cross, and it is the mission of the

Holy Spirit to apply it. The Father is
specially manifested in the Old Testament dispensation, the Son in the gospels and from the day of Pentecost we
have been living in tbe dispensation of
the Spirit.
He came as a result of
Christ’s going from earth.
"It is expedient that I go away; for if I go not
the Comforter will not come
you, but if I depart fwill send
hlru unto you." Christ in the flesh was
to be replaced by Christ in tbe spirit
In the flesh Cl rist coaid be in but one
place at the same time, but in tbe
spirit He c-ould lie everywhere, performing His work; hence the expediency of Christ's going away that the

life, n y darl.fig.
u hlrh U onlr Ju«t h>-r» *>.
And while you are crocheting
These thoughts In my brain hare
I think of

spun.

space, then a block, my darling
A i^ock of solid w-»rk.
Twin he so In %osr life, little daughter;
^There’s many a place to shirk.
A

But I pray there be more blocks, darling.
r or solid work wears the best;
But fu'l and smooth may you finish It. dear,
I f so it seemeth be-l.

Spirit might gome.
Having come, what is the work of
the Spirit in applying the redemption
purchased by Christ? Several phases

;
^

“P-r-o-v-i-d-e-n-c-c!*'
When the train stopped, a Kiri cairn
up the steps a tall, bright faced young
woman, with, an alert air that stampet
her instantly as one of the world*!
workers.
A man at one of the smoker window*
threw out a freshly lighted ciggr and
made his way Into the back coach. “1
wonder.'* he mused, “why it Is she al
ways knows just what to wear ant]
how to wear it—black skirt, not toe
long, blue shirt waist, sailor hat?”
“Allow me.” Before she was aware
of his presence be had raised the window she was tugging at.
“You?” she interrogated.
“None other.” he laughed.
“And
what do you mean by stepping into my
car
so
unceremoniously? I thought

vour

be.*n

MAN'S LAZY
CbpyrVM, EM. by T. C, JtfeCtur*

CEOCHETIBC
Weaving the white threads In and out
With the •hieing Mule hook,
A' *1 ** I watch you, darling.
With your earaeut, steadfast lw>k,

unto

WHEN A
By SNOWDEN KINO

LACE-

away

•

:
l

"*1'1T MADGE**.

you

were

in

Boston, working

hla

start

as

none

W bat does

as

of Ell*worth.
Krzar Falu, Me Jan 17,1903
To the Editor of the American:
Benjamin MtiMkeo, 2d, son of “Tony
Mil liken*

Beo”, tO'CtUed, lettlid at the mouth of
r’-rer, as El * worth folk say, where by
bts wife, Lucy Banka, be bad iaaue eleven
children wboee names were:
Ann, William, Benjamin, 3d, James, Abigail, Lucy,
Jeremiah, Joseph, Polly, Veapatian, Carothe

longer.

•There’s Mr. Hilton, tbe publisher.”
“Whoever would
Bessie exclaimed.
have thought of seeing him down
line.
here?”
Toe subscriber would be much gratified
“Bessie”—Jack whispered hurriedly; if any person related to tbe Millikeos, or
he hadn't much time, for his Nemesis Acquainted with this family, will send
was coming toward them with a bright
him information as follows:
smile on his face—“could you forgive I. Whom did Ann (as above) marry,
me for deliberately deceiving you':”
where reside, and did she leave child“Good morning. Miss Stuart. 1 see
ren? Address wanted.
by his happy face that you have for- i 2. William. Whom did he marry, where
And Hilton's hand
given the boy.”
reside, and did he have issue?
was laid caressingly on Jack’s shoulWe know whom be married,
3. James.
thank
“I
want
to
for
a
moment.
dec
Wanted: Full
and where he livid.
would
for
the
fear
that
for
it.
you
you
names cf bis wife’s parents and their
John
has
been
the
shadow
of
not
Leigh
residence; full names, births, marriages
mouths.
for
Hammond's
sunshine
and residences of his childreu. The
for
his
laurels,
: Please let him enjoy
address of grandchildren wanted.
!
he has won them royally.”
4.
Abigail, Who did ely? marry, where
himMr. Hilton proceeded to make
reside, childrens names? Address of
to
self comfortable by turning a seat
grandchildren wanted.
face his friends, but at that moment a 5. Lucy married Samuel Royal, of Steusee
j door clanged and a man he must
ben. Me. Record iu band.
| passed into the smoker. “Never mind." 6. Jeremiah said to have gone away when
he smiled as be left them; “I'll join
young, and not beard from afterwards.
you later.”
Can any one give tbe facts?
Jack Hammond had grown very j 7.
Joseph. Whom did be marry, where
He turned to Bessie, his eyes
white.
reside? Had he children? Address ol
desperate. He never quite realized und*-»c*ndf> nl* wanted.
til this u^mieut just what this girl’s S
Benjamin 3d. Whom did be marry,
real displeasure would mean to him.
wti# re re-ide. when and where die? Fu.l
“It is as liad as it seems. Bessie. I
names of children with
births, mar| have allowed you to idealize a name,
riage* ai d oral be.
and you have found that he is only a 9.
Polly. Whom did she marry, where
plain, common man after all. Are you
reside and ole? The address of her degoing to even try to forgive ine?”
scendants wanted.
“Oh. Jack. I was not thinking of that 10
Veapatian. Did be gooff to sea, unat all. but of how cruelly unjust 1 have
married, and ne\er return?
been to you. I believe 1 have even called II. Caroline.
Whom did she marry,
you lazy, and all the time you were
where reside, when die?
Address ol
; doing such an immense lot of work it
ber grandchildren wanted.
makes me fairly dizzy to think of it."
To the writer, mLo has been more than
And
“None of that matters now."
ten years in correspondence with tbe
Jack's hand closed tightly over hers. Milllkens in
Europe and America, it
“Is it for life, sweetheart?” For a mo- *** m*
strange t nat no record of the family
ment the steady blue eyes held the
of Benjamin Milliken, 2d, has been prebrow'ii eyes fast; then the brown ones
served.
The old bibie owned by his
and
“Forever
the
answer
was,
drooped,
father has been fi nn*l in New Biunsw ck,
and forever:”
M-.* « full record of bis e
gbieen cnilcreii
1

but you can work.**
“Mother and I have been taking a
much needed vacation two miles out
of Providence with Aunt Ruth Armsly,
mother's sister.
You don't know what
Selected by Aunt Emma.
a
time we have had—fried chicken,
fresh milk and eggs, the finest scenery
! Dear M. B Friend*:
Many time* as I read the good thing# in our and the dearest aunt in the world.**
i column, I say. I too will se»*d a word of greeting
“Oh. but 1 do know.” he interrupted,
; to toe <fear sister* whose ItfUrm I enjoy so much;
“for I have been enjoying the same,
! but the weeks fly by so quickly that there uever
minus the aunt, a few miles down the
But as I read
serms time for anything new.
bay! 1 didn’t feel like going the reguAunt Badge's fairy story thU morning (aod
lar rounds this summer, so I took my
i tell It not to the extra good housekeeper*, that I
\ dropped down right to the midst of my Friday’s vacation late and in iuy own way.”
“Your vacation!” And Bessie Stuart
‘•weeping to read that precious pap r from th<
I city of my birth; I said now lathe time to give laughed soft and low.
“From what,
! as web as lake, and so 1 a»k you to make room
please? Confess you have never done
*
^
a day’s work in your life.”
; for me Id the drcle.
Dear, “Eg©,’* I meant to have hunted you up
“And you.” he answered softly, “have
!
home
again.
l*cfore you flitted to your Ulead
done too many of them.”
You see I have found out who you are, for my
“No.” she said quickly
She was
home is lu the old Bay state, aud not a tfeMiaand
afraid when this man’s voice and eyes
n il s from where you have spent your winter.
I always look for your letters, and enjoy them took on their present tone—of herself,
too
Hope we may meet when uext you come perhaps, more than anything else.
to Bo-ton and vicinity.
“Since I have taken up illustrating 1
It Da fcl-»rt**ui morning with beautiful sun- have to use the minutes as well as the
shine, the flr*t for two w -eka. I »»• In Bo*wu
hours, so as to keep up my reporting.**
yesterday to -ee the great parade lu honor of ;
“Are you going to do reporting this
procured.
A Symposium.
t»en. Hooker,
it was grand, taking twoand one- 1
all families of the Dime have
winter? It is such hard, grinding work
half h> urs to pa*» a given point. It Is e*tl“What is the secret of success?’* 1
for a woman. Bessie. I lyite to see you
preser v* d the records of births, marriages
mat* d, f u» y ljfXN) U4> peoi le were there to see the
asked the sphinx.
and deaths with eacrtd care.
If the
do it. and with all my heart I wish I
gr* al aod unusual sDht.
“Push.” wkl the button.
records of the family of Benjamin, 2»,
H >w the crowd cheered when they caught had the power to say you shall not.”
“Take pains.” said the window.
are extinct, the writer wilt esteem it *
She looked at him steadily. “Do you
*l*ht ot a owe-armed vet* ran or one on crutches-*
“Never be led.” said the pencil.
gr«at favor if a correct transcript can be
My heart jumped as 1 caugnt sight of the “Oil know that sometimes you are almost
“Be up to date." said the calendar,
I’iue Trve” ami uplifted arm on one bauner, impudent?
Yes, 1 must do rejK»rting
produced for the history be is compiling
i “Always keep cool.” said the ice.
and 1 felt like rushing out and sh'ktng the hand
The famllie* of Norman M:liktn ai d
this winter. It will l>e a year at least
“I)o business on tick.” said the clock.
of every man who inarched under It- But I
of Elias Mllllken. who went West in 1817,
before 1 can give it up for more con“Never lose your head.” said the barmu-t st..p or B-y maiden eff <rt wl 1 Hod au ignob?tv» produced a very full rtcotd and bi
genial employment. Illustrating does rel.
minious ueatti iu the Waste basket.
not pay quite well enough yet to take
Ograpby.
A 1ST EUlMJRA.
“Do a driving business,” said the
|
Record*
of
care of the Stuarts financially.
1 supbirths, marriages and
hammer.
We came we all say t» another new
deaths of the family of Joseph Mi.liter,
pose your work will be the same.” and j
to greater things,” said the
"Aspire
friend; we are glad to make room in our her
brother cf Bn jouiit,)i2t, Norman ano
lips curled a little scornfully, “ci■circle for “Aunt Eudura”, and shall he
nutmeg.
Elias were probsidy distroyed when tt e
gars. club dinners, the theater and the
;
“Make light of everything,” s*id the
glad to bear from her again. You are one usual round of social functions?**
tarly records of Surry were burned; tut
fire.
of us now.
He glanced through the window’ at
it is thought I hst Ms old blble, contain“Make much of small things.” said
j
the falling leaves, a strange look on
WLST Fica»KL19, June 26, 19j3.
Spirit “Holy men spake as they were
ing the dupnc«te record, is still lu tx st
the microscope.
his handsome face.
Win his
snee.
“Yes. Bessie my
descendants carefu'ly
.moved by the Holy Ghost” And in Dear Friendk of the M. B. Column:
“Never
do
said
offhand.”
anything
1 was very much Interested lu the M B. C. of work will l>e the same, will
in vest leal e and report to me? I wish to
nidi!ion t<* that, the Holy Spirit enalways be the glove.
*
I
word
in
last week, and
felt just like saying a
the same until life is put away.”
learn particulais
lightens the mind that it may comprehis sons
respecting
"Spend much time in reflection," said
lav-.r of lb Young People's Weekly. A frien l :
“Oh. Jack.” she exclaimed, “you
hend the truth as it is in Jesus. In
Benjamin, Domiuicus, James, Daniel and
the mirror.
of mine sent me some copies a few years ago aud
j were made for something better than
Jesse.
all Bible study we should earnestly 1 have read and reread tuem and
passed them on
| “D| the work you are suited for.”
an idle, useless life!”
A
and prayerfully seek the persona! guid- to others. I wish
daughter, Sa’ly, married Henry
every family coy id tike k j
said the flue.
lie laughed and the spell was broken.
ance of the Spirit. He wrote the Bible, there are so many good things lu it that are 60
“Get a g khI pull w ith tbe ring,” said Jarvis. Had Josepn no other daughters?
us
uncan
Him
to
But
Jack
Hammond
knew
the
and no one like
<J. T Hidlon, FR
help
by
way
helpful to old and young.
the door bell.
What his heart thumped that it was dangerJ itduk the M. B.C- has a grand motto
P. 8. The writer fcould also like to corderstand it.
“Be shr.rp in all your dealings,” said
have
than
muse
we
two
could
w..r*D,
to
He
latter
sweet
hear
Bessie
Stuart say
ously
.8. The Spirit glorifies Christ.
respond with descendant* of “Tory Ben*’
the knife.
shall glorify Me, for He shall rdbcive tnlpful and hopeful' Would there were more of “Jack” in that soft, appealing way.
I "Find a good thing and stick to it." Milliaen’a dsughtei.' —Msry, who uiarr ed
u©w
iuu* b better this earth w.*uld
b
lu
life,
ever)
The friends of handsome Jack HamJohn Smith; Abigr 1. who married Capt
of mine and show it unto you.” The
said the glu *.
be. Hope on, hope fv«r, for were it not for mond
Itaae L>rd; Susan..a,
would, one and ail, have told you
method of glorification is by the maniPnebe, Dorcas,
“Trust fo your stars for success,”
ibe b« art would surely break.
hope
To one who
he was an idler, but his futher was said
festation of the truth.
Rachel, Rebecca, Charlotte and Joauua.
the night.
Now In regard to being sincere, do you think it
|
one of the wealthiest men in Boston.
knows the truth Christ cannot but tw Is all
“Strive to make a good impression,”
right to tpeak !u-t as you think. If any one i
From a mansion in Beacon Street to & said the
Mrs. Snsppt—OL? ail men are fools.
.glorified.
asks your opinion?
We ot>en shrink from such
seal.—Life.
hlBLE HEADINGS.
Mr. Snappc—Yts? C'nfort unately for you,
things, hut I would rather any one would tel me j little three room house in one of the i
-Ueh. ix, 20; Isa. xi. 1-5; Zecb. iv, 0; rather than others what be thinks of me, and it busiest portions of the city is quite a
dear, the rule doesn't work both ways.
Tragic Joking.
seems ae If 1 should esteem him very highly*
distance, both socially and financially,
John iii, 1-16; xiv, 16, 17; xv, 26, 27;
Some won en’s idea of being strenuous
Oswald’s
friends
were
on
the
always
j
Butajyltartw frail we mortals are; how often but Jack had done away with it easily I
Acts ii, 1-4; xiii, 1-3; xv, 22-29; Kom.
lookout for some ruse. He once noti- U to
belong to seventeen differ* m
fear of j in his
we me obliged lo wear a mask for
with
Bessie
Stuart.
acquaintance
xv, 13,16; 1 Cor. xii, 1-11.
fied them that on New Year's day he societies tor tne suppression of things.
wounding the feeling* of aorne one.
rt
They had met at a ball a year ago at 1 should
get the best of them all in some
flow beautiful everything looks just now Mrs.
Ostrander’s, Bessie’s aunt, a
The New General
is not reasonable to
after the rain ; the smoke has all cleared awsy j
joke, and New Year’s inoruiug each
Fifty against
when
who.
woman,
society
After nearly six months of searching and we can once more bieaihe tree y, and how
exmx‘l two weeks of outing to overcome the
received
this
notice.
Remember.
her
doors
to
Mr.
Stuart
died,
opened
effects uf filly wteka ot confinement.
the ideal man has finally been found cool it seems, more like fall than summer, but It
Take
They were on their guard.
his widow and daughter.
Hood's aar-.nparlila along wild you.
It re
As they were leaving a house where
to succeed Mr. John Willis Baer as will lie warmer later on.
had
Bessie
refused.
“No,
has
touched
on
ireaiies
of
been
stoutly
the
blood
As
the
sui
ct
eating
the
j«
Improve*
appetite, make*
general secretary
they had breakfasted Oswald slipped I
I bleep easy ami reetfnl
will semi a recipe for my hermit cakes, think j aunt, 1 cannot.” she had said, “even
Advt.
of the Cnited Soon the steps and fell on his back on
I sent it long ago very nice for the **gude n»on” though you are papa s sister.
Mamma
the sidewalk.
Ilis friends rushed to
ciety of ChrisIf he carries his dinner, aa they are hearty and
and 1 will live alone, and you will see
Endeavor.
his assistance, but puused before they
tian
fBtSical.
will take the place of doughnuts iu warm
I shall take care of her beautithat
reached him.
Sir. Von Ogden
weatlier.
*
fully.”
“This is his ruse." some one said.
Vogt of Beloit.
Hkhmit CAKES—One and one half cups sugar,
Mrs. Ostrander secretly admired the
Clearly the man who was so proud
Wis., assumed >, cun butu-r ••rcremn. 3 eggs,
tea*|»oon »udn
of
her
favorite
lu
little
milk
or
llour
independence
a
proud
dls-olwd
water,
enough
of his talent for mimicry was bent on
the duties of the
to roll out.
niece and was always devising plans to deceiving them all into
office recently.
thinking him
f fear I have tre*piMftl on your space and
have her with her as often as i»o. sible.
a dying man. for he lay there moanMistake is Made by Many EllsHe brings to the
time, and you are at liberty to 1-aaVe out any or
There was silence between Jack and ing pitifully. Ills face druwu and twistwork a large exall If you wl»h.
Bessie for some time. lie broke it by ed as if with terrible pain.
worth Citizens.
perience along
| His
With best wishes for all from
saying:
friends stood around and made
similar lines and
aunt Emma.
Don’t mistake the cause of backache.
Are you pom# to i>e present at your
jokes and puns and hummed lines of
will throw his
Thanks to you, “Aunt Era na,’’ both for aunt's dinner
Tj be cured you must know the cause.
comic sougs. assuring him all the
Wednesday eveningT*
splendid person- you le'ter and the dippings.
Perhaps
“Yes: that is what I am going home
while that they were not deceived by
vojf ogdes vogt.
It is wrong to imagine relief is cure.
ality into Chris- some of the sisters will give us their views for now. Mamma will
his aetiug. At last lie gave a bourse,
stay with Aunt
tian Endeavor in such a way a9 to on plain speaking.
Ruth another week, hut I promised
mournful cry. looked at them sadly
Backache is kidney ache.
make it move forward in every branch.
and then ceased to moau or writhe.
Aunt Ostrander 1 would spend th£ last
You mu6t cure the kidneys.
Mr. Vogt is twenty-five years old, a Dear Aunt Madge and M B. Friends:
days of my vacation with her. I had In a never to'be forgotten moment of
Once more 1 am permitted to wiite a line
graduate of Beloit college and a memhorror and sorrow his friends realized
An Ellsworth resident tells you how
a letter from her yesterday in regard
ber of the Woodlawn Presbyterian to our much-prized column and to thank all the to the dinner. She writes me 1 am tc
“Souvenirs t iis can be
| that Oswald was dead.
slaters, also Aunt Madge, for all the kind
done.
church of Chicago.
wear an elegant
gown and go down j d’un Vieux Libraire."
thoughts and ssylig-t which are so helpful to
Mrs. Howard Gray (Howard Gray, sea
with John T^eigh. author.
Don’t yon
me in so many ways, and 1, Mae Aunt Neil,
Endeavor Day In Juneau.
spend much of my time In packli.g and unpack- think that is glory enough for on*
MnKiiiflceiit Color* of (be Toucan.
mm), Surry road, just beyond Geo.
was
celebrated in ing trunks,
Endeavor day
grips and boxe-t which come and go young woman in one evening?”
l'oople wlio have only si»en stuffed Wood’s
tbe
hill, eays: 4tI have had attacks of
Juneau, Alaska, by emphasizing
f om our home. Tlie home-coming is very nice
“I should think so.
And you are tc
toucans in n museum eon have no propbackache
“good citizenship” features of tbe but 1 can not say the same of the going away.
weakness across the kidney*
meet your idol at last, are you?
Bes
er Idea of the astonishing magnificence
1 do wish 1 could send something mat would
This unusual observance
movement.
sie, has it ever occurred to you thai
and beauty of their rainbow coloring varied by dull aching for three or four
but
time
mind
to
ami
be
all,
iny
encouryou
he'pful
teas for the purxjose of giving
be disappointed iE in a state of nature, for the most deliyears. At times some of these attacks
i*ave been so
occupied oi late that 1 truly perhaps you may
agement to the efforts then on foot can not settle fully
him?”
down to thinking.
cate and most iridescent of all their
were 60 severe that I was
and
for ridding the town of gambiiug
I send a few recipes which I have found of
compelled to go
“I shall like him.”
And the girl’*
hues are those of the big beak and the
value in the family. The oatmeal cookies p
tJ bed and stay there for a week or more
other kindred evils.
voice
had
a
note.
“I
have
1
hare
been
still
ili.d
a
very positive
printed before,
haps
soft, nuked parts of the face and body.
number who wish to know bow to make them
rend everything he has written foi
Here blue and green, crimson, orange at a time. As might be expected when my
Oatmeal Cct>KlfeS-One cup sugar, 1 cop
Qoii Box.
four years, and since I have been work
and yellow pngs quickly into one an- Kidneys were either weakened or over
2 eggs, 1 scant teaspoon soda, 2 table
butter,
asked
that
be
per(Any question may
milk, 1 large spoon cinnamon, 2*$ cup-* ing for the C. magazine I have illus
other by dainty gradations. I’nhapplly
tains to any phase of Christian Endeavor spoons
excited, the secretions weje irregular, paroatmeal, 23* cups Hour, roil thin, bake in quick
I
several
of
his
stories.
car
{rated
Address Lock Box 674, Binghamwork.
the tints of the soft parts are so very
ticularly at night. Reading about Doan’s
even
what
he
looks
ton, N. Y.l
tell
like,
thougl
you
Mean Pot Stew—Get a pound of shoulder
evanescent that they disappear altokidney Pills in our Ellsworth papers led
No. 79. A. E. M., Birmingham, Ala.— steak or any kind of stew meat, cut up in Inch I have never seen him. He is dark foi
within
a few hours after death,
gether
bean
a
of
meat
in
pot, sprinkle
pieces, p ace layer
me to go to Wiggiu & Moore’s
The superintendent of Christian En- with pep|>er and salt, then a tablespoon of flour, one thing and has a strong, tboughtfu
and without them to harmonize the
drug store
deavor for Alaska is appointed by the next a layer of tliceu onion and one yf potatoes, face. I wonder what he is coming tc
general effect of the whole the gaudy for a box* If the first had not helped I
and so on till meat la used up, cover with one
Boston
for?”
United society at Boston, presumably cup cold water, place In oven, cover and bake
coloring of the permanent plumage is never would have bought a second or folThe quizzical smile deepened In Jack’i
because this territory is too scattered slowly : if water bakes off add more. I cook
apt to strike one in a museum as posimlue about four hours and it comes out fine.
lowed up the treatment by taking a third
does
he
live
wher
“Where
blue
eyes.
to have a regularly organized UDion.
tively garish in its crude reds and yelone who tbiuks of you all.
Anm.
is
home?”
and a fourth. From the results
he
at
The superintendent is Rev. Edward
lows.
obtained
Did any of you hear the rustling of
Bessie’s brows drew together In f
A living toucan, on the contrary,
1 ’rave the greatest faith in Doan’s
Marsden of Saxtnan.
white wings as the good fairies sent their |
Kidney
I
don’t
be
frown.
“Well.
from far and near to help us with I thoughtful
though almost barbaric In its magnifi- 1* Ha.”
N'o. 80. r. O., I-os Angeles, Cal.—If missives
words of cheer and usefulness? All the lieve 1 ever really heard.
Somehow ! cence. can never be
|
of
a fund for
to
accused
contribute
te
vulgar,
desire
you
For sale by all dealers.
'help that has been received through all have always thought of him as livint
Price 50 cents.
bad taste. It is like St. Mark’s at Vensupplying the Christian Endeavor the years has made %ne column the in- in New York
city.”
ice or the Moorish decorations of the F .-ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N, Y., sole
World to Missionaries ou the foreign teresting factor which it has become in
the lives of so many of us, and that help
Just then the train stopped at n smnl
Alhambra at Granada, polychromatic agents for the United States.
field, you should address your gift to you have so cheerfully and kindly given
station and picked up a nnfn. a Bos
to the last d?gfree. yet always beautifulTremont
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
Shaw,
Tempie,
Mr. William
is greatly appreciated by
tonian, every inch. There was nothin*
ly harmonious.—Coruhill Magazine.
Boston, Mass.
Aunt Madge.
no substitute.
But work with a will, my darling,
Keep the thread still pure and white,
A ml t tie ha ml that gutties you, roy darling,
W 111 finish the work aright.
—The Ladies* Home Journal.

of the Spirit's work in the world are
here suggested by Christ:
1. me spirit convinces the world or
Bln. “And when He is coiue He will
convince the world of sin and of righteousness and of judgment." The people of the world were loath to believe
in Christ, but the Spirit would convince them of their unbelief and would
■how that righteousness could be obtained in Christ and that Christ had
Judg'd and condemned Satan, the
prime of this world. Conviction of
sin is the first step in the salvation of
the soul. No one will cry out "What
must I do to be saved-/” until he feels
that he is a sinner and therefore needs
salvation. This conviction is the work
of the Spirit, and then He leads to repentance and faith and a complete apprehension of the mercy of Hod in
Christ. This is the Spirit's work for
the sinner, and if unsaved He is the
only one Who can do it for us.
2. The Spirit guides into spiritual
truth. Christ taught the disciples many
things, and yet they were often ignorant and full of misunderstanding.
But after Pentecost this was not true
of them. Their faith was strong and
their knowledge certain. Iiecause they
were guided into the truth by the
Spirit This also is a part of His word
"'When
in relation to the Christian.
He. the Spirit of Truth, is come He
will guide you into all truth.” and tlie
truth which He teaches is the truth as
it is in Jesus, for He shall not speak
of llimself. but whatsoever He shall
hear that shall He speak, and He shall
And in
show you things to coiue.”
John iv, 26. Jesus says, •'He shall testify of Me." The truth of clod as revealed in His word is the work of His

Ctty IJfe |, Artificial.

Comspon&nue.

appearance to cause Jack to
though he were gnlltj ot a
crime and this man tbe avenger, but
he did. For tbe first time in ail bia.life
he did not want to see Matthew Hilton,
for he had told him only a few days
a seago that a secret which had been
cret between them for five loug years
of close companionship need be one no
In

fllntnal Btnrfct fcotnmn.

ENDEAVOR.

la

wholly

$«««**.

city youth

a

natural? a.ke*

see or
.

Tha rattle of

bear th.f
writer ln
and bt.

are

wafODe over the pavements, the
loc of whistles, and the roar
of m
cbtnery are all artificial, unnatural
and they are dinned Into bis
ears
0
blrtb until death.
Ha rarely Helena to the'myried
role,,.,
nature, tbe song of birds, the

iJ'

brooks, or the soughing
piece. In cities all

the

babbling.,

of the
tbe

wind

objects

artificial, and all tbe lines are
maw*
of bricks, atone*, and morter,
Into sharp angles which
obtrude ever*
where, Instead of tbe graceful curves
of
streams, hillsides and foliage.
What beauty exist* Is man made
are

for^!

conventional;
least— is

yet

ness, that It
to be found.
A

and

and all

thls-ln America
at
mixed with
Qgll.
must be sought dllig.nii.

so

rare,

so

Surgical Operation

Is always dangerous—do not
the surgeon’s knife until you

submit tn
have

Bleeding. Itching and Protruding Piiesnd
equals DeWitt's Witch Ha,.i*

remedy
Salve.

by Wioot-e A Moohf.

Sold

ZUrtjfTtisrmmts.

Marvelous^ Escape from
Death!
PAINE’S CELERY

COMPOUND
Does

Wondrous Work for

a

Lady

a

1

—

trl~i

DeWitt’s Witch Harel Salve, it will
when everything else fail-—It ha.
done
this In thousands of ca.es
For Blind

Who Was Almost Crazed with

Pain and

Suffering.

It is well known that terrible rheumatism,

sciatica,

and neuralgia cause more
ness, acute suffering, and agony, than any

helpless-

of
the other diseases that afflict humanity. The
great medicinal virtues of Taint ’s Celery Compound make it the only trustworthy specific
for the cure of all forms of rheumatism and
neuralgia. Thousands of strong te-nrial
letters from the most prominent people «.f tlie
r. 1
land, prove that Paine's Celery t'-.m
has banished these terribly fatal troiiUc- when
all other treatment has failed. Mrs. Margaret lkihci, of lirametd, Minn., after thirty
years of agonizing tortures had a desire t end
her life, if it was the will of Heav.: : >hc almost prayed for the time to lay it
v»u.
Heaven-directed, she made use of Paine's
is
tiue
Lie
Celery Compound, and
enjoying
once more.
She says:
-uf.
“For thirty year- I have Uen a ,;r*
ferer from neuralgia in the hea l.
al.->
with rheumatism in the whole body. I
„\;n
a
taking Paine’s Celery Com|x>uml a:
found I was much letter. 15ef«»re tai..; i: the
Compound, my life w as such a l*irdcn that i
almost prayed to lay it down. 1 wa> e« !i-l
every two weeks with horrible pain i the
head, back, ami neck, until 1 wa- aimv.
crazed, lam able to do harder w
I
more of it today than for twenty-tire \< if'.
am
really enjoying life again, if... ks t »
1
Paine’s Celery Compound. 1 am
that my life lias been prolonged many years
its
use.**
by
—
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Diamond Dyes
Color Anything
Any Color

—

wealthy

—

All

j

1

Wrong.

6*Ek

There

are

many ways in which Piam<*-.t
Dresses, cloak', s-:t>

Dyes will help you.

ribtrons coats, feathers, stockings,—ever)
thing wearable, Diamond Dyes make :>
look like new. Diamond Dyes are t:
perfect home dyes; they are SIMM-1

STRONG, SURE.
We have a apecial department of advi- e. »'•
will auawer free any question* at-out dyeing.
Send *a tuple of good* when politic.
Direction book and 45 dyed **mple« free.
DIAMOND DYES, Burlington. Vt

J

\o

PARCHER,

A.

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth.

Main*'

Canting.

—

j

\f mtfuti

Invested

\our money
In shares of

wll'earn
tbe

M

£llsvcrtb Iciii anil Min Ass’a.
A
ta

now

NEW

8E1CJES

Shares, fl each; mow****
payments, FJ per share.

open,

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
a first mortK&Kt' and
reduce U every month
Monthly
Interest together
and
payments
will amount to hut little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

shares, ulve

OWN TOUR
For
A. W.

OWN^ HOME.

particulars Inquire of

Hkn&t W. Cushman, 8ec*yFirst Nat’l Bank Bldi

Kino, President.

professional

J)R.

H.

CarDs.

GREELY,

DENTIST.
Graduate of the Philadelphia Dental Colle<®»
class of *75
«9~OFFICK IN GILES’ BLOCK. ELLBWI-KTh
Closed Wednesday afterncons until furti**-7
otlce.
_

Subscribe for Thk Amkhica>

MARKK18.

RMJSWOKTH

ffXDNUDAT,

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

July 8, 1903.

One

W1H1MT8 ill 1I1ID1II.

KKminiMQ
of Liverpool nil stall weigh 60
and a bushel of Turk* Island sail snail

LAW

Ml

riw
A

pound8!

In

pound#.

~*\gh 70
In

good

order and

Winnowing* of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
Charles Tracy, of
Uuionville, said to be

Intoxicated condition, was killed
last Tuesday by a
freight train. Tracy
started up the track In tbe direction
of
bis home. When beyond tbe
station and
near Tunk river he
sat down on the track
and Is supposed to have
fallen asleep.
While In the stupor, the
westbound
freight rounded the curve and Tracy was
seen by the
engineer, but before the train
ecu Id be
stopped Tracy was struck by tbe
engine and thrown to the top of the out.
Upon examination the physicians concluded that his case was
hopeless, as both

bushel of potatoes.
shipping. Is 80 pounds;

of
"The standard weight
HI for

Week’*

a

*n£»IandarSwe?gbl shipping,

of a bushel o' oeans In
la 60 pounds,
order and lit for
turnips and peas, 60
ruta-baga
beets,
(fo wheat, i). corn, 68 pounds; of onions. S3
Of carrots, Ungllsn turnips, rye and
meal. 60 pounds; of parsnips « pounds;
ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oate,
or even measure as by agreement,
nrlces quoted below are the retail prices
rn.wortli- Farmers can easily reckon from
they are likely to receive In trade
for

K!!Sd!:
ffiun
lirlev

an

!

DICKY DONNELLY S
REDEMPTION
By WILLIAM H. OSBORNE
Copyright, ms, by T. C. McClure

Dicky Donnelly was all right—literally nil right. He didn’t smoke, chew,
drink or swear. There was just one
.‘iiswbai
tU&v the matter with Dicky. He was
i^SsL their products.
starving, that’s all. The failure of his
Coentry Produce.
two bosses had swept out upon the
lega and arraB were broken in several streets some hundred and fifty employcreamery buuer are both In good
’’“''i*. and
places, besides internal injuries. He died
eopplf- W. quote:
ees^ and Dicky was one of them. What
In two hourB.
Tracy was thirty-nine became of the others he did not know,
■nd he didn’t care just at present. He
years of age.
ChH>«>
was too much taken up with his own
An important banking
merger went into
Best factory (new) per ..1S#J8
afTairs. I com his perusal of the first
effect last Wednesday, when the
Bestdairy (new).. ..
good
wil!,
Dutch (imported).90
On
banking business and assets of Swan & advertisement, six weeks ago, that
Seufcbtwl.
Bright, clean, intelliBarrett were acquired by the Portland read, “Wanted
BKK*-

Si„nd«.

—

flay.
B«#t loose,per

....*5
18 ii 'JO

6traw on

Two Maine built vessels—the “Rebecca
Palmer”, built at Rockland in 1901, and
the “Young Bros.”, built at Belfast in
1900—were in collision last Wednesday

12 514
....18

ton...

Baled.
Straw.
No loose

Trust Co. The well-known firm of Swan
& Barrett has been in existence
thirty-six
years. The Portland Trust Co. was organized in 1885 with a capital of
flOO.OOO.

.20 522

Fresh laid, per do*.
peaitry.
Chicken# are ecarce. fowl plenty.
Chicken#.
Fowl.

the market.

morning ninety-eight

.10612
Vegetable*.
«

>auve nrwn

“v"

plenty. Old potatoes cannot be had at auy
price. We quote:
Turnips, lb
om
Green pea*, pk
Beets, lb
cm
Potatoes (new), pk

are

8 potatoes, ft
Bermuda onions,

Cabbage,
Carrots, lb

Lettuce,

Beans —per qt—

Tomatoes, ft

Cucumbers,

Parsnips,

Spanish onions,

The

01
01 *
03

lb

Y’ellow-eye

Spinach, pk
Squash.

at

lb

Oolong,

Yellow, C
Molasses—per
Havana,
Porto Rico,

-05

gal—

was

have been loss of life if the
out.

There

.50

Pork, lb.
Steak, ft
Chop,
Pigs’ feet,
18
Ham, per ft
.05 #08
Shoulder,

Beef, ft:
Steak,

Tongue's,

TrliK*,

Veal:

20

Steak,

A

Tongues, each

the

Spring lamb,

C5
10 g«

15035

Fresh Pish.
Cod and haddock are scarce. Mackerel, blue
flahand Penobscot river salmon are plenty. We
05
Cod,
14 #18
Halibut,
Smkalewlves, string 15
25
Mackerel, each
Salmon,
35.030

05

Haddock,

20

Clams, qt

Lobsters,

20

ft

14<jl6
12 #14

Itbietlsh,
Sea tiout,

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
Dry hard, 5 no #6 50
Broken,
3 00 #5 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
1000125
Nut,

ton—

Butting?,

'00
7 00
7 00
7 00
7 oe

5.00
Blacksmith s
Klonr, Grain and P«*»**l.
Corn 1? firmer to buy, but there are no
changes in the retail prlcta here.
50
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
4 25 05 25 Shorts—bag- 1.10#1 25
Corn,ion ft hag
1 SO Mixed feed, bag
Corn tm al. hag
1 30
1 25 #I 30
Cracked corn,
1 to Middlings, bag
1 3001 40

Stops the Cough and Works «*IT the Cold
Laxative Promo-Qulnlne Tab e*.s cure a cold
la
No Cure,

no

Pav

Price 25

cents.

'Stbcrtiamu-ms.

Iq all its stages there

ehouid be cleaulina—.

j

'katfever

Quickly.
Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spread*

the membrane and is al>sorbed. Relief ia immediate and a cure follows. It is not
drying—does
not produce
50 cents at

©▼«

Lrugsneezing. Large Size,
gi*ts or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
50 Warren Street, New York.,

Pauper

Notice.

,.hai8

city

8“PPu*t of the poor, durintr the
*

©Oust
for no
,n.

ensuing

for their
e
persons ftom
®oppllea to any pauper on hi* ac
written order, he will pa?
furnt»h«‘<t
Hakkv *t loMRS

1

of State

vs.

Terrio,

Alexander
Pare

nn»pte provision
therefore forbids all

fov?tH* r,hout

for

The

case

tried in the supreme court of Somerset county in November-1901, Associate

Come One and All.
—

Salvation la Free.

..-

■

\

Dicky crumpled it up in his hand and

L A. Emery, of Ellsworth, presid- was about to throw it away. But he
was fouud
guilty and h s- didn't, lie opened it again and read it
carefully through to the end. Then he
attorneys immediately motioned for u
The case stepped out upon the sidewalk and
new trial which was overruled.
On
went to the law court in 1902.
Tne new glanced up and down the street.
brilliantly
evidence was taken out in ttie law couit the farther corner was a
lighted saloon—a cheap sort of place.
aud a new trial was granted.
Dicky took out his 15 cents and startPatents have been granted to Maine
ed for that corner.
inventors this week as follows: O. M.
He stepped up boldly to the bar. “1—
Burnham, Gardiner, shutter-worker; C. I want to
get drunk,” he said to the
S. E'der, Wedbrook, paper mill engine;
bartender.
and
fish
A. R. Roger, Jonesport,
cutting
“Well,” replied the bartender with a
cleaning apparatus.
grin, “there’s nothin’ to bender you if
Frank A. Archer, of
Cberryfield, a you got the price. What d’you want?”
traveling salesman from Brown, Durrell
“What—what’s the best thing to get
& Co of Boston, was .drowned July 4 at drunk ou?” inquired Dicky in a hesiFriendship by being knocked overboard tating sort of way.
He was
by the boom of a cat boat.
“Well,” replied the bartender, uncertain whether Dicky was chaffing him or
single and twenty-six years old.
Henry F. Totman, of Fairfield, while otherwise, “we sell some of the greatstanding in a crowd watching a “demon- est forty rod stuff you ever tasted for
stration” around a house on Water street j 5 cents. I'll warrant three big glasses
kept by Belle Foye and commonly called ’ll make your hair stand on end all
Justice

ing.

Terrio

“White Elephant”, was shot in the
right arm early Saturday morning by an
unknown party. Fred Richards is under
arrest, and it is stated on good authority
that he has admitted firing a shot from
the house.
the

__

Fable-Not from Aesop.

A

tbe
red“My beloved,” remarked
crested roobter, when the entire flock
had ascended the perch and the moon-

poultry

deserted

upon the
bel »ved, I

fell

beams

notice of late an
yard, “my
undue tendency among you to cackle in
whenever one of
an immodest manner

accomplished

the feat

laying

of

observed during my long life,
habit fa
among our masters the
general for the women to do ail the work
and tbe men to do all the boasting.
I Hereafter, this excellent ru'e will be ob1
served among us. You will confine your
the

eggs.

You

may

I

will

now

do

go to

sleep.”

Thereupon tbe rooster, as the night
cold, flew in between two of the
fattest of tbe flock, crowded off the perch
two sickly pullets, and was soon snoring
comfortably, unmindful of numerous
remonstrating clucks.
was

a

good

many

people

need is

more

faith in themselves.
burWomen would never make good
waste all tbelr
glars, because they would
of everv
Mme looking under all the beds
from force of
house they broke tuto
naoit.

results

RANGES and STOVES
have given every single purchaser for
twenty-nine years should be a guarwith
anty to you of satisfaction
of the same kind.

one

stove that
If you want the range
and the best
as
as
or

is

good

materials
dealer for

experience

ask your
us.
ft CLARION or write
can

make it,

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,
l&tabiisnea

Bangor,

right.”

“Gimme

three

glasses, then,” said

Dicky.
“Three glasses!” exclaimed the bartender. “What, all together?”
“Well,” returned Dicky uncertainly,
“any way that—that’s best, you know.”
The men’s resIt was half past 8.
It was
cue meeting was in full blast.
the grandest rally of the year.
Willoughby G. Scbenck, the banker,
philanthropist and mission worker,
harangued the crowd, and he knew
how.
There was uo doubt about his
ability in that respect. lie himself
had worked up out of the slums, and he
knew. He had a large audience and a
queer one, but he made an impression.
Hardened old sinners who hadn’t
thought of home and their boyhood
days for years sat with the tears running down their faces. Toughs whose
faces never showed one softening line
sat with bowed heads and quivering
lips. He was only fairly launched when
a young man in a beastly state of inThis
toxication entered the room.
young man glanced wildly around upon the crowd and at the speaker, then
lurched heavily up the aisle and sauk
into
It

a

front seat.

Dicky Donnelly, drunk. The
forty rod had taken effect. Dicky felt
was

himself that it had gone to his head
just a little. Drunk as he was, though,
he sat up straight, but swaying from
side to side, and tried to listeu. The
six or eight bankers whom he saw
finally dwindled down to one, and this
one, who had seen Dicky enter and
seat himself, poured forth his whole
soul not upon the old men, not upon
the toughs, but upon Dicky. In Dicky
Donnelly he saw himself as he once

CLARION

clarion
for a dozen reasons
•HE BE8T WOOO HEATINO 8TOVE

Stirring Address to Fallen Men by
Willoughby G. Schenck. the
Great Wall Street Banker.

was

The

THb IDEAL

MISSION.

in Somerset

county in the spring of 1901.

What

THJ undersigned
hereby gives notice that he
contracted with the
of KM worth,

MEN S RESCUE

GRAND RALLY.

granted by Asso-

trial has beeu

attention to laying
all tbe crowing.

catarrh and drives
cold iu the head

<*-ft

Weduet-

that

Ely’s Cream Balm

support
fnritk
lorn
is! nR

Biddeford,
warden,

egg.
“I have

cleanser soothe*and heals
tbe diseased membrane.

BKOTliBRS,

citizens of

an

CATARRH

ELY

influential

Justice William P. Whitehouse in

case

you has

Nasal

most

the murder of Mathias

1

Lard,

new

ciate

|

Salt

10#.It

Roasts,

a

were

day, of heart failure.

1«
16
.Os
16# 20
.13 I
18
IS 4.13 ;
1U1I

.15 025
12 *.«5
.IS#. 10

and

French-Canadian

—

•w»y

horses

2,500 people in the

for many years a fish and game
died at his home, in that city

—

core*

about

best-known

.04
.04

Lumber and Building Materials.
1 25
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
1 25
11 #13 Hemlock.
Hemlock,
Hemlock hoards, 1.'#13 Clapboards—per M
Extra sprue*,
24 #26
12 #16
Spruce,
16 #20
17 #18
Suruee, No. 1,
Spruce floor,
12 #15
35 #60
Clear |dne.
Pine,
Extra pine.
15 #20
35 #60
Matched pine.
Laths—per M—
Shingles—per M
2 75
2.00
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
.04 0.06
2 35 Nalls, per 1b
M
1 50
1 85 Cement, per cask
2d clear,
"
95
extra o ie,
1 65 Lime, per cask
M
M
1
25
Brick,
per
7#11
No.»,
.75 White lead, pr ft .05 0.0
Provisions.

It

were

tent at the time of the accident.

Granulated meal,ft 02)$
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
.65#.71
12
Kerosene,

.35
.50

Syrup,

dav.

At the time of the accident

animals in the ring, which
very fortunate as there would surely
were no

celebrated

8ugar— per ft—
.05 >$ Graham,
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B, .05 ■* Rye meal,

one

during the performance
Thursday and about 100

Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Rker, of Lewiston,
their
go'den
anniversary,
Klee, per ft
.06#.06 Thursday. Mr. and Mrs. Riker were
.16 0 25 Pickles, pergn! .45#.«5
married at Lowell, Mass., July 2, 1853.
.‘25 #.75
Olives, boitle
35 Vinegar—per gal—
Since that time they
have lived in
Pure cider,
Le vtston.
.06
.45 #65 Cracked wheat,
.04
.30 § 65 Oatmeal, per ft
Henry I. Lord, aged sixty-four, ouo of
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
the

ft—

Tea—per
Japan,

injured.

there

Urocerls*.

Coflee—per
Rio,
Mocha,
Java,

Machias last

were

Fruit.
Native strawberries are In the market, Today’s price Is 15}20.
15.125 Oranges, dnz
.35#.45
Pineapples,
J5®30 Lemons, do*
2503*
fitrawoerrles,
12
Craooerrles, qt

main tent of the Sig Sautelle circus

blown down

was

la
10
05 ^08

Pea.

miles southwest of

Montauk Point.
The vessels met head
on, but suffered little damage except loss
of head gear. The “Palmer” was bound
to Boston with coal; the “Young Bros.”
to Washington with ice.

18

Baled..

gent young men,” etc., up to the present time Dicky had been working as
he had never worked, simply to find
work.
And now he had just 15 cents
left.
As a last resort he tried the industrial
homes and the missions for men. He
was sure he could get a job of some
kind there.
But they turned him
away.
“You!” they exclaimed. “Why, you
oughtn’t to have any trouble to get
a job, a fellow that looks like you. It’s
not your kiftd that we cater to.
It’s
the deadbeats.
If we took your kind
in, the others would be frozen out. We
only give Jobs to men that can’t get
jobs—that’s all. We can’t do anything
for you.”
Now, that ten’t exactly what they
said, but that is what they meant. And
Dicky could see that it was true. Bum
after bum staggered into the places
and was received with open arms. But
Dicky’s kind they turned away.
“I’ll tell you. though,” said the man
in charge, “we have free
meetings
here every evening. If you’ve no place
to go to, you are at liberty to come
here, you know.” He handed over a
small sheet of paper, still damp from
the press. Dicky looked at it. It was
as follows:

Lvov

Maine.

might have been.
Ordinarily Dicky, who was a good
church member, in good standing,
would have been unaffected, but now
the banker’s words of gentleness and
sympathy and sorrow so mingled
themselves with the fumes in Dicky’s
brain that Dicky felt them very, very
much, and his tears began to fall, or at
least they seemed to do so.

banker had ceased
Dicky stAggered to his feet and looked
once more around upon the crowd.
“Gants,” he said in a husky voice, “I
don’t know as there’s a bigger bum In
this here room than me. I don’t know
as there’s a man here as has gone the
pace as I has myself. Gents, look at
me, born an’ bred in a good home, with
every advantage, an’ here I am. toAnd

when

the

night. There ain't a bit of wickedness
that I ain't guilty of, there ain't.” His
voice trembled, nnd he stopped for an
Instant. "I tell you, my fren’s,” he
continued, “It was a blessed thing that
I stumbled Into this here place to hear
the words that this here man.” he Indicated thy speaker, "has said to me
tonight. He's a good man, an’ maybe
he's went through just what I did, an’
he ain’t afraid to tell you an' me to
brace up.”
Dicky raised his hand solemnly.
“My fren’s,” he went on, “you know
where I been tonight? I been In that
there hole on the corner. An’ I say to
you tonight that from this time forth
I'll never drink another drop, s’help
me, s'long's I live!”
(“Fact Is I couldn't,” he said to himself. “Not that stuff anyway.”)
"That’s right, sir,” exclaimed Dicky,
turning to the banker. "It’s you has
saved me. An' I’m goln’ to stop an’ go
to work an’ lead a new life, sir, If you’ll
only help me to.”
“I’ll help you, my boy,” returned the
banker fervently. “I’ll help you to help

yourself.”
The

banker wiped his eyes. Sobs
heard all over the place. A man
at a desk hurriedly wrote out a pledge,
and Dicky stopped up and signed It.
And because he did muuy others followed his example.
And at the close of the meeting as
Dicky and the banker strode down the
aisle nnd out the door the congregation broke out into a parting hymn of
were

atiberttatmenta.

SAVED HER LIFE!
Worcester Young Woman Restored to
Anxious Family.
Horrors of St. Vitus’ Dance Overcome and Dread
Disease

Entirely Cured by Dr. Oreene’s Nervura,
the World’s Most Wonderful Spring Remedy.
Teachers in public schools sometimes ruin a nervous child’s whole
future by harsh or unwise treatment.
An abnormal condition of the nervous system may be outgrown, but
too often terrible results are rudely
precipitated by some outside cause.

ing:

Miss Partridge’s Letter.
“When 1

vrna In the second grade at school
I was so badly frightened by the teacher as to
cause a sort of nervous collapse. My
peoplo
grew quite anxious about me and did not

praise.
Some years later two men sat In a
fashionable restaurant uptown. They
were respectively the cashier and the
receiving teller of the privnte banking
house of Willoughby G. Schenck & Co.
The receiving teller was a clean looking young fellow of pleasing appearIlis name was Richard Donnelly.
ance.
“Now, Dicky,” began the cashier,
“first of all, what are you going to
have to drink?”
Dicky shook his head. “I never
drink.” he repl'nd, “as you know. The
fact is.” he continued, "I never drank
but once in my life, and that was because

it

was a

business

MISS HARRIET PARTRIDGE,
Of Worcester, Mass.

necessity.”

business necessity?” inquired the
cashier, with surprise.
Dicky nodded. “A business necessity,” hg repeated, “in fact, I did it just
to get a job, that's all.”
“What you givin’ us?" replied the
other. “What job was it, anyway, that
you drank to get?”
Dicky laughed". “It was a job,” he
replied, “In the banking house of Willoughby G. Schenck & Co. And I hope
I will never have to get another in the
same way. But at that time it was the
only thing to do."
"Bottle of apollinaris, waiter,” said
the cashier.
“A

Killing:

n

Spaniard.

Early in the "sixteenth century the
natives of Porto Rico plotted to kill
the Spaniards on the island. Tlieretwas
much doubt, however, as to whether or
not it

was

possible

to kill

a

Spaniard.

Many of the natives Insisted that it
not.
was
Finally it was decided to
make an experiment. A young Spaniard who was passing through an Indian village was hospitably received
asid fed and then a number of natives
accompanied him on his journey. When
he arrived "at a river his companions
offered to carry him across. The young
up by
man accepted and was taken
two men and carried into the water
on their shoulders.
Arriving near the
middle of the river, they threw him
in and held him down until he ceased
to struggle.
Then they carried him
ashore with profuse apologies, loudly
proclaiming that they stumbled by accident and calling upon him to arise
But the
and continue his journey.
young man did not move and finally
the natives were convinced that he
was
actually dead. Having secured
the proof they wanted, the leaders of
the rebellion at once began
attack upon the Spaniards.
Making

Sore of

a

general

Doctors

This

was

the

and Patients.

Dr. Cheyne, the great eighteenth century physician of Bath, was' a witty
enough man, but he found more than a
match in Beau Nash, who was one of
his patients. Calling one day after he
had prescribed for Nfash. Cheyne asked
him, “Well, have you followed my prescription?” “No, faith, doctor, I haven’t
followed it.” the dandy answered.
“Ton honorfc if I had, I should have
broken my neck, for I threw it out of
my bedroom window!”
Sir Richard Jebb was in the habit of
giving his patients startling answers
Once when an old
to their questions.
gentleman of Impaired digestion asked
him, “What shall I eat?” the doctor replied: “My directions, sir, are simple.
You must not eat the poker, shovel or
tongs, for they are hard of digestion;
nor the bellowif, for they might influence flatulence, but you can eat anything else you please.”

with Miss Harriet
7 Blossom St.,

case

Partridge, of No.
Worcester, Mass.

know what to do. 1 grew rapidly worse, and
at last, not being very strong, my nerves gave
out and 1 was taken from school suffering
with St. Vitus’ Dance.
“Several doctors were consulted, and did
all they could, hut In two weeks I was so
much worse that I could not walk or talk ot
feed myself.
Someone had to be with tna
constantly for fear I would hurt myself.
“I was helpless as a baby for eight months,
when a friend brought us a pamphlet telling
of Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
remedy. She also said Dr. Greene’s Nervura
had helped her child, and she wanted n*
to try it for my case, saying that it could
not possibly do me any harm and might help
me. So my folks sent ami got a bottle of
Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
remedy and I began to take it. After taking
three bottles I began to improve, and after
taking six or eight bottles I was entirely cured,
“For several years after every spring I
would take three bottles and clear out my
blood and strengthen my nerves.
At the
present time, whenever I'feel 'run down,’ I
always take Dr. Greene’s Nervura and It
I
can say with slnceie thanks to
helps me.
Dr. Greene that I was cured of St. Vitus'
Dance in its worst form by I)r. Greene’s Nerami
vura,
give my full permission for the
publication of this testimonial and my picture
fo^the good of others.”

As a child she was extremely nerand excitable.
She started at
The above letter, as well as all testisudden noises. Sometimes she would
monials of Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood
wake sobbing in the middle of the and nerve remedy is
The
genuine.
night.
original is on file at Dr. Greene’s
she
a
While
was still
child and in office.
the second grado at school she was
The Great Spring Medicine.
terribly frightened and a complete
nervous collapse followed.
She had
There is nothing more certain in the
to be taken from school immediately,
range of medical science than that
and soon, in spite of all that could be Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
done, she was suffering from St. Vitus’ remedy cures St. Vitus’ Dance in childance in its most aggravated form!
dren.
If you are “all run down” this spring
Doctors Were Helpless.
take Dr. Greene’s Nervura and it will
who
were
consulted
Physicians
put you right. This wonderful nerve
seemed absolutely unable to do any- remedy is undoubtedly the best
Spring
thing for her. She was soon helpless tonic known to the medical profession.
as a baby.
Yor may have Dr. Greene’s opinion
Those who are familiar with this on your case free. Call or write and
disease need no description of its make him your personal or
family
terrible manifestations. She lost the physician.
His advice is free.
34
use of her limbs, she could not even Temele Place, Boston, Mass.
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Liver Pills

FOR THE DAiNTiE"

That’s what you

thing

garments and the
tenderest hand:.
protects the
hands. It’s all

toiling,

no

need;

some-

your bilious-

You need

Ayer’s PillsJ

Buckingham’s Dye

50

purity through

through.

cure

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

and

and

to

ness.

Saves the clothes

ct«.

of

druggists or R P Hal!&Co Nashua,N.H

Or, Emmons'

No

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds ot anxious women. I here in positive*
ly no other remedy know n to medical science
that will so quickly ami sutcly do the work.
from
Longest and mud obstinate Irregularities
any cause relieved immediately. Success guar,
anteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or inter,

boiling

with

the Architect.

Norman-Al-Aouar, an Arabian king
who reigned long, long ago at Illrah,
commanded the architect Sennemar to
This
build him a wondrous palace.
the architect did, and when it was
done a single stone fastened the whole
structure, and the colors of the walls
changed frequently during the day
The king was greatly pleased and
showered all kinds of rich gifts upon
the builder with the lavishness of ori
were
But monarcbs
eutal
kings.
treacherous in those old days, and it
occurred to the king that Sennemar
might build a palace equal in beauty
or even superior for some rival ruler.
The more he thought over it the
more jealous he became until one day
he ordered the architect to be thrown
from the top of the palace to make
certain that no duplicate palace would
be made. After this the king was satisfied that his palace was the only one,
and the Arabians regarded it as one
of the wonders of the world.

fsed herself! Neighbor* and friends
of the family despaired of ever seeing
her grow into healthy girlhood. Eaoh
day she seemed getting worse.
But relief came at last, and finally
complete and permanent cure. That
Miss Partridge has grown up into beautiful young womanhood, an ornament
to a large circle of friends in Worcester,
is due solely to Dr. Greene’s Nervura
blood and nerve remedy. Her letter
describing her own case is worth read-

ference with work.

Have relieved hundreds of

cases where others have railed. The mostdifli.
cult cases successfully treated by mail,and ben.

eficiai results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladles
whom we neversee. Write for further particu*
lars and free conlidential advice. Ho not put oil
Retoo long. All letters truthfully answered.
member, this remedy Is absolutely safe under
leaves
every possible condition and positively
no after ill effect upon the health. Sent by mall,
securely sealed, f-2.00. Money Hitters should be
registered. Dll. J. W. EMA10N3 CO.. 170 Tromont St., Boston, Mass.

Sunlight
The Cost is Light for
5 eta.
Right

~

Price is

—

ASK YOUR OEALER FOR LAUNDRY SHAPE
We

Kodol

Dyspepsia
Digests
what

Cure

you

f Send model, sketch or photo of invention for
f free report on patentability. For in e book,

GASNOWI

It artiticially digests the food and aids
Nature in strengthening and recon*

structing

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache, Uastralgia.Crampsand
al) other results of imperfect d igestion.
Price 50c. and SI. Large size contains 2S times
small site. Book al 1 about dyspepsia mailed!res
Prepared by E. C. ue WITT a CO., Chicago-

C.

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

Maine.

OPPOSITE US.PATENT OFFICE.

WASHINGTON.D.C.

Advertisers, Publishers

SAVE
Challen’s

as

Record

using

Rooks.

Advertiser’s Record,
Subscription Record,
Job Printer’s Record,
Advertising Record,
Correspondence Record.
Ruled, printed and Indexed for quick entry
and reference. Descriptive circular and prloo
list on application. Published by
E. A. & W. E. CHILD,
14 Dover Street,

STEAM

Dll. KIDi’S
8Ur Crown Brand

New Fork.

LAUNDRY

AND BATH ROOMS.

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

“NO

immediate relief, do danger, no
pain.
Uaed for year* t»y leading apeciellet*.
Hundreds

of testimonial t. Atrial will convince you of their intrinsic value
in case of suppression.
Send ten cent* for (ample and
book. All DruKKieiaorby mail flJOboa.

RING MEDICINE CO.. Cox 1930. BOSTON. MASS.
AMERICAN'S

and Printers.

TIME and
MONEY bv

BXjXjBWOXITa

^ave ^#e<* Thom
LADIES ~^°
Recommend the BEST

TBS

(
(

:,lr^rTR APE-MARKS "H

eat.

the exhausted digestive or*
gans. It is the latestdiscovereddigestant and tonic. No other preparation
It in*
can approach it in efficiency.
stantly relievesand permanently cures

promptly obtain U. S. ami Foreign

advertiiera

art

letting down the price-ban into the field
of bargain*.

PAY, NO WASHES.”

All kinds of laundry worn done at short nt
lee. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. K8TKY A CO.,
Weet End Bridge.
KllsAprth. tr*

The merchant who does not advertise in
dull season makes it more profitable for
those who do advertise.
a

▲

cold Janes.
Ts Ik a boat dry Mays
A rain at North Deer Isle, 8amael Eaton,
and

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
nmiinp
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTEBNOOK

had

near

potatoes

Jane.

“Texas’- announced that tbe British fleet
wae entering tbe harbor, and the waterfront was speedily Lined with eager spec-

BT THE

tators.

released from
captivity
appreciation by taking the
swarm and eloping.
being

apon

Botoscriptioo Price— £2 00 a year; $1450 (or tlx
months; 50 cent* for threemonth*; If paid
mteily in advance. t! 50. 75 and W cent#
respectively All arrearage* are reckoned at

a

The visiting fleet consists of the first“Ariadne”, flagship, and the

showed its
whole

of fi per year.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable, and will
be made kaovn on application.

class cruiser

second-class

E. Farnsworth, of Sooth west Harbor,

A.
has

a cane

possession

in his

which

wts a

his father’s army days. The
is made of orange-wood from the

souvenir of

Business communication* should be addressed
lo, and all money order* made payable to The
Ella
Haacock cocart Publishing Co,
worth, Maine.

csne

The
historic battlefield of Gettysburg.
name of the owner, George 8. Farnsworth,
is carved upon its

The

slip
has

was set
a

their anchors touched

in

spreads

bush that

over

seven

feet.

and
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Re-organizing

the Postal Service.

Poetmaster-General Payne, acting
on
tbe advice of
Fourth-Assistant
Postmaster General
has
Bristow.
taken tbe first step towards the reorganization of the postal service.
It has been definitely announced that
hereafter the existence of congressional districts will be ignored in the
establishment of rnrai free delivery
routes, and that such routes will be
established only where they will serve
at least 100 persons and cover an

approximate

distance of

twenty-five

miles.
It

is

stated that
of
routes,

the

the

water almost

national

salute

of;

instantly

was

returned

from

(

the

J. Archer, a Great Pond boy, and
until recently a student at the Boetoo
university, after a large amount of hard
played as Admiral Sands mounted to the
work seeme to have “things coming bis
quarter deck, and the marines saluted.
To obtaio an education young
way”.
As the American admiral left the ship a
Archer canvassed several states during
salute of thirteen guns was fired in bis j
vacation time for the King Richardson
honor.
Co. In this way be obtained the money !
The next visitors to the “Ariadne"
to pay his expenses.
Slowly bat sure- were the British vice-consul
at Portland,
ly be has worked himself up until he J. B.
Keating, and Col. Francis Keith, of
is dow tbe secretary and general mansGov. Hill’s staff.
Co!. Keith informed
ager of tbe Mutual Investment & Real Admiral
Douglass that Adj. Gen. Farn! Estate Co., of
a
with
Pa.,
|
Washington,
ham wished to psy the respects of Gov.
; salary of f5 000 per year and expenses. Hill. The
adjutant-general, accompanied
I Very good, Great Pond.
by Cols. Keith, E. C. Dill, F. H. Parkhurst and Msj. Holman F. Day of the
During tbe t bunder-storm of last Frigovernor’s staff, then went aboard tbei
day n^gbt, tbe family of Dr. Laroont, of “Ariadne”.
Southwest Harbor, bad an experience
In a neat speech Gen. Farnham con- !
wuicb they do not care to have repeated,
veyed to Admiral Douglass the cordial
bolt
entered
the
room
ocA
j
lightning
greetings and best wishes of Gov. Hill
cnp'ed by Mrs. Bertba Ralph and little and tbe
people of Maine.
threw
bricks
out
of
the
chimdaugnter,
On the departure from tbe fDg^hip of
window
broke
the
and
did
glass,
ney,
Gov. Hill’s representatives a salute of
other damage to tbe room in general;
thirteen guns was fired. The staff then
then it passed on it# destructive course to
proceeded to the “Texas” and called upon
down
next
tbe
room, knocking
pictures, Hear-Admiral rtands. Admiral
Douglass'
I upselling
the
furniture, playing on
next visitors were the members of the
piano, and wound up by doing a sand jig
committee appointed by tbe Bar Harbor
on

of

|

tbe floor.

But for the

timely discovery

package of sulphur

a

tbs

attic

house

i been burned.

the

the

“Texas”.
The official visits were then made. Admiral Sanda, accompanied by bis staff,
first called upon Vice-Admiral Sir Archibald Lucius Douglass, K. C.
B., comthe British fleet, on the
mander of
“Ariadne”. The band of the “Ariadne”

Hiram

Firit

from

twenty-ooe guns in honor of the United
States boomed out from the “Ariadne”,

There are aix branches from the main
stock, and well laden. Mr. Garland, who
is passed eighty years of age, is jastly
proud of his present.

3 Qofcrtez

returned

wu

simultaneously,

The
West Ellsworth.
oat, and to-day Mr. Garland

frieod

Mlate

would

on

fire

probably

board of trade.

In tbe

party were RearAdmiral Upshur (retired), B. S. Higgins,
chairman of the board of selectmen; L.
B. Deasy, president of tbe board of
trade; Dr. J. Madison Taylor, chairman
of tbe committee. Dr. Robert Amory, C.
B. Newboid, H. R. Hatfield,
Waldron

in the
have

_

establishNorth Suilivan has some smart old
of !
whether the conditions justified it or peopit; among them is Ambrose Springer
be eighty
next
years old
not, has grown into a grave abuse, j who will
Mr. Springer lives alone and
Bales, Edward Coles.
threatening the entire business ad- Feoruary.
Admiral Douglass then went aboard tbe
does ail of his own housework, besides
ministration of the postoffice depart*
Texas” to return the call of Admiral
tbe other work connected with a farm
ment, and this statement is more than
wuicb usually falls to the man to do. This Sands, and was received with tbe honors
borne out by the deficit of the preflue due his rank.
Accompanied by a party
year Mr. Springer has planted a
vious year which has been nearly garden, one as large as the average of his officers, Admiral Douglass then
doubled, the total for this year being in that section,also a large patch of straw- ; came ashore and made a return call upon
berries which are doing well io spite of Adj.-Gen. Farnb&m and staff in the New$4,617,203.
Lately Mr.- port hotel parlors.
The chief subjects sow under inves- the ravages of the robin.
The admiral and his officers called next
tigation by Mr. Bristow are the con- Springer has been employed building
a hayrack and a heavy team wagon. Such
upon tbe general committee at tbe Mt.
tract
for sheet-iron letter boxes,
io a man of Mr. Springer's age Desert reading-room. A public reception
which have been substituted for the industry
was tendered tbe admirals and officers if
is remarkable.
But Mr. Springer is only
old-fashioned cast-iron boxes, the one of
tbe ships at tbe St. Sauveur hotel at 3
rnaoy of Hancock county’s smart
painting of these boxes with a patent 1 old men, and we should be pleased to hear o’clock Monday afternoon.
“aluminum” paint, and the General from tbe next.
During tbe visit of the ships the officers
ment

irrespective

j

Manifolding Co., which sells upwards
of $400,000 worth of duplicating paper
to the government each year, about
half that amount

being bought by
poetofEce department.

will

entertained

dinners,

lunches,

ComssponDnut.

the

be

branch

of

tbe

with
etc.

Y.

M.

a

round

of

The
naval
A.
has
C.

Grand Central lawn
where the sailors may find recreation

erected tents

The Robin.
West Franklin, July 3, 1903.
Editor of The American:
In your issue of July 1. the communication from E. W. Wooster, South Hancock, will at least command the respect, if
4
not the approval, of the readers.

and

To the

sleeping

on

tbe

accommodations

for

those

who wish to spend the night ashore.
alarming condition of Pope
Lindali’s hand has been engaged to give
whose death may be looked for
a concert every evening from Mouday to
is
the
attention
The Bar Harbor
any moment,
drawing
Thursday inclusive.
of Christendom to this remarkable
oand will give a concert Friday evening.
He begins by saying that the birds (not
|
man. He is
ninety-three years old, has robins) destroyed 20 per cent, wholly. Of
I The Fourth was more fittingly observed
held the office of pope for over a the remaining 10 per cent, about
lbfc per at Bar Harbor than is
usually the case.
;
of
and
is
one
of
cent,
were
one-balf
and
the
the
quarter
a'century,
destroyed,
Many of our summer residents plan to be
most
striking personalities ever remaining 8*4 per cent, were consider- in Bar Harbor on the Fourth to escape
known—physically and intellectually. ably damaged. He winds up by saying the noise and clamor incident to the day
that they bad virtually destroyed them all.
in tne cities, but ordinarily not many
He e-timates that 75 per cent, were deDeath has taken from Ellsworth
people come here to celebrate the holiday.
robins and 25 per cent, by
stroyed
by
There 1b seldom enough excitement here
within the past week two highly-escherry birds, which ia 25 per cent, more to suit the holiday crowds.
teemed citizens, whose departure will
The arrival of the
Texas” early Saturfavorable to the robin than ever before.
was an occasion of rejoicing
cause many pangs of keen
regret. Such a condition is deplorable and would day morning
Iri itself, and more than that, it was a
James T. Cushman died last Friday, cause many men of lens determination forerunner of the
coming of the British
and was buiied Sunday.
This after- than himself to qu t the Business.
squadron.
The
“Texas”
was
trimmed from stem to
If he wishes to aigue that the cherry
noon his cousin, Albert W. Cushman,
stern with flags, and at noon her guns
bird is a strawberry destroyer 1 am with
passed away.
tired the national »uiute of twenty-one
him heart and hand.
I think they are gu 'P.
the fruit growers’ greatest enemy. They
Many of the sailors came ashore in the
.Sauteller's Circus Attached.

The

Leo,

Attacbmeuts amounting to $3b 000 were
put on the personal property, tents etc.

Calais Sunday by
the sheriff of Washington county.
The actioo waa brought by twenty persons, who were injured by me collapse of
of Hautelle’s circus at

tbe main tent in Macbias

wind

storm last

bave

brought

during the
Thursday. Tbe plaintiff*

suit for from *100 to

f5,000 each.
Toe circus has retained A. D. McPanl
and J. F. Lynch, of Mscbras, and G. A.

Curran,

of Calais.

Arrangements

were

deputy

will accompany
Maine tour.

made

whereby

tbe show

on

a

its

The managers of the show will deny all

liability. They

say that the wind came
up so suddenly it was impossible to
avert tbe accident. They assert that tbe
tents were made for showing in tbe West
and

were

tents.

wbat

is

known

as

Every precaution

wind*pr >of

was

taken

to

prevent an accident. They
express
determination to fight the suits to a
finish.
The

regular annual examination of candidates for State certificates will occur
Friday, August 28. Persons desiring
farther information regarding this exsm-

inatioo, should send for
W. Stetson, Augusta.
When

expects

a
a

circulars

man asks youjfor
compliment.

an

to

opinion

W.

ba

are a

persistent destroyer

of

the

Btraw-

berry and I think 90 per cent, of the destruction can be laid to this bird.
In another column is a copy of an extract of a letter written to the Commercial
Farmer and Villager, reciting the “de
plorable conditions of things owing to
drouth and great scarcity of farm
help”.
Why this confusion. One communication calls for help to pick bis berries, another says that the birds are destroying
the

them all.

1 still stand with the best authorities in
maintaining that the robin is a useful
bird, favorable to tbe agricultural interests
of Hsncock county.
C. E. Butlkr.
East Bluehill, Me July 6, 03
To the Editor of The American:
1

patch of strawberries aud
ripening
finely this warm
weather. I presume the robins do pick a
tew, but who would begrudge the sociable
u«ve a small

tney

robins

are

a

few strawberries?

I fear Mr. Wooster
magnifying glass.

is

using

a

powerful
Q.

Uncle Sam’s Expenses.
What does It cost to run the government? This year tbe expenditures will
be about $651,000,000, Including $132,000,000 for the postal service, which is nearly
self-sustaining.
Tue revenues will amount to about

j

afternoon and enjoyed
themselves
at
Athi*-tic park, where the enterprise of C.
E
Lindali bad provided entertainment
for pleasure seekers.
Durlug the day crowds of people were
at the park.
At noon more than
a
thousand people came on the excursion
from Bangor, and were met at the wharf
by Liodall’s hand, where a pructsaiou
headed by the Brewer band and Ltndall’s
band was formed and marched to the
Dark.
Besides the excursionists
from
Bangor. many people from other places
wer* in town for tt e Pourth.
At the ps^k the most popular occupation w as r.booling the chute, and the roar
of the toboggans as they whizzed around I
the course was heard from early morning J
till well a ong towards Sunday morning. i
The monkeys, bear and other animals!
mad* Iota of fun for the chi'dren, end
«-ve-vb< dy took a spin on the chore
The j
diver- from/he top of a ninety-foot lad-:
der into a four-foot tank of water oprforrnrd their stunts successfully, in the
an
interested and rather
presence of
ne-vnua crowd.
The reproduction of the battle of Mrni a and the fireworks In the evening
were • xcetlent.
Large crowds patroniz d
the dancing pavilion in the afternoon
and evening. During the afternion a ball
Milgame bet ween t he Bar Harbor and
bridge teams resulted in a victory of the
v isitore by a score of 7 to 5
gThe matched trotting races at Robin
Hood park in the afternoon attracted
mtny special ore.
The race between Mr. Tibbetts’ Oriental Wilkes and Dr. L. Sherman Cleaves’
Gaiety Girl was woo by the latter in
three out of four beats.
C. A. Weaver’s trotter won from H. D.
Wakefield’s after a close contest.

afternoon the ball nine from
the “Texas” and the Sullivan nine crossed
bats at Lindall’s park, the Sullivan team

Tuesday

“You have no use for tbe papers, yon $694 000,000, leaving a surplus of $43,000,say/’ remarked the tourist. “No,” re- 000. Last year’s surplus was $91,000,000,
plied tbe Wild Westerner, ‘they git too of which some $70,000,000 were used in tbe proving victorious after an interesting
game.
pereona! sometimes. 1 did subscribe to a redemption of government securities.
The heaviest item in oor national expaper otca, but I stopped it.” “Wbat
Wednesday afternoon the officers of the
by the
“You mean penditure is the pension account, which men-of-war were entertained
paper Is it you refer—”
members of the Pot and Kettle club at
wbat paper was it? Ain't I just told you now amounts to $138,000,000 a year, or
the clubhouse on the shore near the vil1 stopped it? done it in one shot, too.”
nearly $400,000 a day.
lage.
_

Faulty C»sc from Hancock fount)
Opinion by Jud^t Whttebouse.
The law court baa banded down ita
decision in tbe case of Alice Davidson
Bowker
Edith
Tilton, In equity, va.
Davidson,
Rescript by Josticn White-

j

Or Be

INTEREST

Sold-So Says Judge to W
***”
lngton County R. J{.

Argument, of coudkI were node
bsf
Ml
Catted State* circuit court
it p
laud Tueaday in tbe case of tbe
Troat Co., of Hen York,
bolderj
the

Cetn^
0f

tb!

company’* bonda.agatnit tbe WastOn...
* 1)0
Tbit ie a bill in equity brought
County railroad.
Tbe report of Special Muter
of
tbe
will
death
obtain a judicial construction
necrosis. A week previous to his
Charle,
y
be underwent a delicate surgical opera- of Herman Eivas Davidson, late of Bar Libby, who we* appointed by tbe
cirnm
court to aecertatn tbe facta in the
tion wbicb was performed by Drs. AverHarbor, In tbe State of Heine.
petitioe
resorted to tbe legal of tbe boudboldera which waa aied
Tbe testator
ill, of Bar Harbor, and Hodgkins, Mc*«!!
Donald and Osgood, of this city, the solecism of constituting his daughters the court Toeaday, finds that the total 0«
latter being tbe attending
physician. trustees for themselves, tor tba apparent earnings of the railroad, after operatij,
The operation was successful, but tbe purpose of limiting tbelr enjoyment of expense* are paid, are not sufficient
patient was onable to withstand the tbe estate to tbe use of tbe income dur- tbe internet on its maturing bonds.
Tbe master also found that the mm*
•bock.
ing their lifetime, and of preventing any
corers tbe St. Croix and
Penot»«
Me. Cash mao was born in Old Town alienation of tbe principal except by gage
railroad and all other property
clelm^?
February 7,1SS7. When s young man he “will or otherwise" to take effect at tbelr be corered by tbe mortgage in tbepeinw
p”IMo«
entered the employ of a Penobscot’river decease. He evidently attempted to es- filed by the bondholder..
Headlines that tbe mortgage be f„„_
lumbering firm, and was foreman of aev- tablish a trust to insure tbe preservation
and tnat tbe road be
closed,
sold
erai driving crews.
of tbe corpus of tbe estate unimpaired auction, th*
upset price being
dim
* niwl
About 1860 be married Mies Lucille Dty. during tbelr lives, but at tbe same time at 12 000,000.
Herbert M. Heath argued on tbe Det'
of Monmouth, and about two years later desired to give them substantially tbe
tion of tbe people of Washington
count,
came to Ellsworth.
Here be entered tbe same dominion and control over tbe
for Interrention, and aleo on the
con
employ of Brown A Hopkins, lumber property that tbey would have bad If no tentton that receiver abouid be appoints!
manufacturers, and carried on lumbering attempt bad been made to create a trust. aud tbe road allowed to work itselioutT
There is nothing in tbe will or codicil its present difficulty under his gnidani*
operations by contract. Later be was
Judge Putnam ruled against tb» i.t^
employed by the firm of J. T. AO. H. indicating any other thought or feeling contention, and will accept tbe
reporter
Grant in the same manner. He then op- than an affectionate regard for the wel- the maeter. This allows tbe
people ol
erated the Miliiken mil! by contract for fare and happiness of the children, and a Washington county to carry tbeir case to
boose.

to

tor*!

British flagship. The three foreign ebipe
slowly steemed into the harbor, and as

Five years ago Char its Garland, of Lakea slip of a currant bash
a

snd

day.

knotty surface.

wood, received
from

cruisers “Retribution”

“Tribane”. Tbe hoge gray balk of tbe
“Ariadne” was tbe first to appear around
Bald Porcnpine, and sbe was greeted by
an admiral's salnte of thirteen guns from
tbe “Texas”, in command of Rear-Admiral
Sands, which arrived in tbe harbor Satur-

rate

om

of Hancock

men

MI ST PAY
—

of tbe bee!
county, tod a
former prominent lumbermen, died et hi*
borne io this city last Fridey morolof.
About six yearn ego Mr. Cushman wa«
injured by a fell on the ice which
fractured tbe breast bone and resulted in
Jsmee T. taibmio,

known

—

recently

woman

Fourth

Gaiety.
Bab Harbor, July 7 (special)
At 9 30
Monday morning the booming of tbe
guns from tbe Lotted States battleship

qaeen bee in the western part of
the State. The purchase price was f 150.
The bee arrived in food condition bat
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West

A

bought

Glorious

JAMBS T. CTSHMAW.

—A Round of

_

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

on

Visiting Warships—A

bis table the 28th of

FROM LAW COI KT.

OBITUARY.

FROM BAR HARBOR.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

$tje ^Ustoortt) American.

with

became associated

Harrison B. Mason

tbe late

secure to them a permanent support which should not be exposed to tbe

desire to

several years.
About 1877 be

tbe firm of

in

Cushman, and carried on extenlumbering operations along Cnion

risks of their

sive

river, again operating tbe Miilikeo mill.
In 1887 tbe firm of Mason A Cushman
was dissolved, and Mr. Cushman bui-t and

operated

a

mill at

Desert island.

there

ness

Cove

Seat

Mount

on

Cushman did

Mr.

busi-

his

until the death of

son

!

j

or

thsi tbeteststor bed In

improbable

which creditors conld not reach.
It would

portable stave milt on his property on tbe
Surry rosd; this afterwards he moved to

has not been

island, off Sand Island light in Cnion
river bay. This mill, with considerable
demanufactured lumber, was totally
stroyed by fire, and was a severe financial
blow to him, as there was uo insurance on
In 1894 Mr. Cushman

candidate

a

was

hign sberiff. He failed of the nomination, but was made a deputy and j-uler

for

under

Sber ff

Feoutlly.

William

represented Ellsworth
State legislature.
18S0 1

he

Mr.

Cutbman

was

In
the

iu

of

member

a

Lygonia lodge, P.

and A. M., of Acadia
Royal Arch chapter and Biaoquefort
Mr.
commandery. Iu Lygonia lodge
Cushman held every chair and was master
four times. Cpon his retirement in 1871
be

presented with
jewe', as a

was

beautiful

a

past

that

would

have

But

purpose.

an

a “spendthrift trust’’
nnequivocably expressed by

intention to create

teststor, nur is it necessarily or
clearly to he inferred from the language
ot the will and coodicii construed tothe

Tnere is

daughters

by t

subject

or be

spendthrift trust,
framing a will to

a

create

iu

succeed

he did not
carry out

that intention.

to

he trustees to ‘‘remain

t

in

their

care

space of four years
tbe chair—tbe on y

again
in the

where

chapter

the

was
case
a

an

The daughters tbus ho d the property
upon a simple trust for their own benefit.
Under these circumstances, even if
the trost had been

confided

took

for their

the

been

re-

intervening

Cushman leaves
a widow, Mr.
daughters— Mrs. L. A. Wyman, of
Pasadena, Cal.; Mrs. Robert W. Pierce, of
Boston, and Miss Hester M. Cushman, of
Edsworth; and four sons—Lin wood H..
Ralph B., Walter, of this city, and A bert
N of Boston.
was

held

Sunday
on

with tbe

oft-expressed

hold the friends and

wiau

of the

neighbors

who

as-

pay tbelr last respects.
The service was conducted by Rev. J. P.
Sirnoutoo. The usual ceremony was folby tbe impressive mesjuie burial
service, which was conducted by John B.
Krdnmn, who has always been a close
friend and neighbor of the deceased.
The tribut*s of both speakers were eloquent and touching. The bearers were N.
J. Moor, J A. Adams, H. L. Moor and
Carlton McGown.
The floral offerings were profuse and
busloess
tbe
associates,
beautiful;
circles
and
masonic
church, social
lowed

brethren seemed to vie writh each other in
tnus tx pressing their regard
for his
memory.
Interment was at Woodbine cemetery.

vives.

duty

She also leaves

one

funeral

was

held

Henry R.,

son,

Monday after-

Hancock Co. Postal Changes.
1270. Franklin to Kesibrook.
Leave
Frankli
daily except Sunday on arrival
but

rive at

»

ot later than 9 15

East brook In two

East brook
1326
l**nd

by

hours.

1 30 p. m.
Leave Oron

arrival

of

Buck-port,

Suickle at North Sedgwick.
Sedgwick, July 6 ( pecial)—Mrs. Minerva Orcutt, wife of Fred Orcett, of this
village, committed suicide by hanging, at
the home of her sister, Mrs. John Orcutt,

Sedgwick,

on

interests

under

sons

it

have

that

■ nd

all

property is given to certain per-

just

a

man-

other person has, or can have
any interest in U, they are in effect the
absolute owners of it, and it is reasonable
no

they should have the conof it unless some good
cause appears to the contrary.
It is accordingly the opinion of the
trol and

that

disposal

court that

upon an amendment to the
prayer of the present bill asking that the
alleged trust in the ca»e oe declared ter-

minated, no sufficient cause is shown w by
plaintiff will not be eutitled to a decree of ihe court to that effect.
The bill
the

should siso be further amended by adding a distinct al ega’ion that these parties
are the only heirs of the testator.
Cause remanded f«»r further proceedings
in accordance with this opinion.

'
'

-

Sunday.

Mrs Orcutt had shown signs of insanity
of late. She had been at her sister’s a few
days, when she eluded watchful care and
put an end to her life.
Whisky Medicines.
The temperance press is emphasizing the danto
the
home
in ire ute of “medicines” which
ger
are loaded with whisky or alcohol
In this
respect, as well as In the remarkably character
of their cures, Dr. Pierce’s medicines differ
from other preparations.
Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery and “Favorite Prescription”
contain no alcohol, whisky or other intoxicant,
and are equally free from opium, cocaine and
other narcotics. Every family should have a
copy of the People’s Common Sense Medical
Adviser, sent absolutely free, on receipt of
stamps to pay expense of mailing only. Send
21 one cent stamps for the hook In psper covers,
or 31 sumps for cloth binding.
Address Dr. R.
V. Pierce, Buffalo, S. Y.

&

full

mouth’s

promote
50c.

or

treatment.

treatment of these diseases.
Easy access to Bar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

DRUMMEY,

Stenographer
Typewriter...
liana

_

NOTICE.

Fernald G. Ho*-

Klve njy
I bills
ard, his time from this date, and will P*y
of his
HEREBY

»on.

contracting.

no

Orlando B. Howard.

NOTICE.
HAVE closed out my entire stock of
and gone out of business, therefore »*
sr
persons having any account at my storesue
requested to pay ine same at once. a9
July 15 all bills will be left with an attorneyOwns BTWL

3°^.?

I

not

Eye, Nose, Throat and Ear.

Giles' Offi e,

cauae^or

Cape Rosier, Me., June 29. 1903.

HARBOR,

Reasonable Prices.

NOTICE.
wife. Carrie A. Trundy.
me without just
having
provocation, I hereby forbid all persons har-*
herr on my account.
boring
oring or trusting h*
shall pay no trills of her contracting after uus
date.
Moses C. Trcnda.
Haven, Me., June 22. 1903.
my
left

—

Office equipped with all the modem instruments and appliances for the examination and

•...and

BOOM HOU8E on Fourth street.
Electric lights. Kent reasonaole- Apply
W. T. Moork, Ellsworth.

w

wishes to announce that hereafter he will
give
special attention to the treatment of diseases of
the

Public

NE Buckeye mowing machine. 1 PtK*rr
horse-rake
A poly to Mas. Mary Ascomber, 11 Fourth St., Ellsworth.

()
M

THERE AS

BUNKER,

MISS N. F.

HOUSE

Jcprnal Xotirca.

G. A. Parcher, 14 Main Street.

OF BAR

_

—My home at Town Hill. hdeu.
1 aad
Fat m of 40 to 30 acres. «Jood
pasture, Outs 15 to 1H tons of hay. Two story
noose, large stable, all in g«K>d
repair Location, 8 miles from Bar Harbor and \ ..r'.beast
Harbor and 8 miles from Quarry vil'.e, where
there are good markets for any farm products.
Very good location tor a country hotel.
Spi*-ndid view of the mountains. Wi : -el! oi
easy terms or will rent for a term <•( years.
The only reason why I wish to sell i* that I am
not aole to work the farm on account of my
age. Apply to E. M Hamob. West K

SEVEN

Prepared by C. I. HOOD CO., Lowell. Mass.
Selling Agent In Ellsworth t

J)R.

centre.

to

Peptiron Pills, (Chocolate-coated,)
latter

—

Ca !rt

The Hue of Hearth.

sharper appetite they create,
sweet, refreshing, natural sleep.

k. Maine
house, full? furnished.
Eieht large *qaare
rooms with closets, besides dining -room and
and
kitchen in the two-story extension; we
Extensive
cistern: woodshed and stable
water front.
A most comfortable Mimaier
home, cool and healthful. Terms reasonable
for cash. Address Mrs. E. R. Dcrkki West
Park. New York, or J. W. Penney, Sedgwick,
Maine.

(v\RLTON
Large square
Hall through the

EZJantrti.

Tills
}aint
}ale
Cheeks

$1—the

jfor Saif.

4 GENT—Male or female, to l.ke order, direct from consumers for our 14 styles of
a V.
Address
fine hosiery.
Exclusive territory
1,4wvrsck Kmitti.no Co 172 Broadway. Lawrence, Mass.

Oeptiron
'

Hair

HOMESTEAD. St dg*

for their benefit and in such

ner

for

parties beneficially

interested desire its termination.
Where

'V a bottle.
»*•-:>t.

Fading

trust, where all the objects
and purposes have been accomplish* d,
a

weak and irritable nerves, tone weak stomach, digest the increased food taken by the

ms” from
but not later than
10 45 a. m.
Arrive in Penob-cot in 3&
hours
L***v» Penob-cot daily
except
Sunday at 1 25 p. m. Arrive at Orlaud by
4 40 p. m.

at North

to

power and
decree the termi-

Leave
a.

f\

*r

the

Ironize the blood, strengthen and quiet

Orlaud to Penobacot.

daily except Sunday

court

just

Hair Vlg
It." —A.
A

Ar-

a. m.

daily except Sunday at 11.30

Arrive at Franklin

tn

of Ibe

of

It
faded until it vat about
one bottle of Aver’* Hair Vigor to
Ter
t*» I'.* former dark, rich
<• ».mfor
what
Joe*
certainly
you
SI.
Kocklnghar. >. V.

Mv hair
restore ,t

of the trust estate.

doubt

no

atbcrtismirnts.

noon, Rev. J P Simonton officiating.

mall,

is

nation of

Minneapolis.

Tbe

of

There

HIGGINS.

P

Rachel P., widow of Upl. Nebemiah H.
Higgins, and mother of the late tx-Mayor
N. H. Higgins, di«d m htr Lome on July
4, a*ed eighty years.
Mrs. Higgins was born in Wbitefield.
She was one of four sisters who married
four brotbers. O te sister, ti e widow of
Capt. Edward H'ggins, of Lamoin surof

principal

of the

vested, and where all

sembled to

RACHEL

to strangers
daughters would
thereby have become the absolute equitable owners, not only of the income but

benefit,

where tt-e

Surry

of this

termination

afternoon

The house could not begin to

deceased.

mainder afttr the
life estate.

the

road, under masonic auspices, iu accordance

Hair Vigor

to

three

The funeral

re-

history of

elected

space.
Besides

at the Cushman homestead

of the

every time.

Follow directions and it never
fails to do this work. It stops

fallingofthe hair,also. There’s
great satisfaction in knowing
you are not going to be disappointed. Isn't that so?

has

mao

turned to tbe chair after

disposition

no

hair,

your gray

cept the daughters are named or suggested. The entire estate is ••bequeathed”

testator makes

respect. This jewel he prized
highly.
In tbe chapter Mr. Cushman served
successfully for four terms, and after a

You can depend on Ayer’s
Hair Vigor to restore color to

The property is “bequeathed’' to bis
daughters as trustees, with power to
change the investments and to pay over
to themselves a I of the income of the
property. But no other beneficiaries ex-

very

appre-

Ayers

by

ciation and

of

token

300 000

St&rrtistmrnts.

Intended

during their lifetime” for the purpose
and with the power above stated, but the

master’s

f2

not

to attachment

if the teetator

made

ws*

voluntary act of the

tie

their creditors,

with tbe accrued interest to date.

If tbe road should tall to
pay the
amount. It shall be sold at Calais to (be
highest bidder, under direction ot Charles
P. Llnby.of Portland, who i* made speclsl
master by the decree.
The upset price

that

tbe income of the estate shall

tuner

to

provision

explicit

no

be alienable

it.

which

trust

a

competent for him

been

have

create

to

accomplished

Calf

mind

giving them only a quelltled
estate wbicn tbey conld not alienate and
tbe idea of

E., when he sold bis interest in
tbe Seal Cove property. He then built a
Fred

possible improvidence

own

consequent demands of creditors
tbe importunities of others. U is not

and the

Mason A

United States circuit conrt of appeals
Tbe final decision wss entered bV
Judge Potnsm at Portland last Monday
In tbe
Washington
County rat,road
litigation.
By his d.ere- Judge Putnam find, that
material allegations in the cotnpisint
ol
the Central Trust Co., ol New Yura.
|0
tbe foreclosure proceedings against
tbe
rali-oad were true, end orders that tbs
roed pay on or before November 11,
tbe sum of
1731 414 36, which
‘lt,j
amount of the
interest on the bonds
tbe

Prompt Service.
Block, Ellsworth.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in Cuniculocua

trespass
DO demand
protection to life and Pr0P”rl>
from the
Hancock, thet St*1®
county of

Maine, and the united States of America.
Mary C. Fbrtz Jujrtiw^
NOTICE.
f Maine,
To official authority for the State
moin*,
county of Hancock, toumshipM of
If a ncock,
ky Franklin and plantation
in Clinicc!®*
kVER tnree
1three tnousana
acres iu
thousand acres
cua Park have been burned to!
deposits, clay strata or rock bottomtuand exemption from taxes on thia\Aust‘
mand
property for one hundred
Frets Acts***Mary

OVe.it

fl*®}*;

gears.

NOTICE.
proprietors of the

THEBridge Corporation

are

Mount

hereby

n*

that their annual meeting will be held j
Toll house of said corporation, in Treutf
the second Monday of July next, at 2 o'l
p. m., tor the followimr purposes, vi*.:
First. To choose officers tor said cort
tion for the ensuing year.
Second. To transact such other business r
may legally come before said meeting.
E. M. Hamok, Clerk.
West Eden, June 18,1903.

aldermen meet.

romance oe

i

A

OLD PHILADELPHIA

1_^

Lengthy

Meeting-Little

BEND I NO

Business

ROCKS

LARK WOOD.

Sullivan Falls*— “Uncle Sam’s”
Work for Navigation.
“Uncle Sam” is always helping commercial traffic. Sullivan Falls is a thoroughfare that has been used for upward of two
At

Large Itoll of Accounts.
Outside of routine
business, little was
done at tbe meeting of the
city fathers
—

[Original.]
last evening. Mayor
Hagertby called the
Tlipre Is something nttractivc about meeting to order at 8 30, with Aid. Tripp, centuries, according to authentic
history.
one
that
ha*
McCarthy, Hooper and Austin present.
wal romances, especially
Sullivan Falls is at the very head of
After reading the record of the
occurred many years ago. Perhaps It
previous Frenchman’s bay, six miles across from
the people of the past were meeting the several rolls of accounts were Bar Harbor.
When the Maine Central
Is because
from ourselves and more dlf
we are from each other.
How different from that Immense
is spread over thouolty which today
whose streets are unsands of acres,
adorned except with coloesal buildings
and whose pedple are engaged in the
mad rush for money! Then beautiful
lined her thoroughfares, her
trws
little buildings, and
houses were quaint
her Quaker population wore broad
brimmed hHts, broad tailed coats and

different

{erent than

knee breeches.

Pennell, nineteen yenrs old,
the daughter of a Philadelphia
Quaker father —"the strictest sect a
pharisee”—and a Church of Englnnd
Polly

was

mother. Polly was pretty as a picture
and had hosts of admirers, all of whom
•were sharply watched by her curmudgfather. Her most intimate friend
was Rebecca Hamilton. Rebecca was
not to the taste of old Pennell, she being of the world worldly. She took a
fancy to Polly, however, and soon after their first meeting one Sunday after
church she came down the street carrying aloft a beaver hat, two feet on
tiie brim, looking for all the world like
a balloon Jib, leg o’ mutton sleeves for
spinnakers, and gloves laced to the ellanes. The rest of her rig was a profusion of tulle and India muslin. Meeting Polly, she swooped down upon her
and carried her ofT to dinner.
Polly was rescued by her Quaker attendants and received n severe admonition to |hnn the worldly creature.
Rut Rebecca was us much to Polly's
taste as she was to Polly’s parents'
distaste. A high tired dame, she disdained conventionalities as only necessary for inferior people who did not
know how to behave themselves and
made her own rules. Within a week
after the rescue Polly had visited her
In her home. There she was taken Into
dinner by a young Virginian, the very
antipodes of a Quaker, named Francis
Dulaney. Ills dress was far more effective In impressing a young girl than
the conventional black "steel pen Jacket" of today—a canary colored waistcoat embroidered with blooming red
silk roses, a claret colored coat (with
cuffs), flat brass buttons the size of a
modern Individual butter plate, breeches and
stockings of the color of the
eont, buckles on his shoes anil plenty
How could
of lace about bis throat.
say young girl resist a handsome fellow In such attire? Polly certainly did
not resist him, for she fell In love with
him, and her love was returned. Rebecca Hamilton fostered ttie courtship
not only for sympathy with the young
couple, but to score a point on the
eon

Quakers.
Think of the broad brim batted, coal
scoop coated old Plnnell having for a
son-in-law a young man adorned like
Francis I>ulnney!
Kapcy the scene
when these two costumes containing
the two men stood before each other
and the younger man. a perfect stranger to the older, asked for the hand of
his daughter! Of course he was refused. Could Quaker drab mate with
canary and claret color? One might as
well think of a daughter of a prophet
mating with a spangled circus rider.
The old man stood rigid, listening to
the young one's entreaties, then gave
a curt refusal, and
Dulaney beat a sullen retreat. Plnnell sent for his daughter.
Instead of meeting an obedient
child he found a film woman.
She
told Mm that she had pledged herself
to marry Dulaney and would do so.
Pinuell placed Polly under the care
of his sister. Patience, a woman more
austere, nurt-e Quaker]}' dressed, more
commanding, than her brother. Polly
was forbidden to leave the house utiaecompnnled by her aunt, and her father
made preparations to take her to Eng-

read and

passed.
railroad came into this territory twenty
The bond of J. H. Kreanahan for
f2,500 years ago, the plan was to have the termias special tax collector was
nus here, but owing to ice in winter the
accepted.
On motion It was voted to
glvo B. IT. railroad concluded to abandon this locaGray $200 additional for sprinkling tion, and from near Waukeag station exstreets. In consideration of this sum
Mr. tended the survey to what is now Mt.
Gray will sprinkle State street as far as Desert Ferry, two miles farther down the
the hardwood
factory, School, Church bay.
and High streets.
The lumber industry at Franklin durTbe clerk then read a memorandum of
ing the first half of the nineteenth cenagreement between A. E. Moore and the tury
made shipping
quite extensive
city of Ellsworth, whereby Mr. Moore through these falls, but all of that busigives the city the use of a ravine In his ness was done in little two-masted
Held for a dump. Tbe site of tbe
dump is schooners, and obstructions to navigatbe best that could be found in the
city tion were little noticed except by thoBe
limits. It Is in the Cook Held,
so-called, actually engaged in the service.
just this aide of F. H. Osgood's on High
Of late years the granite industry, both
street. The agreement further states that at Franklin and at West
Sullivan, has
for the use of this
dump the city shall been steadily growing, and a fleet of large
to
A.
E.
pay
Moore the sum of $20, and three-masters is now engaged in carrying
that either party
wishing to break the cargoes to the large cities.
shall
agreement
The falls are about fifty yards wide and
give three months’ notice
in writing.
100 yards through. There are two chanThe matter of the Columbia hook and nelson the outer side, made
by a large
ladder company, which was referred to ledge of hardest rock. The falls are a
tbe committe on Are
department from tide-way for the upper bay, which is about
the last regular meeting, has been satis- 100 yards wide for a mile
up; then it forms
factorily settled. The members of the into a circular bay about a mile across,
company Bgroe to serve for fl50 a year, then the river again extends, narrowing,
to begin with the first of last
for four miles right up through the town
April.
The uncollected taxes as committed to of Franklin to the very foot of old
Collectors Holmes and Whitcomb were Schoodic mountain.
These falls present a peculiar and awebrought up and Informally discussed, but
no action was taken.
The matter will inspiring spectacle.
At low tide thero
again be brought up at a special meeting used naturally to be about six feet of
to-morrow evening.
water, and a triflle over twelve feet at
ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS.
high tide. The tide in the outer bay
Kolle of accounts were panned as follows: —Frenchman’s—comes in for two hours
ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO.

FUND.

N A M K.

Police,

Electric

light.

Library,

dept,

High school,

School,

Highway,
Hock crusher,
Unap money
u tin gent,

une

crisp October morning in

town. The duenna went to her room to
put It in order. She had no sooner entered than the door was locked from
the outside. The
family black *>rvant
Was locked in the cellar.
Then Polly,
Pale and excited, came downstairs and.
Pausing a moment to bid farewell to
home. Rallied forth, #>llowed by her
maid. Under a large buttonwoed tree,
standing on a corner, were Dulaney
and Miss Hamilton, with the Hamilton’s tilbury.
Entering the tilbury,
the party were driven to the home of
the Hamiltons.
All the wedding arraugemeuts had been completed.
No
less a personage than the
mayor of the
town performed the
ceremony, and Andrew Hamilton gave away the bride.
'Vhen Mr. Pennell returned to his
home, he found a gaping crowd of
broad brims before his house, attracted
hy the screams of his sister and his
servant, who were demanding to be unoeked. Entering, he found the house
abandoned by the child whom he had
•triven to keep from mingling with the
sinful world.
Rut, though he gpnsldered a
canary colored walstcoast embroidered with flowers the livery of Satan’ bo did not consider forgiveness a
Part of salvation.
He never forgave
his daughter
and died unreconciled.
took
Dulaney
his wife to Virginia,
lal borne of
the iniquitous Cavaliers,
°> if In 1800
they had cut their hair,
e,e still
sufficiently sinful to wear
Powdered wigs. Thus the bride and
room lived for awhile on
Dulaney’s
Hnd the“ went tG UVe Ul

®ngUnd°a

Rebecca Hamilton,

who had taken so
part in the elopement, marunhappily, and her divorce case
one of the most
important that
ever occurred in the
Quaker City.
ETHEL ARNOLD ALLEN.

P°rtant

us
e

38 10
10 00
27 43
4 87
7 14
623 05
70 85
ft 95
1ft 90
2 70
4 00
10C0
56 25
52 CO
66 25
300
11 00
300
86 35
2 00
2 00
45 83
1 10

11 E Hill,
F it Aiken,
F B Aiken,
F B Aiken,
F B Aiken,
T E Hale,
L It Wyman,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
N K Ti I & Tel Co.

Stover,
A C Hagerthy,
E E Joy,
A C

F It Aiken.
George W A\ery,

loUU

Fennell put on Ills broad brimmed hat,
look bis long stuff, with a silver head
8S big as a dinner
bell, and went down-

A W Nason,
Supt schools, Geo B Stuart,

Schoolhouse,

Oscar

Kemtek,

COMMISSIONER'S

ROLL.

*

Sewerage,

Sidewalks.
..

Bridges...
Highway ..

81 (0
495 97
•290 16
161 60
33

#32100
6183

Total,

$582 33

Adjourned

Thursday

evening at 8

o’clock.
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
HamllHelen Q., widow of Robert J.

iu the aixtileth year
m, died here to-day
be held toher age. The funeral will
orrow Rev. J. P. Simonton officiating.
SPECJuly 8.
_

Fewer

up

river at

a

the
tre-

Is but six

water

high

at
can

and

at dead

work be done
minutes’

then

here;
quiet, wheu again the

a

old

way was too hazardous, and caused
too much demurrage.

Owing to the use of larger craft in the
shipping business, it became imperative
on the hart of the government to improve
and deepen the channel.
Several goodsized
used
appropriations have been
here.
The one now being expended is
t

he

fifth,

and is

a

f5 000

one.

The work is in cmtrge of a former
tractor, Mr. Sturgis, a Maine man.

con-

The

work is

performed by four or five men.
Mr. Sturgis is a diver, aud, with his attendant, and the use of a scow and two
assistants, he has six minutes at high
water, and the same at low water to do
bis work.
At slack tide he and his men prepare
the survey ranges and the
dynamite
charges. He does not blast at every tide,
as he only has time to make hasty surveys
of what has been done.

When

he makes

a

water is

j

forced into tbo air

for

fifty

or

sixty yard;*, In a solid column ; then, like
a sky-rocket, it breaks and comes down
in

a

beautiful shower of spray.
blast Is in tlie morning

When the

or

late afternoon, With the sun as a background, the spray makes a most beautiful
rainbow effect.
Much heavier charges are fired at high
water, than at low water, so that tlie ex

plosion
Mr.

effect is about

the same.

Sturgis has become

so

skilled at the

work here that at times he makes two
three

explosions

or

each tide.

summer.

Fred Wlggin, wife and
Coreua, of Bar Harbor,
here

little

daughter

visited

friends

the Fourth.

July

R.

6.

was

Devoe.
gallons;wears longer;

Dragged*Down
Feeling

here

In the loins.
Nervousness, unrefreshing sleep, despoil- V
dency.
It is time you were doing something.
The kidneys were anciently called the
reins—in your case they are holding the
reins and driving you into serious trouble.

Chambers is visiting here. She is
the guest of Miss Carrie B. Cochrane.
Mies

Ashie M. Cottle was at home from
Harbor over Saturday and Sunday.

Miss
Bar

Miss Mabel Maddock came up from Bar
Harbor Saturday morning for a week’s
stay.
Mrs. H. W. Conley and two children, of
Stonington, are here to spend the

A large portion of the following births, summer.
C. J. Treworgy and family have moved
marriages and deaths are printed for the
first time in The American. They will to their cottage at Contention Cove for
next
or
the
week
in
appear
week,
aftert
the summer.
our contemporaries.
The American is
Dr. Frank Whitcomb, wife and child,
the only paper printed in the county
which systematically collects the vital of Orono, have been spending several
statistics* of the county; the others sysdays with relatives here.
,/
tematically steal them.'

Eaflroaba

Annie M. Davis went to Boston
to attend the convention of the
national educations Uassoclat ion.
4
Miss

BORN.

Gray,

a

daughter.

position
July 10.

[Cora Holt.J

GORDON—At Swan’s Island, June 28, to Mr
and Mrs Elmer E Gordon, a son.
GROSS—At 8unset, June 30, to Mr and Mrs E
H Gross, a daughter.
HIGGINS—At Ellsworth, July S, to Mr and Mrs
Llewellyn W Illgglns, of Roxbury, Mass, a

daughter.

J ELLISON—At Swan’s Island, June 25, to Mr
and Mrs George Jellison, a son.
M A RTIN—At Swan’s Island, June 24, to Mr and
Mrs William Martin, a daughter.
M’LAREN—At Ellsworth, July 5, to Mr and
Mrs Frank C McLaren, a son.'
SPRINGER—At Lamolnc, June 24, to Mr and
Mrs Edgar T Springer, a son.
SWETT—At Sedgwick, June 20, to Dr and Mrs
Frederick A Swett, a son. [Frederica Arnold.]
SMITH—At Sedgwick, June 17, to Mr and Mrs
Lester E Smith, a daughter. [ Lillian Bartlett ]
WE8COTT— At Stonlngton, Juno 26, to Mrand
l]fT« Frederick A Wefeoott, a daughter.
YOUNG—At Lnmolne, Juno 29, to Mrand Mrs
Jesse E Young, a daughter.
MARRIED.
CLARRY—LINSCOTT—At Lamoine, July 3,
by Rev S It lie I yea, Miss Ina F Clurry, of
hltsworth, to Oscar A Llnscott, of Lamoine.
DODGE—NEWELL—At Brookline, Mass, June
27, by Rev George M Gerrish, Miss Sadie
Dodge, of Pretty Marsh, to Capt Winslow
Newell, of Boston.
DAVIDSON—ROWE—At Bar Harbor, July 3,
by Rev S L 11 an scorn, Maggie Davidson, of
Cutler, to Herbert A Itowe, of Bar Harbor.
FLOOD—WEST—At Bucksport, July 6, by Rev
William forsyth, Miss Elsie Flood to J Irving
West, both of East Bucksport.
GRAY—CLOUGH—At Ellsworth, July 4, by
Fred L Frazier, esq, Alice Gray to Henry
Clough, both of Ellsworth.
GRINDLE-WIIITE-At Sullivan, July 3, by
Rev O G Barnard, Miss Annie F Grlndle, of
Bucksport, to Arthur.) White, of Sullivan.
GILLEY—ANDERSON—At Camden, June 24
by Rev W E Lambow, Miss Annie E Gilley,
of Camden, to Anders Anderson, of Stoning-

HABBOR TO BANGOB.

BAB

Moore and friend, Miss Rollins,
of Bangor, spent the Fourth here with
his sister, Mrs. Martin Salisbury.
Miss Alice Brown is at home from
Augusta for her annual vacation. She
Pearl

has

a

in the

hospital

A M I AM

So W Hbr
8 50 11*20
No E Hbr
9 OOlll 30
Seal Hbr
9 20;11 50
bar Hbr...
10 30 t 00
Sorrento...
10 86
Hancock P 7 0., 10 60!
Sullivan...
Mt Des’t F 7 30 11 20 1 50
Waukeag.. 7 87 11 27
Hancock
7»4
Franklin R 7f48
Wash’* Jc 7 56
BLLSW'H 8 0? 11 56: 2 23
Ells Falls 8 (6 12f01
Nicolln
8fl8 12 16'..
Green L
8 28 I2f25|..
Lake H.... 8f86 12+32'..
Holden
8 4. 12f40
Br June.. y os 1 00 3
B Ex. St..i» 10 1 07! 3 •■'5
Ban M 0... 9 15 1 10 *3 40

Ilt30(

ii 49*..

AMUSEMENT NOTES.

Hayward Stock Co., C. A. Paige
manager, makes Its Initial bow in Ells*
worth Thursday evening, July 30, for an
The

engagement

nights

three

and

..

...

...

...

one

do^bt

will

give

as

theatre goers
cities in Maine.

P.M.I P
5 351 7

Portland..

good satisfaction to
it has in other

«

as

our

..

.w

This company comes to Elisworth with a great reputation, and no
matinee.

NY

4 55

5 02
5f0>

..

..

..

oo;ii

r m

*7 10
y
7 20
y
7 44
y
4 oo *9 00
s 50
4*2
4 21

..

there.

days

P M

..

J.

of

Steamboat*

anb

Commencing June 15, 1903.

Tuesday

BEVERAGE—At Stonlngton, June 26, to Ur
and Mrs Willie A Beverage, a daughter.
FELICE—At Stonlngton, June 16, to Mr and
Mrs Furla Felice, a son.
GRINDLE—At Sedgwick, June 26, to Mr and
Mrs J w hltney Grlndle, a son.
GRAY—At Stonlngton, June26, to Mr and Mrs
Harlan L Gray, a daughter.
GRAY—At Center, June 21, to Mr and Mrs Fred

Sarsaparilla

Hood's

Acts with the most direct, beneficial effect
It contains the best and
on the kidneys.
safest substances for correcting and toning
these orerans.

6f»5
5f24

5 31
5 37
5 52
6 02
6f 10
6 18
6 38
6 4.i 11 35
6*50 11*40

M A M
40 l 06
oo 1 67

10*35
10 43
10 48
Ilf 01
11 10
II f 17
11 ?4
11 43
11 5(
11*55

A M
A M
4 20 4 20

7 26 7 25

BANGOB TO BAB HABBOB.

Leroy J. French Co. in “Peck’s Bad
Boy” which is billed to appear at Hancock
hail Thursday evening, July 23, has played
all the principal cities from New Bruns-

Potld

BEx h 6 C9
Br .»c
Hid ’n
Lk II
Gr L
Nlc’In
Ells F
E L LS 6 1
W Jc
Fr R
Han
Wauk
M I) F 6 r
Sull’n 7 f0
Han P 8 15
Srnco 7 1
Par H 7 40
Seal II 8 30
N E II « 50
8 VV II *4 CO

played “Taggs”

in

“County Fair” last season, W. J.
McDermott, whose success as “Happy
the
well
remembered,
Hooligan” is
comedy quartette, and Chester Tayldr,
the

another old favorite.
season

has
*

is the

ever

had

The company

strongest
on

this

Manager French

the road.

Stobcrtisnnenta.

The Cause of

A M
O
M
00i II 05 12 4(
A M
A M
P M
P M
A M
9
0 11 30 3 15 *4 tl s8 26
9 85 11 34 71 19 4 59 8 ’0
5 06 H 3'
5 2* *8 ft7
f5 34 19 04
loro.*;..
i tiT.
f5 4 2 t9 12
10 26
5 5‘. 19 2
9 35
10 40
6 05
1( 48 12 3
» 20 6 li
9 41
t9 48
10f52 I2r3e 4 821
1. toot
t6 2 1.4 56
fH 31 lOfOl
Ilf. 9
II 13
6 3b 1< t 7
f‘ 4
II 20 I 05 4 55 6 45 0 15

I

!l-*.6

Eng ’r *5 Of

In the company may be fouud Gertrude
Warren, the celebrated Australian vocalwho

! 9*45
A M

territory the past year,
and is to play return engagements in them
all the coming season. This fact speaks
volumes for the merit of the production.

Verone,

Sundays

I P M

Bstn

wick to the Indian

Ernie

P M

12 30
4 00

dally ex Sunday ;A7 05

The

ist,

6 30
6 38
f6 41
fG 50
f6 69
7 08
7 14
7 27
7 36
7 43
t7 50
8 09
8 16
8 20

6

05

6 10
1
6 38
6f 14
6 52
7roo
1 14
7 21
7 30
6

iorw|::

11

40

8 00

*9

z3 45
7 20
A M

llz45
11 49

::i:

1 35
1 2ft
2 03
2 00

*6 i5
*5

7
7

40
05

45
fl 35
6 55
7 »5

10 3
10 50
1 10
35
2 00 3 5
2 2< 3 40
12 30 3 50

♦Dally.

z Sundays only,
y Sundays only steamer
leaves Southwest Harbor 2 20 p m/Northeast
Harbor ;.3o p u>; Seal Harbor 2 5u p m, to connect with this train.
tStop on slg ihI or nolle** to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with tluough
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.

Many

Sudden Deaths.

ton.

There is a disease prevailing in this
Tickets for all points South and
country most dangerous because so decepK tive. Many sudden West for sale at the M. O. R. K.
deaths arc caused by ticket office, Ellsworth.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
heart
i? it
disease,
tickets lifiore eme»ing the trains, and especially
i
heart EllbWorih
pneumonia,
lo Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
? failure or apoplexy
GEO. F. EVANS,
are often the result
Vice.Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
of kidney disease. If
..kidney trouble is allowed to advance the
3 kidney -poisoned
blood v/ill attack the
DIED.
vita! organs or me
break down and waste i
themselves
kidneys
CUSHMAN—At Ellsworth, July c, Alltort \V
away cell by cell.
Cushman, aged 65 vears.
Bladder troubles most always result from 1
CUSHMAN—At Ellsworth, July 3, James T
a derangement of the kidneys and a cure is
Cushman, aged 60 years, 4 months.
EATON—At Stonlngton, .June 28, Mrs Margaret obtained quickest by a proper treatment of
BLUBHILL LINK.
A Eaton, aged 51) years, 3 months, 15 days.
the kidneys. If you are feeling badly you
SCHEDULE IN EFFECT JUNE 1, 1903.
FURlA—At StoAington, June 23, infant son of can make no mistake
Dr. Kilmer's
by
taking
Mr anil Mrs Felix Furla, aged 7 days.
Commencing Sunday, May 31. steamer will
Swamp-Root, the great kidney, liver and leave Rockl mi (same pier) upon arrival of
GRIN OLE-At Sedgwick, June 20, Infant son of
bladder remedy.
pt earner from Boston (not before
a m), dully,
Mr and Mrs J Whitney Griudle.
It corrects inability to hold urine and scald- except Monday, for I>ark Harbor. (1) Blake’s
GRAY—At Roach (Deer Isle), July 1, Alvah W
Dingo (Butter Island), Kggemoggln,
(?)
1'olnt,
ing pain in passing it, and overcomes that South Brooksville, (3) Hertick's, Sargentvllle,
Gray, aged 32 years, 8 months, 25 days.
At North Ellsworth, July 8. unpleasant necessity of being compelled to ; Dec' Die Sedgwick, Brooklln. South Bluehlll,
HAMILTON
I luehlll, Surry and Ellsworth (transfer from
Helen G, widow of Robert J Hamilton, aged go often during the day, and to get up many
51) years, 6 mouths, 18 days.
The mild an<i the
times during the night.
RETUKNING.
HIGGINS—At Ellsworth, July 4, Rachel I*,
1
effect of Swamp-Root is soon
widow of N'ohemlah 11 Higgins, agi d 80 years. extraordinary
Wl'l leave Fllnworth (transfer to Surry) 7 45
It stands the highest for its won- a m,
realized.
at
8.30
a m. dally,
Julv
HEaTH—At Penobscot,
2, William G
sorry
xcep .Sunday for
derful cures of the most distressing cases.
Bluchili, (I) South Itluehlii, (.*) V) est Tremout,
Heath, aged tl> years, 8 months, 28 days.
Brook
Deer
it
Sedgwick,
sold
n,
is
to
take
and
Isle,
Sargentvllle,
LLOYD—At Orland, July 3, Robert T Lloyd,
Swamp-Root pleasant
South Brooksvtlle, Eggemoggln,
aged 64 years.
by all druggists in fifty-cent and one-dollai iH;Herrick's,
(0 Blake’s Point, (7) Dlrlgo, Dark Harbor,
LUFKIN—At Sunset (Deer Isle), July 4, sized bottles. You may
Rockland, counccilng with steamers for Bostou.
Hezeklah T Lufkin, aged 83 years.
have a sample bottle of t
MULLEN—At Stonlngton, July 2, Edith Lillian
(1) Wednesdays. Fridays and Sundays.
this wonderful new dis- I
(2) Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays when
Sellers, daughter of Mr and Mrs Frank Victor
| covery and a book that
requested by passenger.
Mullen, aged 9 months, 2 days.
all
tells
about
botn
(3) Stop when signal la displayed at wharf or
It,
Home
of
At
Swamp-Root,
PEL1CELLI
Stonlngton, June 13, Rose
upon notice from passenger, during months of
Maria Pellcelil, aged 2 days.
sent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer 5c Co.
.June and September; dully during months of
STEELE—At Bar Harbor, July 3, John B Steele, Binghamton, N. Y.
When writing mention July and August.
aged 66 years.
(4) Stop when flag is displayed from wharf or
reading this generous ofter in this paper.
TRUFRY—At Trenton, July 4, John G Trufry,
upon notice from passenger.
Don’t make any mistake, but remember* the
(5) Tuesdays, Thursday s and Saturdays.
aged 85 years, 5 months.
name. Swamp Root, Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root,
(6) Stop same days and conditions as when
ami the address, Binghamton, N. Y., on every
going eastward.
(7) Mondays, Wednesdays ami Fridays, when
The American prints more vital sta- bottle.
signal Is displayed or upon notice from passen*
tistics—births, marriages and deaths—
ger.
all
the
other
in
than
the
papers printed
Note—This company will comply with above
county combined, and most of them if TheIEllsworth American schedule, except in evt nt of unavoidable causes
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
of delav to Its steamers.
rThfl r>nlv rnr.wrv paiwr.l
C ow r m »»o ’•nnf*
Dally trip schedule In effect June 1 to Oct. 1.
GATCOMB—SPRINGER—At Franklin, June
2S, by Rev C E Petersen, Miss Lu'u J Gatcomb to Roswell I Springer, both of Hancock.
KANE—WILLIAMS-At Surry, June 29, by
Rev J D McGrow, Miss Florence E Kane to
William \V Williams, both of Surry.
PATTEN— WORM ELL— At Lamoine, July 4,
by Rev S R Belyea, Miss Mabel B Patten, of
L inoino, formerly of Ellsworth, to Fred A
Wormell, of Lubec.
STAPLES—M’VEIGH—At Penobscot, July 4.
by Rev K K Drew, Mrs Elvira Staples to Hugh
McVeigh, both of Penobscot.

—

1

—

—

When n girl in sitting in a hammock on
dark night and a man atarta toward her
and then site down aomewlnre else it
makes her feel just the way a man feeiH
when the horse he has bet on hnlta right
in the middle of the race.—New Xork
a

at

this

low

tow-hoat service has
years
been maintained by the granite operators
to replace the old bszardous method of
sailing in and out, under a pilot. This
some

Margnret Nevils, of Bar Harbor, is
grandfather, Jeremiah Moore,

Abbot,

The German club met with Mra. Levi
Bennett Tuesday evening.

with her

there

surging begins.
For

Miss

season.

Currier, uf

M. Stelnert & Sons Co. has a competent tuner
Bar Harbor. Pianolas adjusted, etc
Adrt,
—

O.

asbtrtiflimentB.

Rockland,

A.

CROCKET*!,

Manager, Rockland,
Me., June 1, 11)03.

Me.

EASTERN

Steamship Company.

3.

SALARY ROLL NO

City schools.*•••
High school.
to

runs

in

Howard Rollins has gone to Bar Harbor,
where be has employment at the Newport

Will

Sunday.

$2.140 66

Total,
TEACHERS'

Only
water

13,1.2 27

Total,
STREET

and

then the tide

blast, he has his men get the scow over
the right spot; then he goes down and
places the charge of dynamite, gets his
gear ashore aud explodes the charge by
4 CO electricity.
4 00
The charge is simply laid on the ledge
11 50 that is to be
removed; the immense water
• on
pressure offsets the recoil, and- when a
3 75
charge goes off at low water a volume of
4 00

Charles M Higgins,
E B Wyman,
Geo 11 Grant Co,
C c Burriil A Son,
E K Hopkins,

land.

turns

feet;

mendous rate.

$4.1 00
45 00
12 00
2 00
4(0
200
4 00
2 00
2 00
2 O’*
2 00
2 00
4 fO
3 75
Eastern Me hospital,
17165
M ine Gen'l hospital,
48 71
H II A U K Power Co,
1,000 (0
It II A U K Power Co,
150 00
C E Laurl it Co,
138 48
C I Welch,
10 00
20 85
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,
F B Aiken,
1 :o
A M Hopkins,
93
II K Davis,
2 25
Senator ILtle Hose Co,
1 5 00
9 CO
Charltf* M Withani
F B Aiken,
2 15
A
Wrdtcomb, Haynes
Co,
E J Davis,
M S Smith,*
4 20
M Gallert,
9 49
Chailes 1 Welch,
8 50
F B Aiken,
2 50
Hancock Co Pub Co,
9 05
Charles W Sweeney,
10 00
W llUs Eaton,
14 00
600
M M Hertz,
1800
Edward Haney,
5 60
II it Holt,
Harol Maddocks,
Harry A Maddocks,
F B Aiken,
Florence L Jordan,
Charles J Trewvrgy,
Elmer Smith,
Camp m 11 Pub Co,

Co

falls

AMOUNT

John Stlvy,
O II Morrison,
It Irani C Lor I,
Lorenzo i» Foster,
Arthur Brown,
Clifton Woodward,
Frank M Moore,
Ira U Hagen, Jr,
Frank L Patten,
Alex II Cray,
William W Brooks,
l» Lrielis,
Edw K Joy,
F B Aiken,

Water,

Fire

and rises three

5.

here.

bouse for the

Sibber! isrnunta.

KLLSWORTII FALLS.

Mrs. C. E. Blllington, of Surry, Is malting « visit among relatives and friends

Dress Suit Cases Given Away!
WEAR THE

with every $10

KIRSCHBAUM

sale or

HAND-MADE

CLOTHING.

10

Six

Desert Division.

Trips

a

Week

to Boston,

OUR LINE OF

FURNISHINGS
ARE NEW AND
UP-TO-DATE.

over.

DAYS SPECIAL

Ml.

SALE.

Commencing Monday, May 4, 1903, steamer
"Mt Desert", Cant F L W Inter botham, leave*
Bar Hart>or at 1.00 p m dally, except Sunday,
for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor. Stonington and Rockland to connect
with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING.

marine list.
toil*worth

For ten

Fort.

arrived
Thursday,
Sch Julia Frances, Alley.

July

day, July

2

Portland

July 3
Woodward. New
8ch Henrietta A Whitney.
York, coal, F S Lord
SAILED
Friday,

Sch Rlenal, 8tonlngton
Sch Jenny Lind, Bar Harbor
Harbor
*»ch Hattie White. Winter
ARRIVED
Sunday, July 5

SAILED

sch

Mluneola.

Boston.

MAR RY

Tuesday, July 7
lumber.

Ellsworth

^Sch^Napoleon, Bar Harbor, bricks.
R French. Bar Harhor
P8chl£ewH Kllaa,
Bar Harbor
ifaTy

H

B

5pm dally, except Sunday
about A a m dally, except

at

Monday.
A11 Freight via the steamers of this
pany

is insured against lire and

com-

marine

risk.
E. S. J. Mokbk, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. and T. A.
Boston, Mass.
Calvin Austin, Vice-president and
Gen'l Mgr., 308 Atlantic ave., Boston.

or over.

RELIABLE CLOTHING CO.

Sch Storm Petrel, Boston

a

purchase

days beginning Thursday, July 9, and to continue until Satur18, we are going to give a Dress Suit Case with every $10

From Boston at
From Rocklaud

EL.

CLEANSING, PRESSING and
REPAIRING NEATLY DONE.

CONDON,

Managsr.

EILLSWORTH.

People who advertise only occasionally
overlook the fact that most persons have
short memories.
is

The failure of a merchant to advertise
an advertisement of his lack of enter-

prise.
Advertising bring^ the customers
assists the salesman.

\

and

COUNTY NEWS.

The American has subscribers at 106
116 post offices in Hancock county;
all the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The Amer-

of

the

F*r additional

Treadwell, of Augusta, lectured
iu the union meeting-house last Tuesday

Bangor.

Storey and other members of the
family will soon follow.
William Ash, of Southwest Harbor, who
engaged by the ladies’ aid to finish
the work on the union meeting-house
cellar, hopes to complete the mason work
this week. The dinner planned for the
Fourth had to be given up. A fair and

Miss Sophie Benn, of Hodgdon, Is the
guest of Miss Olive Coolidge.

was

returned from
on

sale will be held in

business connected with his vessel.

cost

August.

Smith returned from a trip to
Rhode Island and Massachusetts Satur-

The cellar has

Dr.

day

day.

July

for

few weeks.

a

few frienda

a

Mrs. Nelson Morse and daughter
relatives at Swan’s Island.

EAST ORLAND.
Homer Marks is home
for his vacation.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
L. L. Larrabee arrived home Satur-

Obed Rich, of Boston, was a guest at W.
P. Hewins7 the last of the week.

S.

6

other pagen

tee

W. P. Hewins entertained
on the evening of July 4.

their wives
Gray
attended the circus at Ellsworth last week.
They report an enjoyable time.
and

Mark and Will

County Sew

For Additional

V. D. Smith, who is employed at Bar
Harbor, visited his family here the 4th.

orphan’s

of the

Mrs.

LAMOINE.

Nathan Hodgkins has

home at

the Interests

Dr. Lovett and family, of Boston, have
arrived to occupy for the season the
Mr. aud
new cottage of Moorfleld Storey.

other pages.

Philadelphia, a full-fledged D. D. S.
Capt. Fred Hodgkins is in Portland

evening

in

COUNTY NEWS.

her cottage this

occupy

season.

Allen

Miss

COUNTY VEWS.
County News

other pages

John H. Preosey is very ill.
Mrs. M. Q. Steele was called to Bar Harbor Wednesday to see her husband, wbo
is under medical treatment there.

be, but it is the only paper that can properly be called a COUNTY paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulation ofThe American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

mdtiition'il

tes, see

CRANBERRY ISLES.

the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
ican is not

>

County Xe

will not

She

are

visiting

from Bowdoin

John Foss, of Winter Harbor, is at

Mrs.

qo liege

her

Judson Bralnerd and wife came last
and are at their camp.
Mrs. Fred Mooney, of Bucksport, is
visiting Mrs. W. L. Wentworth.

two.

Mrs. Pendleton have gone to
Searsport on a visit of several days.
Freeman Leach, wife and children, of
Ellsworth, are visiting relatives here.

The Misses Vose, of Portland,
their sister’s, Mrs. Ernest Rice,

week

sister’s, Mrs. J. B. Cole, for

week

a

or

Sunday.
were

nearly fl,300, of which fl,100 has been

vacation at her mother’s

summer

has

home

P. Preble the past two months.
following stanzas from her notebook prove that she has done something

J.

Where are all my dear old schoolmates
That I knew In days "lang syne".
Roaming In the fields and meadows
In the pleasant summer time?

and wife, of MinneWatson Young and sod,
of Webster City, Iowa, are to arrive this
morning and will be the guests of Mrs.
and Mrs.

Charles

Hodgkins

Altogether,

The Fourth passed quietly with our
American
The loyal
youth
people.

Day

ushered in the

Independence

of

and other demonstrations
the

occasion.

picnic

A

opposite
pleasant social

the

grove

appropriate
held

was

in

to
the

town-house, and

In

game proved
attraction for the young people.

an

afternoon

season
a

was

ball

successful term

cinct

Juue 26.

of school
In

the

in

this

pre-

afternoon

ap-

propriate exercises were held, which were
enjoyed by twenty-five of the parents
The schoolroom

and friend9.

prettily decorated with ferns,
roses.

After

cream

were

the exercises
served to ail

following pupils

were

not

very 1
daisies and
was

cake and ice-

j

present. The
during

1

absent

Grafton Covey, E^vin Covey,
Charlie
Hodgkins,
Hodgkins,

the term:
Hazel

us

efforts are appreciated.
July 6.

July

Miss

6.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
H.
few

N. McCauley has been borne

days.

stopping

W. Bunker and wife, of Eastbrook,
were guests at J. P. Walker’s Sunday.
L.

William Martin and wife, of Asbville
spent tbe Fourth with their son, Capt. C.
Martin.
Mrs. S. H. Remick and Mrs. George
Jellison, of Marlboro, spent Tuesday with
friends here.

daughter Sadie
have gone to S. J. Johnston’s at Mt. Desert

Ferry

for the

and

summer.

Henry Brown, of Bar Harbor, has
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. F. M.
Watson, for a few days.
Mrs.

while at

a

A full-blown
from

July

tree

a

C. M. Kittredge’s.

NORTH DEER ISLE.

picked

was

Y'oung’s

Walter

on

Friday

went

week for

be

to

Northeast

to

employed

are

being made

Capt. Hezekiah Powers

farm

was

at home last

short visit.

Carlton Davis and two children
Rockland this week.

are

Kdv\ard

Mrs.

season.

in

the

to

her

for

a

on

Collins has returned
home in Rockland.

Mrs.

Inez Hagen

Harbor last
the

apple

blossom

Extensive repairs
M. C. R. R. wharf.

4.

Miss

Riverside hall
the evening of the Fourth.
There was
a large attendance, and a good time is reported.
Mrs. Lizzie E. Widens, of Bluehill,spent

Whereas, The relentless hand of death has
attain passed into our circle and taken from its
ranks a brother, Leou Crabtree; be it
Resolved, That Leonard Wooster lodge
extends lts sympathy to the bereaved faintly.
Resolved, That in the death of Brother Crabtree, Leonard Wooster lodge has lost a soda:
member, and society a social citizen
Resolved, That our altar be draped in mourn
ing for the space of thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to the bereaved family, one 4o The Ells
worth American for publication and spread
upon our records.
E. W. Wooster,
S. E. Young,
hi. B. Ball,
Committee on resolutions.

WALTHAM.
L. F. Giles aud family have been in town
the past week.
Elmer Coot, of
Bangor, is visiting
friends here.
Alden Haslem and wife visited their

Friday

was

dance

a

Saturday

and

at

P. Cirter.

mother, Mrs O

visiting

In town

She

was

her
ac-

companied hy her two children and Mrs.
Clara A. Widens.

During
house of

the shower

the

David

struck

was

Friday morning

Bridges on the east side
It cut up
by lightning.

fantastic capers
did little damage.

some

things,

with

but

chapter, No. 35, O. E. S., visited the chapter at Stouiugton last Wednesday evening. There were thirty-five
Columbia

in the

party, twenty-five

and ten
a

good

from

time.

from

Sedgwick

Sargentville. They report
The brethren

or

“tisteren”

Stonington entertained them royally,
and they arrived home at 5 o’clock the
next morning tired, happy and sleepy.
C.
July 6.
of

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.

Ifc

for

is

Eastbrook,

Miss Annie McFarland has returned
from Bar Harbor for a summer vacation.

6.

There

Higgins

visiting relatives

of

ing the past week at Mrs. Barbour’s old
home.

Sloop yacht “Scud”
while Capt. Scott is
days.

6._
MARIAVILLE.

Fanning

July

The Sorrento school at ! he cove closed
June 19 after a pleasant terra of e'even
weeks

taught by Mrs. Effle Baker. Those
not absent
were:
Koy Stover, Nettie
Perry, Elwood Wilbur, and George
Bartlett missed but one day.

day there were
following programme

*Tbe last

are

all

August.
Fourth passed

A

goodly

number of

our

A

Cal.,

ho has been

w

with

her

Brimmer,

July

of Santa

spending

grandmother,

a

few

Mrs.

started for her home

Caroline

Thursday

Q ilt°

Our daily mail commenced July 1, and
will be greatly appreciated by all.
Jonn A. Barrill, of Dedham, is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Trask, for the season.

Frank Foster and Rowley Mass are visiting Mrs. Foster’s sister, Mrs. Philip

ten

visitors and

Moore.

carried out:

Capt. Let. Wilson, of Bass Harbor, was
here in his steam launch July 5, bringing
with him Frank Manchester and wife.

George Bartlett
John Greenleaf Whittier.Koy Stover
James Russell Lowell and Charles Dickens,
El wood Wilbur
Reading—Parson Weems and His Life of

Rogers, Mrs. William
Holbrook, of Rockland, and Mrs. J. Kirk
patrick, of Baugor, are at the St. Paul
Mrs.

Edward

cottage.

July

Chips.

6.

WEST FRANKLIN.

few

was

The most

season.

"light

fantastic toe”

noticeable

tripped

was

until 12

o’clock Saturday night.

the grass

on

are

commencing

outlying patches

and

to cut
in the

orchards, but the main work of haying
will be a few days later. A fair crop is
promised from the present outlook.
commissioner has been putting
on the hills near here, but
as usual the appropriation runs short of
doing much work. However, some good
The road

in

some

roads
and

work

ave

been

made,

both in this town

July
Mm.

Sophia Temple,

SULLIVAN.
in town for the

Bouton, trrlved
with her parents.

of

Hummer

Mr. and Mrs. Toles, with their two
daughter*, are guests of W. O. Emery and
wife, a'so “Ted” Giles, of Pittsfield, Maas.
Rev. and Mrs. H. H. Saunderson, of
Cambridge, Maas., arrived in town last

spend

week

and

Mrs.

Baunderson’s

will

the

summer

with

Capt.

and

parents,

Bennis.

Mrs.

Mie

summer

people

are

arriving

in

troops now by every boat, and the residents are coming home for their summer
vacation.

Roland Small and

family

came

wetk, Miss Alice Robbins came Tuesda> and Mrs. M. D. Iioboins came a day
later. * hile Mis Eva followed on to compete the g'oup on Saturday, just iu time
for the g'orious Fourth”.
last

services

at

the Church

of

The

Liberal

hold a* dime

Miss Jsnie

Springer

is

making

a

visit to

Edgecllfl'

Mrs.

Hannah

Holden,

of

McKinley,

who

spent the winter In Brooklyn, N. Y.
is visiting for a few weeks at
William
Lawton’s.
Miss Grace

capable
ing

Carroll, the pleasant and

assistant at the

postoffice,

is

tak-

vacation. Miss Gladys
substitute.

much-needed

a

Mayo

acting

is

as

.John O'Brien and wife, of Bucksport,
spent the Fourth with Mrs. Alice Gilley.
Her nephew, W. Coulter, of Brockton,
also made her a visit during the week.

j

Mrs. Ada Parker

who, accompanied by
attended the graduation exercises of her son Jesse at Wesleyan university, Joined her family here

daughter Mary,

last week.

Thomas Clark and wife, of Augusta, arHaturday to enjoy a rest at their
summer cottage, where they will be joined
later
by their daughter, Mrs. John
Boardman and her family, also by their
younger daughter, Miss Alice Clark.
rived

The “Auarew Nebinger”, a three-master, Capt. Jud. Robinson, is on its way
from New York with the first cargo for

Malhset coal company.
A load of
hard wood— seventy-five cords—from ColFails,

umbia

has

been

received

at

the

spent much

by

society wilt
Fred Ralph came from Stoniugtou to
Thursday, July 9, speud the Fourth, his wife and little
Hinman and Mrs. daughter having been with Mrs. Ralph's

Mrs.

The occasion will

be at

the

borne of the

latter, from 3 to 5 iu the
afternoon, and all are cordially invited to
be present.
The Manor inn opened last week and
has quite a
number of guests.
The
proprietor, Mr. Dodge, of New York, is
actively engaged making changes to
better the condition, while Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight Bratn-ui. I he owners of the
are

at

also here

lines of

dirteting
improvement.

matters

R.

Gordon ha* closed her school

Oriatid and returned home.
Miss Mina Wa't«

visit

n

ha*

gone

to

Surry to

bersisttr, Mrs. Judoon Carter.

Misses
are
,

at

Harr e' a d Florence B'ahri 1
home, having finished their kcOocN.

The Baptist Sunday school homeaepaitmet with Mrs. Howard W.
Hoop r

ment
last

Wednesday.

Several of
took

Fourth,

and

with ladies,
Harbor the
most enjoyable time.

young men,
to Prospect

report

a

Rev. Mr.'Brown, the evangelist, who
holding revival meetings at the

has been
Free
July 5.

parents two

ing

for

church closed

his

services

Mrs. Harold Carter, of West Ellsworth,
came to spend the Fourth with her
parents. W. L Hardison and wife, returned July 5. Her sister Maggie returned
who

with her.

SUPPORT

or

the

three week.

boat

bis

While waitbis

grip, containing

clothing and linen, was stolen by some
sneak thief. As no detective was at hand

Ralph

Mr.

took

such

measure** a** were

available to trace the stolen

yet

no

July

grip

but

as

clue has beeu gained.
f- PRAY.

5

NORTH C ASTI NR.
Mrs. Augusta Leach it* ill.
Mrs. Mary L Leach has gone to Camden
to visit her sen John.
Kiwi Conner, Date Dunbar and Frank
Hutchins

are

Mina Helen

Boston for

at borne.

F. Emerson la borne from

abort

stay.
Neil Ward well, of Vlnalbaven, is visit*
ing hia grandparents, Clarence Hutchins
a

and wife.
Mr*.

William Bridges, of Penobscot, is
her parents, Capt. Edwin Ordway

vUiting

and wife.
Mii»s

Dunbar, who has been
Chelsea, Mass., ia borne for

Helen

j teaching in
the

summer.

Mrs.
tended

our

drive

a

works, including protty floating balloons,
enlivened the corner in the evening.

Christian

sociable

matronized

and

G. H. Rhtter went to Lawrence, Mass.,
Washington.Mrs Baker relatives in Brewer.
Raymond at Machias the pa6t week.
••►t week to visit his brothers,
ex-Mayor
the
Reading—Under
Pulpit Floor..Nettie Perry
Charles G. Rutter and W. F.
Mrs. George Kitchen is at Northeast
Rutter,
Jacob Springer has been granted an inDialogue—Two Kinds of Fun,
chief of the fire department.
will
They
where
she
has
Harbor,
employment.
return with him.
Roy Stover and George Bartlett crease of pension of |3 per month.
The
Fourth
was ushered in by the usual
Mrs. Sarah Haslem, who has been visit- Recitation—The Happy Farmer.
Rev. D. B. Smith and wife attended the
The Methodist society here served dinbell ringing which commenced
before
r-.wood Wilbur
ing friends in Hermon and Bangor, ha9
ner and supper on the Fourth in their
quarterly meeting at South BluehiJI.
midnight, in addition to which a crowd church dining-room.
Dialogue—A Neighborly Kindness,
returned home.
They had a good
George Springer baa purchased a pair of hoodlums paraded the street making
Nettle Perry and Mrs Baker
attendance—115 being taken for dinner
Waldron Hastings and wife have arrived Read
and nearly bm much for supper.
lug.Elwood Wll >ur of young horses from Bangor parties.
the night hideous with a drum, horns,
from Boston and have opened their resi- Recitation—Lincoln and
Lee.Roy Stoyer
Hervey Butler has returned from the whistle, catcalls, guns and a general
July 6.
R.
dence for the snmmer.
July 6.
Spec.
Bangor hospital. The doctors decided howling for two hours or more. After
Eugene Clough and family, of Ellsworth
that an operation was unnecessary.
their patriotism subsided, those who had
S&tirrtiBmmUz.
PRETTY MARSH.
Ch’e’er.
Falls, were the guests of Mrs. Clough’s
July 3.
not been driven insane by tbeir noise
Andrew Carter, who has been quite
parents, Increase Jordan and wife, Sunday.
were
allowed
to
as
best
sleep
ill,
they could
SURRY.
till moaning.
Eugene Woodward and wife, and Albert is improving.
have been several new cases ol
There
of
are
4.
Mrs. E. W. Freeman, ol
Clinton, Mass.,
Beach,
Eoo.
visiting
July
Charlestown,
in the village.
friends here. Mr. Woodward is engineer Mass., Is stopping at the Bay View house. mumps
MANSET.
Frank
L.
cook
of
the
schooner
Jordan,
for the Bigelow Carpet Co.
The Foundation of Health.
“Franconia”, came home Tuesday night,
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Schools closed here Thursday after sucBoth the Ocean bouse and the Stanley
Nourishment
is
the foundation of health returning Wednesday morning.
cessful terms taught by Miss Isabel Jordan
—life- strength.
Kodoi Dyspepsia Cure
SCOTT'S EMULSION serve. u .
Fred Beede, engineer of the steam mill house opened last week with the following
and Miss Lillie Friend. Friday a picn*c
is the one great medicine that enables the
list of guests:
bridge to cany the weakened and
on Water street, Ellsworth, spent Saturstomach and digestive organs to
was held in the grove which was enjoyed
digest,
Ocean House— Mrs. C. E. Stillman,
starved system along until it can find
assimilate and transform all foods into day and Sunday with his parents, Charles
by both parents and children.
the kind of blood that nourishes the Beede and wife.
firm support in ordinary food.
Springfield,
Mass.; MissesTalcott, Bangor;
6.
July
nerves and feeds the tissues.
Kodoi lays
Helen Dunlap, Helen D. Hunt, PhiladelSend for free sample.
the foundation of health.
Capt. H. C. Young, of schooner “FranNature does
IuihYears of suffering relieved in a night.
phia, Pa.
the rest. Indigestion, Dyspepsia, and all conia”, came home Wednesday to
a
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chami*t»,
stay
the
curative
at
once
to
properties
ng piles yield
disorders oj the stomach and
Stanley House— Roger Derby, Boston;
New York.
409-415 Pearl Street,
digestive few days while his vessel is loading with
of Doan’s Ointment. KfTer fail*. At any drug , organs are cured by the use of
50c. and $1.00; all druggbu.
W. E. Byerly and wife, Robert W. Byerly,
Kodoi. staves for S. S. Scammon at Franklin.
Sold by Wiggin & Moose.
store, 50 ceate.—Advl.
Francis P. Byerly, Cambridge, Mass.;
G.
July 6.
son

occupying

are

the

summer

Baptist

Stonington.

The

Montreal,

Prof. Down’s cottage.
Mrs. C. F. Dole arrived last week
to
open her cottage, the Ledge. Other membera of the family will soon join her.

her

N.

6

Miss Edith

a

A few farmers

H. L. Rutherford, wife and
daughter

Mrs. 8. W. Duffield, of Bloomfield, N\
feature I J
and Frank; Leonard and wife, of
was th<* prevailing good
order.
The i Pawtucket, K. I., are guests of Rev. and
crowds were quiet and well behaved.
Mrs. F. J. Goodwin at their cottage, The
Throughout the day and evening the Spruce Bough.
the

Cummings.

large party went on a sailing
excursion with Capt. Will Young the
Fourth.
1

of

July 4; Mrs. Admiral Fairfax and
daughter, Miss Josephine Reese, of
Hagerstown, Md., are at the Dorr cottage.
The Risleys will arrive at
Marguerite
cottage ( Mrs. Lydia Gott’s) the 11th.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

_

Stepben Gilley has rented his boose to
Prof. Harper, of Philadelphia, a
Princeton
college Instructor.

her

EAST FRANKLIN.
Butterfield, who supplies the
pulpit of the Second Congregational
R v. G. F. Sibley will have a baptism at
church, exchanged with John Brockie, of George’s pond July 19.
Stony Point, last Sunday.
Carl Woodworth and sister Fedora went
E.
July 6.
to irutlivan Center July 5.

weeks

James Stanley, oi
Maasachosetts, spent
with bis family at the
wiliUm
Lawton cottage.

the Fourth

Rocks

Nina Musselis, of

C.

6.

a

Roi,ln.

eon.

Thursday,

Claude

Cruz,

was

Opening address.Louise Welch
A brief sketch of the lives of the following
noted men and authors were given
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Ralph
Waldo Emerson .Nettie Perry
Nathaniel Hawthorne and William McKinley,

of death

Miss

Nathan Jordan, jr., of Salisbury Cove, is
visiting his grandfather, N C. Jordan, and
bis aunt, Mrs. Henry Frost, for a few days.

Brimmer,

home for

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

and

consumption.
Lynn, Mass., property,
along the
arrived here Tuesday and will spend the
July 6.
summer with Mrs. Emeline Weed.

cause

Ellsworth

the ?0Lb.

Miss Lenora

the Reach

Alvab, son of William and Arvilla Gray,
died July 1. aged thirty-two yfars. The

townspeople

attended Saw telle’s circus in

lying in

other

Fannie Dolllver end Miss
Lluli
Herding ere vlaltlog Mrs. Abigail

Is stopping at the Lefflngwell
Murphy, Mrs.
cottage; Mrs. Hattie
Fanning, Mrs. Mulligan and Miss Fanning, of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived at Old

Boston.

Samuel Eaton, who lives on the Reach
roacT, had new potatoes served on his table
on the 28th of June.

and

The
very quietly here.
few went out of town to speud the day.

at

visit to

Friday.

through

closed

is

a

NEWS

Mr».

The summer people are arriving early.
Misses Spear, from Newton, arrived
July 4 at the Gotts, Seaside cottage;
Lizzie

*

Farnsworth factory.
‘•The day we celebrate,” with the exception of the usual preliminary racket,
Mrs. Georgie Boardman and daughter j
passed off very quietly, many of the
Miss Millie, of Roxbury, Mass
are
In
young people attending the Bar Harbor
town the guests of Otis Hinman and celebration and the ball
game and dinner
wife. Mrs. Boardman is the daughter of at Bass Harbor. Giant crackers Hnd fire-

Willis Scott and Mrs. Amos Scott,
of Belfast, were guests at the Ellis house

services.

Schools in town

COUNTY

The

Miss

address

Creamerv

For additional Count „ Nno,

the

came

on or

J. W. A F. W. Hopkins. Proprietor

to the

July 1,

prices call

Ellsworth

Our Father last Sunday. He is a student
of Harvard dtviuity school, and comes
highly recommended.

Mrs.

G. Frost is repairing his barn.
The new chapel will be open Sunday for
E.

SO Li KEN TO.

the

Y.

GOTT S ISLAND.

SCHOOL EXERCISES.

returned from

Hazel have

July

For

HARBOR.

Mr. Ives, of Middletown, Conn., opened

of

P. A. Gross and

are prepared to receive
cream
which we will pay highest
market
price.

roof of the ell and burned through
Inside. Ten minutes longer and
there would have been no saving the
buildings as the dryness was so great.
on

Creamery!

We

tor

Wilder Neel took a party from the Stanley cottage, Southwest Harbor, on an excursion the Fourth to Lopaus point*
^'

wife,
Bangor, spent
A new p ano was landed here last week
Saturday and Sunday with Mrs. Gross’s for Mrs.
Wellington Torrey.
sister, Mrs. Almon Gray.
The sidewwlk society held its meeting
Miss Lizzie Bartlett, who has been in the
Dority.
H.
with Mrs. Joel Powers last Thursday.
employ of her uncle in Lawrence, Mass.,
Harry Ford arrived home the Fourth. since last
Miss Alberts Hatch, who has been in
has returned home.
fall,
He has spent the past year
yachting.
Belfast the past winter, is now at home.
Mrs. Wellington Barbour and daughter
George Hinman and wife
the past Last winter he was in the Mediterranean.
Mrs. George L. Hardy and daughter of
her childhood here.
Bertha, of Bar Harbor, have been spend-

Miss Mamie Foss, of Needham, Mass.,
is visiting friends here.
Miss Alice Keyes, of Bucksport, is visiting at Capt. R. C. Hagerthy’s.

Mrs. Nettie

Dyer,

Mena

boat

managed by W. P. Hewins, was mo-t
interesting. The sail was over a six mile
course.
The boats entered were:
“Francis,” John W. Noonan; “Frank Jones,”
Curtis Davis; “Silver Ripple,” Richard
Bendix; “Cora D.,” John Perry; “Pompey,” Fred Peters; “Grace,” Bert Wilson:
"Edna,” James Coombs. The “Francis”
got first place, “Frank Jones”, second
and “Silver Ripple” third.
C.
July 6.

Tramp.

Is

Tbe

amusement.

race,

Harbor.

at Bar

Howard Hodgkins, George King, Pearl
SEDGWICK.
Springer, Gorham Stratton, Roy Stratton, |
Roy Dority come from Massachusetts
Elvira Smith, Dewey Smith, Earl Smith,!
Saturday and is at his father’s, A. H.
Lester Salisbury, Elwood Young.

July

Lydia Young

Mrs.

8oou will come another meeting,
When we meet to part no more;
We are waiting for the greeting
With the loved ones gone before

j

furnished much

NORTH LAMOINE.

We have mingled all together
In the joyous days of yore;
We have met and we have parted
On this fair New England shore.

!

a

ways does something toward making the
Fourth more enjoyable for others, and his

Months and years roll on forever,
Like the ocean in Its play,
With Us restless waves and waters
Rolling on from day to day.

Miss Carrie S. Allen, of Mercer, closed
a

enjoyed by quite

nic dinner at the wharf being
only
attraction until evening, when Mr. Stewart entertained quite a gathering for about
Mr. Stewart alan hour with fireworks.

remaining
To remind one of the past;
We have changed like other changes,
Nothing here can always last.
Very few of

a

enjoyed.

the

bring.

Some have left our homes forever,
Could with us no more abide;
They have gained a fairer mansion
Over on the other side.

with

bells, blowing of horns

ringing of

thinking

What the future time would

kins.

the

*

Some have gone to other cities—
In the West have made their home,
8ome are sailing on the ocean,
Some in foreign lands do roam;

Lydia Hodg-

and Mrs.

never

About all of the fishing fleet were In to
spend the Fourth. Most of them brought
a good fare with them.
Among them
were the “Cosmos”, the “Iolanthe,” the
“Cosmopolitan,” the “Vanguard”.
E.
July 6.

at

sized congregation.
Dr. J. A. Sewall and family, of Denver,
Col., and Rev. Thomas Van Ness and
family, of Boston, arrived last week and
are at The Sands for the summer.

church

corner

Henry M. Teague, comptroller at Dartmouth college, spent a few days with his
mother, Mrs. Cornelia Teague, last week.

large audience.
The recitations and singing were well
The Fourth passed off successfully, not
rendered and everything passed of sucMaster John Workman celebrated his a siogle accident occurring. The dinner
cessfully.
tenth birthday July 1.
His
birthday and dance at the pavilion were a success
Among the arrivals this week are: Mrs. bouquet, containing ten roses, and his
financially and otherwise. The commitwife
and
with
Mr.
Wilder,
Sawyer and
handsome decorations, tee worked very hard. A platform for
cake, with its
child, from Boston, at the Calvin Curtis added to the attractiveness of the dinner
dancing was laid in the Benson pasture,
place; Mr. and Mrs. William P. Stewart table.
Old Point road, and awnings of canvas
from New York. The Misses Stewart and
The celebration by the Methodist so- were stretched for a roof. The dinner at
a young lady friend will arrive by boat
ciety on the Fourth more than realized its 5 o’clock was good and well served—
to-day.
anticipation. Mr. Cutter’s address and chicken and fowl, lobster salad, meats,
The Fourth was very quiet here, a picthe dinner were well attended. The races cakes, pies and all the accompaniments of
the

And In winter’s merry evenings,
When we met to play and sing

Bragdon

W.

time,

some

Saturday.

The union concert at the
was

REVERIE.

A

Miss Lizzie Bartlett, who has been eraployed as bookkeeper in Massachusetts !
the past year, ariivil home Werinesdpy.
She is sccompan.ed by her friend, Mies
AUce Cheney.

apolis,

housekeeping:

besides

home.

away for

been

Ellsworth

grife, Bangor.

Sun-

on

day.
George Cole returned to
day after a visit of a few
his family.
Miss Agnes Moore and a
friend, of
Brooklyn, N. Y.f arrived Saturday and

Mrs. W. Shute and daughter Gladys
visited at T. F. Mason’s several days last

William

3tobtrtisnnnttB.

A serious conflagration was averted by
The house
prompt measures July 3.
ot Cfcpt. B. B. Benson, occupied by himand
family,
Milbridge Sun- self and Willis Watson
days here with caught fire from fire crackers exploding

Mr. and

The

and

BASS

The Misses Cleaves came home from Bar
Harbor the Fourth and remained over

Elwood King has resumed his former
paid, over |400 of which was raised last
Dr. and Mrs. Abrams have gone to
The rest
position in W. F. Hutchings’ store.
winter by nineteen workers.
Portland, where they will stop during the will be guests of Mrs. J. B. Cole for a few
Miss Ellen Berry spent the Fourth with was contributed by summer residents and summer.
weeks.
her grandparents, N. B. Coolidge and non-resident tax-payers. Should any one
L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, has lately
Mr. and Mrs. Olmstead and a party of
who has not contributed, read this, and
wife.
six young ladies from New York, are oc- presented the public library here with
feel a desire to contribute, his or her offerMrs. W. H. Rice returns to Orient totwelve volumes of Scott’s Waverly novels
cu
ig the Abrams cottage.
ing would be very acceptable.
M.
morrow after a stay of several weeks with
6.
in handsome bindings.
Mrs. Fannie A. Spurling and daughter
her daughter, Mrs. Alton Tripp.
Rev. W. 8. Jones, of Boston, who is to
SOUTH SURRY.
Miss Mamie Foss, formerly of Hancock, Frances arrived to-day to relieve Mrs. E.
supply the Union church during tbe
who
our
driver,
Everard
for
T.
who
has
been
Young,
stage
Preble,
housekeeper
now a teacher in Needham, Mass., is the
summer, spoke Sunday morning to a goodarrived

guest of Mrs. N. B. Coolidge.
Miss Grace Reynolds, matron in the
Waltham, Mass., hospital, is spending her

Mr*. E. H. Whitney, P. Q. Whitney,
Edward Whitney, Miss Marlou Whttney,
Miss Eleanor Whitney, J. W. Edmunds,
Wellesley Farms, Mass.; Nathaniel Lord

and

Ward well is making an exwith her children at Augusta

Leroy
visit

Sangervilie.
Monday for
husband who is

Mrs. Charlea Devereux left
New York to

meet

her

due at that

port.
from
Mrs. Harry Soper has arrived
Colorado for a two months’ visit with her
parents, George W. Perkins and wife.
Miss Martha Wescott, of Boston, and
her uepbewr, W iilie Dyer, have arrived and
are occupying their summer residence.

Dunbar, of Skow’began, reto-day after spending the Fourth

William
turned

with his parents, Samuel
wife.

Dunbar

and

Mrs. Beulah Turner with her child has
in Colorado, after
with her
spending several months
mother, Mrs. Fannie Devereux.
returned to her home

Capt. George Wescott, a prominent citof this place, died at his home Wednesday, after a long and trying illness.
He leaves a wife, one daughter and three
izen

sons.

Miss Flora Bowden, of South Penobscot,
the
a successful term of school in
Dunbar district Friday. Several of tbe
residents listened with interest to the
closing exercises.
A picnic at Oak point on the afternoon
of the Fourth was enjoyed by the Sunday
residents in this
of
school and
closed

many

vicinity.
and

tjie

In the evening the grangers
frieeda met at the grange

invited

was

ball, where a pleasing programme
presented, consisting of patriotic songs,

A
tableaux.
recitations and
P*jn
maae
supper, speeches and a social boor
delightful ending of the day.
u
July 6.
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COUNTY

a»irt» ITonm
ff, additional

see Mtor

COUNTY NEWS.
for Additional

form.

PENOBSCOT.
Tbe Penobscot
co*18
two new

Eugene

°* P«lnt>

at

borne.

returned

Vlnal haven,

Hoy
were

mill,

uew

There
Palls

day

ate

Allen

and

Wednesday.
Maurice

son

in!

Tuesday

an
excursion to Bluebill
by the members of the Sun-

was

4

school.

it

when

still till about mid-

broke

the

Mrs.

here.

Orcutt bas been ill for two years;

her mind

Mrs Newell Gray and daughter WtonFfrecl n».e moved into George Wardweli’a

was

diseased and she died

very
relatives

suddenly.
have the deepest sympathy of tbe whole
Funeral services will
be
community.
Her

bou-e.

N. Perkins, of Waterville, has
Mitchell’s hotel for a few days re-

Gar roll

husband

held Rt tbe church at 1

July

and

o’clock Tuesday.

6.

Kae.

cently.
Bowden, who is employed in
with his
Sunday
mot tier, Mrs. Clara Bowden.
Henry Day and wife, of Bangor, spent
Smirday and Sunday with Mrs. Day’s
parent), W. M. Thompson and wife.
C iandler

Spruce

Head,

who

came

has been at work

Margie A. Long left to-day for the
Jordan Pond house near Seal Harbor.
and

Edward Dunbar, of Brockton, Mass.,
a few weeks’ vacation.
His
wife and daughter Marion will remain
*
here until September.
Climax.
July 6.
8.

in

of two years.

The Rock End cottage

Among

opened this

was

the arrivals

Howard

are

wife, of Boston, Mrs. A. B.
Allard and daughter Elsie.
The Fourth was spent abou: as usuali

Joyce’s hall and
village improveHarbor qaite an enter-

served

was

Epwortb league

at

hall for

At the Old

OP

j

LIFE

PIONEER

TO

COUNTY—TRIP
BATEAU.

Mariaville, Me., June 5, 1903.
The reading of an article in a recent
iwue of The American on early stagecoaching in Ellsworth and eastern Maine,
and containing also reminiscences of
Abner Lee, carried me back to try girl*
hood days.
In 1833 I went to Ellsworth to work in
the tavern for Enoch Partridge. I was
then a girl of sixteen summers. I worked
at
the
tavern
for
Mrs.
Mr. and
Partridge six years, and well I remember
Abner Lee and

quaint sayings,

bis

tbe

coaches, and tbe borse he used to ride.
girl of eighty-six summers;
have spent many happy summers and

old
I

am now a

sad ones, but none were happier
those passed under the roof of the

some

than

Partridges. I

was
bo^n in Waltham,
Maine, in 1817, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John A. Moor.
My mother was
Betsey Jordan, of Ellsworth, sister of
Benjamin, Green and Matthew Jordan, of
Beacbiand, Ellsworth.
My parents moved to Waltham when it
was a bowling wilderness
Ten children

at

cottages

season.

Many

ing.

The house

was

crowded.

Tbe

men
rates

aou

Leon,

friends

here

the

Miss

Katie Stanley has

Harbor for the

to South-

gone

Fourth was celebrated here in a
fitting manner, with races, dancing
The proceeds from the
and speeches.
to
amounted
various entertainments
The

flOO.
Capt. Fernando Francis

about

and

wife

came

Belfast in their gasoline jawi boat
to spend the Fourth with his sister, Mrs.
S. J. Morse. Capt. Francis is superintending the building of a large vessel at
from

Belfast.

|

she is

He will take command

ready for

as

soon

sea.

One of the saddest fuuerals that has
been held here for some time occurred

Sunday when

one

of

our

most

promising

young men, Ainel Hulnrook,
Mrs. A. M
Moon, accompanied by Mrs. Lome and buried. He leaves a tamer,
Win K Hasty and Master Maynard, left 1
five brothers and sifters, and
Ust week for Boston and vicmuy where j mother,
a large circle of friends.
they will spend several weeks visiting
M.
July ti
relauv. s and friends
$

was

M.

Proukliu

this Meek.

Mrs Ella

vm

very

quiet

here.

Garland lias reiurutd home

for tbe-ngminer.
Matthew

sud

from Hallo well

Clyde
Friday.

Laughlin

came

Mr*. Abbie Aden, of Brooklin, is the !
A party of four ladies and gentlemen
H. (i. Uerric< and wif
from Boston are at Camp Octagon.
The Fourth was celebrated here by a j
Fred Co'son, wtfe and little daughter
Pcuic diuuer at Mis. b. ri. Candage’s.
Bertha, of Weatey, visited relatives iu
Mr. Jack*onf of Rockland, who has been ! town Saturday and Sunday.
einP oyed metalling an engine in Capt.
lo tbelr
j P. 11. Vose and wife returned Mace acoinaU’f. yacht, has returned home.
Mrs. F. E.
borne Monday.
Ju|j 6Substitute.
companied tborn. Mr. Maee went later.
gue-st of

MARLBORO. v
Hsv. A. B. Lorrimer’s family came from
4,‘«or last Tuesday to
occupy their new

Cottage.

Mr*. Daniel
McIntyre kud children, of
spent the Fourth with her
Parents, Ransom Hodgkins and wife.

Haworth,

Remick and wife

called to
Teuton
last Monday to attend the
uuerai of Mr. Remick’s
brother-in-law,
John Trufry.

Jl,,v6

were

_AKE.a
•Just About Bedtime

Early Riser—it will cure confi
iwff-!0?1' biliousness and liver troubles.
iL1'^8 Early Risers are different

brJH/rf*,er
down

They do not gripe and
the mucous membranes of the
liv«r and boweia, but cure by
the secretions and giving
tho*e °rgans.
Sold by Wio-

grousing

orvD*l*l10
LSi &
Moobe.

They returned Thursday.
Miss Clarry and Miss Lilliau Clarry, of
Miss
Bangor, are visiting George Ctarry.
borne Saturday.
return
will
Clarry
Lillian will remain a few weeks.

July

5.

AH

Crabtree and

eon

Howard

arrived for the summer.
Selwyn Penney and wife, of Bangor,
here.
passed Sunday with relatives
Elmer
Mrs. Emma Carter and little son
have been visiting relatives at Nicolln.
have

of
Joseph Brewster, wife and children,
trieuds
on
Brewer, have been calling
here.

Zelma Johnston and mother, Mrs.
have been
Rich, also Mrs. Julia Johnston
visiting at Bar Harbor.
E•
July 6.
Mrs.

them; all grew to manhood
and womanhood, but they are all gathered home but

Dolly.

litt

remembered *!iat she wanted
some cosmetic for the toilet and turning to the chemist. asked. “Have you
any blooih of yoat. :**
The merchant. over whose head more
than fifty summers had passed, turned
to one of Ivs assistants and asked ip a
business \v: y. "Have I any bloom of
ticles,

youth left?**

am

the last surviv-

of

e

We raised

bread; it was very
flour
besides
any
raised, and when we did, what

seldom
what

our own

got

we

we

neighbors

little

bowl

wbeat and

our

There

to

The clerk looked up with a quiet
smile and an wered, “I believe not,
sir.”—London (Hob**.
English Injustice.
Australian tourist traveling in
the west of Ireland asked an old wohow far it was to the nearest
man
town. She sadly looked at him, then
sighed and said:
*‘lt was live nice miles two years
ago. but some Fmrlish brute came
over with chains an-1 made it seven,
and our hearts are broke walking it
ever since, bad luck to them!”
And she disappeared into the house,
An

leaving him there.—illustrated Bits.
Difilcoll

Part.

“The actor.” said Roscius, “should always forgot that he lias an audience.
He should immerse his soul in his
lines, and”—
“That’s all very pretty.” interrupted
"It isn't half so
Horatio Tlewalker.
much trouble to forget that he has an
audience as to forget that he hasn’t

one.”—Judge.
Ixi

ami

First Officer—Yes.

Out.
we were

plank bridge when

over

our new

fireplace.

a

home

bad

we

them, and a brick oven. We
bread, cake, pies, and ail such,
Twice

bake

week I tilled the old

a

Such

oven.

pumpkin

in

them!

pies

as

we

And beaus and

bread!
had

town

Corner,

to Clifton

marching

it gave way.

and the men fell in.
Second Officer—And what did you
do?
First Officer—Oh. I ordered them to
fall out.—Illustrated Bits.

to

E.isworth,

at

Mies

with

i

Same

who afterward

mar-

Ellsworth,

who

of

Capt. Moore’s vessel, and
Capt. Sylvester’s vessel.

went

upon
back on

“Not at all. It was a French plate
Baltimore
mirror and cost $400.”

np gristto carry all
to Mariavilie to John
was

There

were no
bridge*
then, so we bad to take
a
batleau and place our grist therein,
and padd'e ourselves across and swim our
horses.
Many a time my sister Olive and

L’uiou river

across

I have carried the grist to mill that way.
We made our own cheese when I was

girl.

made

Father

a

mother

shoes,

our

oth/or our dresses and spun our
We k*-pt a large dock of sheep,
so that supplied us with dresses.
By lots
of hard work we used to wash the sheep
in the river or brook before they were
sheared; then shear, card, spin and weave,
made
ii

e

c

».

by

cut and make all
Our flax

hand.

raised, broke, spun the tow

we

bags, the flax for sheets and pillowI have done that many a day since
1 was married. What would the girls of
uow-a-day think to have to do all this?
for

Oue

year

much

was

we naa a coia

raised.

a

horse team

My

up.
lived

mother

oil

Grant.

old

our

I

made

my sister

Bt-tsey,

wuo

Morrison,

uutil 1

could

married.
was

children

d

hr mah
M\

ceu,

home with uj>

Hcgal Notices-

my homewi.n
married Abram
my thing*
lnmiB

get
1

'llT HI REAS

came

courty of Hancock,
and State of Maine, bv hi* mortgage deed
dated the twen..-Hr*t dav of February, a. d.
aim recoMHi in the Hancock registry of
de-ds. ‘•• ok 27f. page 320. conveyed to me.’the
undersigned. a certain parcel of real estate
situate in said Penobscot and bounded as follows. to wit.
being all of tnat part of lot
number 93 lying w* »t of a straight line with
the hea l or e>-s'ern line of the Grant lot. sc*u ->»id twenty-first aav of Februca led. and
ary, a. d. 189;, occupied by Mr. Huberts.and
being the same run by Samuel Leach ..excepting ten sc:es eeded by William Grindle, jr.,
to Kben H. Grindle); and one other piece located iu said Penobscot and bounded as follows; cornu encing at the shore at the northwest corner of lot number t*3: thence southerly on said lun forty four rods to a maple
tre* ; thence so :• hwesleriy eighteen and onelia>f r.xiMoa hr tree; thence northwesterly
for tv-foil* rods to the shor* : th“r.ce easterly
on said shore eight aud one-half rods to the
ounris. con'aitiiug twentyfirst ill- ntioned
five acres mere or less, together with the
buildings thereon, aud all the privileges
thereui to belonging: and whereas the eondi'ion of said mcntgagf has been broken,
now. therefore, bv reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Horace Pfkkins.
i)at»d this 27th day of Juue. a. d. 1903.

O-t. 19, 1843

horn to

five

us,

night

u<

Jiving.

I

was

A 1 this is
so

short

a

married.

long, long ago, yet it

time.

The

past autumn, too, and
winter, sud 1 feel as though that ;s almost ’h'ough
Then I shall be gatheier
my Father’s fold io j in the loved
Who have long since hi e>> pat h»re<1 t
Mrs.
Discovering;

a

o» e
here

Mary O. Carr.
Gold 311:

i..r

«

seem-

of my 1
now it is tin

summer

to

George G. Wardwell. of Pe-

watoi,

My companion passed
to the other side in 1874, Ju.y 24
1 iiv*
on the same place I moved on
to on
in*
w hom are

'OKULOSIKI.

X

married

were

ar

was

e.

Gold was discovered in California ic
IMS and in Colorado in 1S5S. The discovery was accidental in both cases,
and the fact created the impression
that mines were “lying around loose.”
Adventurers drifted about in hope of
“stumbling upon a mine.*’ Mr. Thayer
in his "Marvels of the New West”
mentions several instances of lucky
“stumbling.” Three men while looking for gold in California discovered
the dead body of a man who evidently
had been prospecting. “Poor fellow!”
said one of ihe trio. "He has passed in
his checks.” "Let's give him a decent
burial.” said another. "Some wife or
mother will be glad if ever she knows
it.” They began to dig a grave. Three
feet below the surface they discovered
signs of gold. The stranger was buried
in another place, and where they had
located a grave they opened a gold

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
In the matter of
)
Willi*m G. ntevens,
In Bankruptcy.
1
Bankrupt.
To the creditors of William G. Stevers. of
Castine, in the county of Hancock, and district aforesaid, bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 3d
day of July. a. d. 1903. the said
iiliam G. Stevens was duly adjudged bankrupt upon a petition filed in said court
by him on the 2d day of July. a. d. 1903,
ami that the first meeting of his creditors
will be beld at No. 20 .■Mate street. EllsMaine, on the
worth, Hancock county.
2’th day of July, a
d 1903. at 10 o’c'oek in
the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may aiteud, prove their claims, appoint a
tru-tet. examine the bankrupt
who it has
been ordered shall attend before the referee
on said
day and hour), and transact such
other business as may properlv come before
said meeting.
John B. Redman,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
July 6, 1903.

J

N"OTlCE

mine.

WINTER.

A DREARY

In

ana

reason,

': Xiromo

not

of

January

on

every
bo*.

that

>ear father's burn was burned with pH its
conteuls, and that included wbat little
wheat and
for

had

corn

raided.

ssmmm

.Su

horseback

on

We had but

provisions.

some

bteu

for Cistine

father started

a

small

Paint Values

on hand, and there came up a
b'g
vstorm which delayed his return, and
-mall supp y
of provisions btcami

supply
••no
our

a-i-ted.

«x

So
to

The practical painter says,
Patton's Sun-ProofPaint

went to o
of t he neighbor*
enty of potatoes, and uauten

mother

had p

who

get

for

some

children

us

She said she

return.

until

would

fat

let

>ei s

is cheap paint for a good
house because it lasts
twice as long. It’s good

hnv»

us

them if mother would give her *he bUcK
handkerchief she wore round hei
silk
neck.

Mother

gladly parted with that,
feeling happier by far.

and rerurned

The tirst time i
I

went nown lu

sou’s funeral.
She

was

There

ever went

batteau

a

Threa barteau-

Saily Jeili
wen'

down.

daughter of Joseph Jeil

the

road from Waltham

was no

worth

then, only

many

bouses.

a

in

stores, I think,
worked there.

I

sm

E

to

foot-path and

There

were

but

Ellsworth
well

is

thre*

when

remember

was

referred

married in

bouse

wolves
we

was

came

had

Sun-Proof

1

the

1840, Oct. 19, and my
ready for me to move
into. The night 1 was married 1 stayed at
my little house; it was then woods all
Bears and
around in every direction.
The
other wild animals were numerous.
I

•ittle

Patton's

not

to; he was a near neighbor to Mr. Partridge, and that was Dr.
When he was called away he
Greely.
used to get me to milk bis cow, aud I
used to get twenty-live cents every time.

physician

for a cheap house
because it beautifies and
preserves it.

paint

Elswortl

to
to

all

—

There is one rational wav to treat nasal catarrh; the medicine la applied direct to the affected membrane. The remedy la Ely’s Cream
Balm. It restore* the Inflamed tissues to a
healthy state without drying all the life out of
Lbem and It give* back the lost sences of taste
und smell. The Bufferer who la tired of vain
experiments should use Cream Balm. Drugrials sell It for 50 cts. Ely Brothers. 56 Warren
Street, New York, will mall It.

down with
all

raised

WILD ANIMALS PLENTY.

very unlucky.”
“How superstitious!”

NEW ENGLAND
PLUG SMOKE

1 drove the

TO MASSACHUSETTS.

I left the tavern

have

We

had

so we

corn

Jordan's mill.

had

rarity.

a

corn.

Waltham,

wbeat and

our

bad

we

for

cases.

More

our

used to

cooked
built

is

LIFE.

MY EARLY

Off.

lady called at a chemist's shop,
then, after examining one or two ar-

I

me.

ing member, but I feel it wou’t be for
long. It may be interesting to tell you

mill in

ror

HANCOCK POINT.
Mrs. Helen

Bruahetl

in

baker.

a

brick

Eight

born to

were

visit her father.

“Yes, since Mrs. Gotrox broke a miryesterdaj' she is convinced that it Is

__

in

I
we

ready to be
August and

CARR, MARIAYILLE.

MARY O.

A

over a

fireplaces
cooked

brother

a

day w»h Mrs. Doliver's mother.
July 6.

The

for
years.
Then after

father

few

GREAT POND.
The Fourth

Mi*i? Jennie Sylvester is employed at
Parker Point.
Mrs. Alice Bum* visited friends at

brought

When

was

_____________

most

sold.
I was a child, and even after I
was
married, we bad no stoves.
We
cooked over fireplaces in my little home

afterwards

We

S.

part of R. E. Newmau’s house.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Deliver went to Norwood’s Cove and spent Saturday and Sun-

of the

idea

guns, and went in haste to their father’s
rescue.
They killed the old bear and two
cubs; the other cub they took alive and

When I returned seven Waltham girls,
who bad gone to Brighton later, came
with me. We lauded at Bonse.\’s w hart.
O fl Uncle Jerry Jord-n, of Mariavi' e,

a

of

their

bad been treed by a bear which bad three
His sons armed themselves with

grad-

Mrs. Dudley Deliver went to Oak Fo ut

some

in

SSucrtisniwnta.

bad

gone
the meadows, and

on

assets

For forty years Hr. Fowler’* Extractor Wild
Strawberry has been curing summer complaintdysentery, diarrhoea, bloody flux, pain In tho
Stomach, and it has never yet failed to do everything claimed for it.—Add.

Na-

wan

form

total

printed

cubs.

us

to

down

cows

could

It

man can

the
as

passed away last winter. We worked in
private families in Brighton. 1 worked
in Stephen Bennett’s family five years

the pro-

6.

season.

after the

bo

snoes,
away I went.
himself, who

Smith

thaniel

A BEAR.

ray

came

Will Doliver and wife have moved into

week.

to Calais

of

spend

to

G.

6.

as

Mrs. Monroe Orcutt and
West Gaul da boro, visited
cue day l«bt week.

Friday

"Grace
Schooner
Choate”,
Capt.
Burgess, was in the harbor one day last

ad-

took

last

run

on

Brighton
Jordan, of Waltham,
ried Mr. Shackford,

took

Libel Mae Johnson
Essay—Elements Essential to Success In Life,
Harry Jerome Newman
Essay—Old Home Week.Rita Mabel Staples
Music-Hume, Sweet Home
Essay—Education.Alice Marlon Sprague
Essay—Our Nation’s Flag ..Vera Evelyn Tran*
Music—Flag of the Free
Cla-? Prophecy.Emerson Sadler
Valedictory—From Labor Springs Honor,
Laurcta Mildred Milan
Presentation of diplomas,
l»r II W small, Supt of schools

last week

TREED BY
sirippea
fast, and

ou

went

Music—College march
Hrajer.Rev F N Johuson
Salutatory—Value of Purpose In Life,

July

KO.

even-

SEAWALL.

G. A. Procb, of Ltncolnville, one of our
former teachers, was in town last week.

prove.

was

;

in trouble aud I must

seme one was

a

companies

tion!

thick, and large trees
both sides of the road, bat I

on

and he will be
lees; give him some'’
it was not

What a flood of presents the mails will
carry into St. Louis next Christmas from
friends who want to attend the exposi-

and she

were

TRIP

gramme:—

Friday for Ntw

Lucy Sprague and children ha\e
gone to Peak’s Island for the summer.

Friends of Ralph Springer
be
will
pleaded to learn that he continues to imSeveral of our young
vantage of ihe excurslou
the Fourth.

Sue sailed

Mrs.

Jejj.

6.

following

grew
knew

After

took their parts well and the
whole programme was well carried out,
which reflects much credit on tbe school
Tue

folders,

mile off and tell them.

a

not

money there is in the world.

the first horse through, and my husband
and I took the horse out many times and
hauled the wagon over rocks and tturaps

also taken.

SCHOOL GRADUATION.
Tbe grammar school graduation
place at the Minturn church Friday

it,

my sister of

neighbor,

nearest

The woods

this

private

of the

I told

was

By adding together
insurance

no road to Bangor through
here, but had to go to Eisworth to
When the road whs cut
get to Bangor.
through fiom Gerry Corner, so called, in

this week.

are

help.

nothing

man

a

and be will rage because

more.

from

An unusually large number of summer
people are arriviug at Atlantic daily.
Tbe Anchorage has ail its rooms filled,
with as many as can be cared for during
tbe whole

thing

said I must go to Nathaniel Smith’s, the

We

Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Smsll and daughters, Merle and Aubrey were entertained
by C«pt. and Mrs. Willard Staples aboard
his three-master “Georgle L. Drake”.
The‘’Drake” has been loading granite at

Stouiugton

Give

thankful it

stay ail night with my sister Jane, who
married a
Kimball and then lived in
Mariaville on the farm later owned by
Reuben Jellison. In the evening I went
to the door, and I beard some one holler

brown

was giveu in games, dances
etc.,
Herrick’s hotel.

old

was an

I well reniembera little affair that bap*
pened In my early childhood. I went to

for

tainment

Music—America.Audience
Benediction...Rev T Jacksou

July

west

NORTH SULLIVAN

K

be

"Minquas”, Capt. Duffy,
paving last week for Capt. J.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

Gowen Whitaker, of this place, and Miss
Lueretia Leighton, of Cherryfield, were
married Friday, July 3, at Cherryfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Whitaker have the good
will and best wishes of all.

s,

they will

SKETCH

HANCOCK

ELLSWORTH IN A

summer.

Oration—Character.Evelyn Bridges

Fourth at home.

of

favor

with

Stoutngton

Foster Danifer, who has been in Bkowhegan for a short time, returned home
Saturday.
| The Fourth was very quiet here, nearly
e.ery one going either to Corea, Steuben
or Prospect Harbor.
The Gouldsboro baseball nine played the
Cherryfield nine at Steuben Saturday

Juiy

IN

this

B. Grindle.

for L.

W. F. Chapman, A. T. Linneken, E. E.
CaDdage and Henry Black came up from

stream.

8

Wednesday with freight for

T. Miller.
York.

1.

There was a large attendance at the
dance at Bay View hail the Fourth.
Dunbar Bros, have finished sawing long
lumber in their steam mill at Chicken mill

to

arrived last

Schooner

Cherryfield, Wednesday, July

e

'-Kentucky”, Capt. Sinclair,

loaded

number from here attended the circus

afternoon. Score
Cherry field.

Schooner

the grange store and

GOt'LDSBORO.

July

where

left

Fobes Beal, wife and daughter Catherof Washington,
p. C., have arrived
and opened their cottage after an ab-

department.

home ’mat week.

Aubrey J. Long and Miss Annie Sinford, of Portland, are visiting at E. C.
Long's.

is here for

I

Grindle,

Richard
at

BLUE HILL,

Mrs. Alice M. Twining, with her son
Percy Perkins and wife, of Baugor,
spent the Fourth at home with his par- Roy, is visiting relatives and frieiids in
*
Sedgwick.
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Abram Perkins.
S. Watson Cousins and R chard AshA small picnic party went to Mill’s
point the Fourth. A few went to drive, worth, jr., came home from Redstone,
but thj majority stayed at home and cele- N. H., last Friday.
brated very quietly.
Misses Mary A. Long, Ethel Bridges

at

family

BREEZY

uates

EAST

SirgeutvlUc, spjnt

A

AGO-A WILDERNESS.
A

the day, and there
eating her.

bear

THREE-FOURTHS OF A CENTURY

ine,

sence

through

UP-RIVER LIFE

pape*.

day.
Mrs. Belle Melburn. of Hudson, was
in town a few days this week visiting
relatives and friends. She left for Bar
Harbor Saturdsy.

ments.

was

other

Austin Joyce left Tuesday for Gloucester, Mass., to attend the wedding of bis
brother Maynard, which took place Fri-

evening,

then all

mo

Howard Staples, Randall Trask ,*ud
Thomas Pinkham came borne to spend
the Fourth with their families.

A dinner

years old and leaves besides her husband
one little daughter about two years old.

Wescott, of Watervtlle, has
been spending a few days with relatives

for the

Friday night was a noisy night here.
The boys started the racket in the early

The death of Mrs. Minerva Orcutt,
wife of Fred Orcutt, of Sedgwick, occurred at North Sedgwick Sunday morning. Mrs. Orchtt was about twenty-nine

summer.

Franklin,

week for

employed

Elwelland

like a cyclone,
heroic efforts of a
horn squadron with Are crackers, guns
and many new devices for causing the
most hideous noise one could possibly

Scba.

Hollis Blaisdell and

of Allan Henderson was
struck by lightning and burned, together
with two yoke of oxen.
barn

night,

George I.

|

County .Vm*

Mrs. Merrill Sadler was called to Weeks
Mills by the serious illness of her father,
Hollis Procter.

week.

accompanied by

Kev. E K. Drew and wife spent last
week iu B*ugor.
George J. Babson, wife and son Keith

a:

returned home

Virginia spent

July

The

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

bee

Miss

is

mother.

The schooner "Caroline Krelscher",
has been undergoing
Capt. Davis, which
three months. Is now
repairs lor me past
This scuuou,-r has been
readv tor sea
and will comput In first-class shape
mence at once the summer coasting.

i

Bangor

to

Mrs. C. H. Closson, of Sedgwick, is in
town for a short visit with Mr. Closson’s

the steamship
George Littlefield, of
“Atlanta", U. B. N and Mrs. Littlefield

cottage for the

visiting

Mi»s
Bluebill.

home.

Babson

went

Coombs, of Bangor,
Phebe May Durgan.

Mrs. Annie G.

Misses ltaebel Bridges, Goldie Bridges
who are employed at
and Laura Bowden,
vacation at
Belfast, are spending their

July 6.

Laura

and

is at home, having
Miss Belva L. Sellers
term of school at

home from Boston Friday and
visiting friends and relatives lu town.

wife

to attend the circus.

Miss

the

closed a nine weeks’
Sedgwick Friday, July 3.

ut*

mdditional

W. W. Coolidge, of Salem, Mass., is at
Capt. Leslie Joyce’s for the third season.

Miss

Iner Page closed a term of ten weeks'
school in district No. 9 last week.
Mr. Haslam, who has been working in

^

arrived

cummer.

Beulah Thurston
Ellsworth Wednesday.

in

Monday

has

»

b,«

Allen and

G. M. Allen and

Littlefield and Frances
Misse* Addle
been employed at PortWilson, who have
home.
land, ere at
is making extensive
Henry C. Perkins
Bradley Littlefield
on his stable.
repairs
charge of the work.

gre hi

COUNTY NEWS.
***

ATLANTIC.

the

School closed June 26. taught by Miss
Jennie Parker, of Sargentvilie.

weekafter a nine weeks'
School closed Friday
Miss Abbie E. Ames, of
term taagbt by
gebec.
wbo has
been
Mrs. Frank Dunbar,
friends

Allen is home for

Mrs. Nellie Staples has returned home
from her visit to the Island.

Sellers end Master Walter J.
Miss Msbel
been in Boston the past
Ce.n.cr have

ylslting

other page

tee

NORTH 8EDUW1CK.

looks floe to Its

bou»e

County JVrvn,

and

hard

stayed several years, and
to keep any sheep.

work

Paint

!

represents the only true principle of scientific paint making, combining the highest degree of beauty with the greatest covering

capacity and durability. It is a dependable paint. It does not
lose its lustre. It does not peel, crack or chalk off. Guaranteed
to wear five years.
Send for book of Paint Knowledge and
Advice (free) to
PATTON PAINT CO.f
FOR

M. M.

MOORE,

One night every one of our flock was
killed, and it sounded dismal at night to
h6ar them howling. The bears were so
plenty we thought nothing of seeing one
or

two when

we

night.
One night I

went after

our

cows

at

not

was

Ellsworth Falls, Me.

]j

It willcuio YOU or you get your money

/back. All druggists.

hunting after one cow,
goud far from the bouse
when 1 found her. She had got hung up I

and had

Lake St., Milwaukee, Wis.
SALE BY

lo Tablet form only.

Cures
VC

Nothing
V ¥1%% ^kTlC

XVI1V UI lid llol&i

NO ALCOHOL.

THc WOODBURY CHEMICAL CO.

But,

Price 50 Cents.

Incorporated 170 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

For additional

County New*

tee

other

County 1ft wt

For Additional

page*

family Lave arrived from
Cleveland, Obio, and have opened their
cottage at Parker Point.
Mrs. Scorer's

Deer Isle.

Capt. R. C. Stewart and family
gone to Swan’s Island.

have

Mrs. Fannie Stevens has rented her
Rev. Mr. Notman, of New York,

house to

George Clements, of Bucksport, visited
V. C. Bridges last week.
Wallace Smith visited friends for

days

in

Marshall
and Mrs. Marshall and

Darius Herrick and wife.

Gray

has gone to Southwest

M

ss

ployed

of

Fnethey, who has been emBoston, came home Saturday.

Freethey

John

has

where he

will

Beverly,'

gone to
be employed

on

TheG. S. A. baseball team played two
games at North Biuebill on the Fourth.
The first was in the forenoon agaiust the

a

yacht.

|
j

Harry Ingersoll, of Providence, R. I., is
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. Rachel
Wells.

North

Peuobscots, which they

a score

of

to

14

Batteries

1.

won

by

were

G.

Griffin and A. H. Kane came home Hinckley and Veasie; Leach and Gray,
In
the i Hinckley struck out eighteen men.
from Southwest Harbor to spend
Fourth.
| the afternoon they played the Orland
a score of
Roy Kane arrived home Wednesday ! team and won this game by
E. W.

from Castine, where he has
friends.

July

2 there

were

visitors at West
every boat.
Several

of

our

school

more

Freetbey.

teacher in
home Thursday.

as a

Carter and

coming

on

KEBEKAH ENTERTAINMENT.

will

v

came

Hosmer, of Bangor, visited
Mrs. Hosmer’s brother, Edward Herrick,
for a few days last week.

called “the decree of

na-

in

the

mittee.

It

tions”.

The team

was

did

fine

work

Washington,
Thursday and wiii spend the
Center Harbor house.
Une Femme.

marching and all the charges were perfectly committed.
summer at
The officers were dressed in costumes to
July 6.
N. G.,
suit the character represented.
Uncle Sam, Lyman Stover; V. G
George
UMOINE.
Washington, Fred Greene; P. G., l.ahall
this evening.
Dance
at
town
fayette, Jamie Abram; chaplain, Li Hung
Music by Monaghan of Ellsworth.
Chang, Carl Gray; warden. Margaret
David
of
Rev.
K«rr,
Sunday, July 12,
Hinckley; conductor, Louise Boyden; I.
Ellsworth, will preach in the First Baptist G-, Columbia, Esther Boyden, who gave
m
a.
in
E*st
Lsthe
church at 10.30
;
all signals with a trumpet; the rest of
rnoine church at 2 30 p.
m., and in the
the team were Zllla Leach, Ethel SnowMr.'
First B-ptist again in tue eveuii*g.
man, May Clay, Abby Gross, Jennie
Kerr will speak in the First Baptist every
Sunday eveuing th's mouth.
LiUltfield, Margie Mortell, Mildred Gray,
Spec.
Ruth Stover.
July 7
The candidate was Stanley Howe, who,

aubrrtisniinus.

when he had

his course, stood
hall with a large pair

completed

in the centre of

DON’T BE FOOLED INTO DOING

the

spectacles on, while in his arms was a
large loaf of bread with butter (a goat) to
go with it; a small box with an immense
key aud a red bandana.
The evening whs a most happy one for
the Rebekahs aud their families, aud
of

SOMETHING ELSE.

“After what I have taken and done
it is no wonder I am glad of an opportunity to recommend what cured me to
my friends.
I sutfered intense agony from gravel thanks are due the N. G. for proposing to
for nearly fifteen years.
celebrate Children’s day in toe lodge, and
For five and six weeks at a time I also due the committee for the time aud
could not work, the pain was so great.
paius taken in drilling and rehearsing.
My kidneys and bladder were in horrible
All those who took part did themselves
back
ached
so
I
could
not
shape. My
credit, and it is hoped this day maybe
sleep. I had no appetite at all.
annually observed by the Rebekabs.
I tried aliout every doctor in Syracuse
M.
but they failed to help me.
July 7.
X used nearly all the advertised medicines without any benefit.
EAST FRANKLIN.
This was my discouraging condition !
Emkine and wife, of
George
Capt.
when I began the nseof Dr David Ken
made h flying v sit I*> Mrs.
nedy's Favorite Remedy. I used only Bucksport,
Erskine’s old boiue and friends toe part
four bottles and I consider myself cured
week.
I have no backache at all, no pain ir
passing urine, my appetite is splendid.
F.
E. Blaisdtli and wife,
N^son
It helped me from the start and I
Springer and wife and others visited
in
gained twenty pounds
weight.”
East port, Lubec and Campobeiio on the
FRED HOFFMAN,
1311 Lodi St., Syracuse, N. Y. I Fourth, and report a pleasant trip.
Miss Clara Dunn, formerly of this town,
Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy
music
is a vegetable help to the stomach and j is meeting with success as a
bowels. It overcomes and permanently teacher, and finds her studies just what
cures dyspepsia, indigestion, biliousness
she has needed for giving lessons and for
and rheumatism. It is absolutely harm- the rehearsals for the “concert of naless and purely vegetable. It contains
tions” chorus and for the meetings of the
no narcoiics or minerals in any form, no
is expected
dangerous stimulants, no mercury or Carciotto club. Miss Dunn
poisons, and is the only kidney medicine home when the school in which she
teaches music closes.
that does not constipate.
R.
July 7.
Druggists sell it in New SO Cent Size
and the regular §1.00 size bottles.
HANCOCK.
Sample bottle—enough for trial, free by mail.
Dr. David Kennedy Corporation, Rondout, N. Y.
Dance af town hall Friday evening.
Music by Monaghan’s orchestra.
I>r. D-rid Keunedy*v vill lilirum ( ream cures
Old Sores, Skin and Scrofulous Diseases.
sc.
of Hancock, who are always
The

|

people

C.

A.

ready to respond to any c-tll for help, have
More is to
sent to Charles She drn |25
be sent later. Of this sum flO was given
by Paroola grange.
Spec.
July 16.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Maine.

Ellsworth,

Kineo for tbe

on

Independence Day,

grim.
’Twas ‘Force

that freed jour

Sunny Jim.’

99

orce
Ready-to-Serve Cereal

od

doty.

teaching.

is

of

Boston,
Galbraith,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Robert Sutcliffe.
Miss Winifred

Boston, is lu town on
his vacation, visiting Lewis Hubbard and
wife.

Roy Hubbard,

of

Marion P. Stover is home
Forest Glen, Md., for tbe summer

vaca-

Dorr, of Waltham, Mass is in
two-weeks’ stay at his former

on a

home.

Ben Randall and
Boston

party of friends from
cottage, Aia-

a

Randall

at the

are

»

Luce and Joseph

Alexis

have

to Kineo

gone

for

tue

The Italian brig “Mlceli” is discharging salt from Trapani at the Nicholson
Augustine Hey wood is assisting in the
and

survey of the proposed Camden
fast electric road.

Capt. Ed.
in the

to

trip

a

“Medford”, Cspt.

E.

A.

Iceland’s command.

family,

H. C. Hutchins and

of

Boston,
Mill-

at the Keuben Hutchins farm at

are

vale for the
Emil
all

of

Regensburg aud a party of four,
York, *re at Davis Clay’s
A'amoosook.

at

Wi’liam H.

Lue is

from

down

Boston

fishing, with htadquariers

for the salmon

at the Robinson bouse.

Northeast
night watch-

Leo Hey wood has gone
Harbor for the summer, as
man at the Knuball house.

to

Nevetie, wh* has sper t the
winter in Boston, ha- opened the Nevens
residence on lower Main street.
H

Mr«

M

Gardner has connected
Bear
cottage, his summer home at A!amoosook, with the telephone exchange.
Walter

Rock

The

E. L. Tilloek place on Mechanic
recently purchased by Capt. T. M.
N'cbolson, is being extensively repaired.

street,

Emrnett Corrigan and family have arsummer at
Villa Verona,

their handsome

McEweo,

of

tage

col

Verona

the

are

Alice

guests of

at

Outing

wife

and

cottage,

park.

Charles

Mason,

arrived from New York
will

Mias

and

Boston,

Mrs. Dustin Farnum

Verona island.

on

Neal

Winslow

children
Saturday, and

on

occupy the Siover bouse
during the summer.

Bupk

on

street

Spofford

Miss Emellne

.end

M’ss Ab-

bie

Wood, of Brooklyn, have arrived end
opened he old Buek homestead on lower
Main street for the

summer.

J. Irving West and Mias Elsie Flood,
both of East Buoksport, were married hy
Kev. William Forsyth in the Congregational parsonage, on Monday noon.
John Bennett is visiting h’s brother,
Capt. Stephen Bennett, after

an absence
of fourteen years.
He is connected with
the United States navy yard at Kitterv.

Daniel R. Courcey has left the employ
of Wnrren
free

& Co.

delivery route

from

take the

to

new*

rural

to be established

soon

Bucksport post<

the

ffice

to

the

Dedham line,

v

Bucksport baseball
Monroe on Saturday and
The

Brooks team

by

a

score

*

nine

went

defeated
of 6 to 1

to
the

It is

expected that the Casiinea will play in
Bucksport on Saturday.

“It may interest yon to learn that ‘Force*
is being served at breakfast several times
each week to the members of the Second Regiment, N. G. T.f now on duty at this place.
“Haaar W. Bbowm.w

SAMUEL

BLDRIDGE.

R.

Eldridge,

some

uow

Until within a few days of bis
“Uncle Sam” was a familiar figure
on the streets, retaining all bis faculties
to a remarkable degree. He was born and
always lived here, and is tbe last of a
years.
death

family
He

Dress and Walking Skirts,

morality, and all his life

probis

Petticoats, Shirt Waists.

carpenter, and

house

was a

fifty

for

that trade

followed

most

During

was a

prohibitionist.

active life he

of

principles

noted for his fixed

years.

This sale

He

George A., and an adopted
daughter, Mrs. Frank L. Collins, both of
leaven

one

whom

were

son,

with him in his last moments.

was held on Sunday, Rev.
William Forsyth officiating. The bearers
were G. W. McAlister, P. E
Dinsmore,
A D. Snowman and G-orge W. Abbott.

week

past
at Hancock

seen

Suits;

July

the last of

addition

include

artivsls

recent

Skirts.

B. Bowen and kod Kidder, of
^
Center, Mass., at ‘‘Fairview”.
j
Mi. and Mrs. Bowen are very prominent
in social life he^e. Mr. Bowen has charge
of the golf link* and tennis courts for lie
Mrs.

E.

season,

and

marked

improvements.

golf

The

has

course is

The

sea-on

aliea y

made

of nine

bole*,

many

j

last

!

as

elevated about fuur

inches

by

clay

about

two

which

over

The court

cinders.
wire

is

has

about fifteen feet in

Mrs.

Dwight

be#

inches of

caged
height.

Baldwin and

I

layer of

a

n

sou

by

He

will

H.

Erskine, of this port,

“Haitfe

is

on

his last

command

S. Lord”
Milbridge.

“Emma

trip

the

in that craft.
ew

to

soou

be

schooner

launched at

President Binder of the E M C S.
moved into the old

H.

b**s

Spoffjrd homestead,

so-called, on Federal street, owned by the
seminary. Dr. George H. Emerson, who
has been living there, has moved into his
bouse

ou

Main street.

The woman’s relief
ment in

G.

night, the
singing by
the

corps gave an inwell attended entertainA. K. hall on Wednesday

and

teresting

features

of

which

were

Mrs. Marshall Farnutn
reading by Miss Annie Btetsoii.

the
aud

Edward H. Emerson closed bis cannecwith tbe electric light pl-nt on
Tuesday, and has gone to Dexter to take
charge of a plant. His place here is
taken for tbe present by Frank Meade,
who for some time has been assistant
tiou

One of tbe

largest

real estate transfers

for some time is the purchase by Capt.
T. M. Nicholson of tbe entire Alfred
Swazey property, so-called, including the
unsold portion of Silver Lake cemetery
and tbe surrounding farm, farm bui.d'
ings, etc.
The

Fourth

was

spent

very
unusual

quietly in
happening.

town,
being no
Leslie C. Homer, in accordance with bis
there

#1.50

from

rebuilt, snd are now
daily in preparation for the coming tournament. The tennis court will be in tbe
be*t of condition.
The c>urt has been

j

$1, #1.25,

have reduced to
Also reduced

we

price
prices

Ginghams,

our

to

a

close.

Shirt Waist Suits

gree* have been
being woiked out

500 of them at

Dress Goods

A full stock of

tees and

us.

Dimities and Wash

$5 and #7.50. Some among
them are worth double the price.

Newton

with

#2.50 and $3. Only aliout loo
patterns in stock.

manufacWe have bought
turers' stock of 250 Walking and
Dress skirts, which we offer at

and

Mr.

are

Shirt Waist
Patterns at
75c., #1 and
# 1.50 |>er pattern ot three yards.
In our early spring sale we sold
similar goods at #t. #1.60, #2,

Dressand Walking

and

—

they

as

waists we offer

10.00

20.00

struction.
The

our

the

to

noteworthy

#1.50, #2, #2.50, #5 and
#5.50, or practically at nearly
one-half of their real value.
In connection with our shirt

$15.00 Suits for #10.00
12.50
17.50

cottage list
will be the summer villa of Dr. E. E. Jordan, of Bangor, which is now under connext

over

( heviots and Venetian Cloth

Ju ia A. Martin
up with guests
Hancock Point for the

During

a

washable and silk—the creates t
bargains ever offered. We have

tilling

August the hotel will be lull.

be

Shirt Waists

$12.50 Suits for # t O.

idly growing resort.
The Tarratine, Mrs.

first lime.

low

are as

WALKING SUITS.

many arrivals
the Tarratine

Point, both at
Present indications
cottages.
are that the season will be the largest and
inO"t successful in the history of this rap-

manager, is fast
who are coming to

prices

Special Bargains in

POINT.

ha*

when the

clothes,

A Busy Season Certain—Cottage List
Growing—Sunday Services.
The

inaugurate should

we

event, and is bounU to be of supreme interest' to every
woman who likes to wear fine and stylish high-class

The funeral

HANCOCK

Coats, Silk and Mercerized

Monte Carlo Silk

of ten children.

was

on

Ducks and Cotton

Cheviots.

to #‘21.50.

Kans, Parasols, Silk and

Silk Coats

I.lsle Gloves, Laces and Kin-

in Monte Carlos, the new long
effects reduced from $15 to #10

and Underwear at reduced

and

broideries, Corsets, Hosiery

prices

# 12.50.

and in large variety

Dudley,

Boston, arrived Monday for the season,
coming from Cberrytteld, wnere they at1
tended the Campbell Lynch wedding.
The Barstow cottage was opened Mon- j
day. Dr. and Mrs. Barslow arrived Monof

We

mitl-.-immu

selling everything suitable for
low prices. Come one and all.

are

wear at

i
*

#
*

Crabtre« lodge is again occupied by A.
Mrs. Fiee>e
Lang don Freei-e, of Bangor.
has as guests Mrs. Drummond, of Idaho,
H. F Drummond, of Boston, and Robert,
of Bangor.
Ca.up Philp, the summer school at
Suu*«tRock of Phillips Exeter academy,
opened Monday. But few of the boyo are
here uow, the others being delayed by the
weather, winch Is interfering with the
yacht in which they are making their
trip to Hancock Point,
At the camp are Prof, and Mrs. H. A.
Ross. Dr. ai d Mrs. II. Chase, Prof. J. S.
Foid, Roger S Hoar, P. R. Carpenter,
Thomas York,S. R. Be 1, F. R. Walcott,
H. U. Ranson.
The Bangor cottagers to arrive this
week are: E. E. Wood, J. Y. Ricker, W\
Doan and Miss Johnson.
The naphtha launch “Iris,” Capt. Byron
W\ Page, will beat Haucock Point for the
summer.
During the visit of the Briti h
fleet at Bar Harbor the 4,Iri»” will make a
trip every day, leaving the Point at 9 a. in.

M. GALLERT.

|

>

pARM flflACHINERY,
No more delays from breakdowns!
can l>e replaced without sending to
1 have opened a warehouse in
basement of the Manning building,
opposite Manning hall, for the dis
play and sale of the farm machinery
of Adrlatice. Platt & Co., of

rougtiKeepeie,
!

i

The fstnPy

Among
the
of

the

Point this

who

are

summer are

Snugerties, N. Y.,

and

not

the
the

lo

be

THE ADRIANCE BUCKEYE MOWER

ten,

tee

other

F. L wis Clark is building a pier and
boat laming on the beach in front of the
new cottage,for the “Uudercl'ffe” which is
expected next we k with Mr. Clark and a
party of guests on board. The pier, which
is to be 200 feet in length, will be quite attractive. It is to be covered in bark and
moss.

Among the latest arrivals at the Tarratine are Mr*-. Charles Wheaton, Dr. Elizabeth B. Thelberg, Dr. Grace M. Kimball,
Master Morrill Burr, Master Robert Burr,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., J. F. Connolly, Boston; Mrs. S. B. Ford, Cambridge, J. C.
Wilson, Mrs. F. E. Carr, Bangor; Miss
Elizabeth Thelberg, Poughkeepsie, Prof,

Joseph Jostrow, Madison, Wig.,
Miss Anna Clark, Bangor, Mr. and Mrs.
Julian H. Newell, BostQp, Mrs. Mary
Wheelwright, Bangor, E. J. Btienbach,
Orange, N. J.
Rev. F. T. Ilazlewood, Tremont temple,
Bostou, arrived Tuesday.
Prof, and Mrs. F. J. Turner, of Madison,
Wisconsin, are guests of Prof. Slaughter.
and Mrs.

liuaineHH

Notices.

Sunlight Soap means good clothes, whiter
clothes, linens lily white ami washday a de
light. Leas libor, leas worry and leas expenseit la Soap Economy and Soap Perfection.

papet

Mina Mattie

Kuight is visiting friend*

in Appleton.
Mtb.

!

son

at

8<>phronia Johnson
Stouingtun.

is

visiting her

T Lowe arrived
Salurday morning.

Mr. and Mrs. S

beautiful Maxwell cottage will be
closed, as the family are at Princeton.
President and Mrs. Hyde and sou George
have a camp at Greenfield, Aroo*took
county, which they will occupy this bum-

Bilver-gray

County .V«

health.

Brunswick.
The

YOUNG, Agent.

REACH.

at
of

1.

Mrs W. P Lffub much improved in

Maxw'elis,

Hydes,

factory.

is rnv specialty. It is unsurpassed. fall and examine and (jet prices and tern s
HAY HORSE UAKEs. I have the "New Yorker”, "Tylor Cnampim."
"N. Y. Champion” and "Tiger".

h'tvr additional

expected Thursday.

are

people

/

Ifreuks

COUNTY NEWS.

and

day.

jn

CEO. W.

superintendent

time in the schooner

Barbour”,

of the Season in

-Hear Suit

of the oldest

one

returning at 4 p. m. The launch
promises to te a fad.
Sunday services at tbe church will prob
of Prospect ferry with Addison bbute as
assistant. Joseph Fogg, sr. who h«a been ably begin Sunday, Julv 12, with a sermon
in charge for some time, has gone into at 11 a in. by Prof. H. G. L >rd, of Columbia university, New York city.
the shore -tisbing trade.
Prof. Ropes arrived from Bangor SaturThe schooner “Ella G. Eells”
Walter Witl>am is

engineer.
A Food fov Fighters.

OF

R.

bigbly-eateemed citizens of
Bucksport, died Friday, aged elgbty-seveu

rived for tbe

Mrs.

Offering

Greatest

most

and

The

summer.

New

cottage

M. GALLERT.

and at the

Parker is home after

G.

schooner

Bel-

daughter have
spend t he sum-

Bender and

Mrs. S. A.

gone to St. John, N. B
mer with relatives.

DEATH

nounced

tion.
Oscar H.

trading with

_

Samuel

from

Miss

towu

Bwazey.

Fashion, Style, Service

Wealth of

a

and Satisfaction in

party included; Otto D. Partridge, Win.
Hill Qenn, Fred W. Crocker. Dr. W. H.
Faro bam, Dr. H. E. Snow, Dr. A. B. Hagert by. Lauriston O. Leach, Dan R. CourRufus
cey, M. J. Culllty, Jay Lee, H.
Googins, John H. Swszey and H. Lee

from

home

Saturday from New York with coal for
T. M. Nicholson. The schooner “Carrie
A. Bucknam” is bound here with a cargo
for the Devereux Coal Co.

Said: 44 Force freed us from England's sway.
Now independence let's declare
f
I
From indigestion’s tyrant snare.
! Good
friends, shake off this despot

t

is

Dr. Croxford has moved into the rooms
formerly occupied by the liquor agency.

for

always

Perkins

where she has been

Waldoboro,

There’s

Dr. Harold H. Crane, who left Wednesfor Bangor to take tbe position as
Interne in tbe eastern Maine general hospital, was tendered a farewell reception
Tbe
and supper on Saturday night.

vacation visit in to An.

a

Miss Gertrude

Capt. George

The

*

arrived

aubrrtiBtmtntB.

Jim Dumps

summer.

Clay returned to Boston

Miss Alice N.

store-house.

a tine programme was
the children under the direction
committee appointed by N. G. Mrs. A.

a

^
have

Cowan

and Susie

Josephine

Misses
gone to

vacation.

summer

aud ice-cream, and

Mrs. and Miss Pierson, of
came

her

on

Warren

*

Herrick, consisting of Mtsses Emma Osgood, Alice Mayo and l/zzie Morse.
The programme concluded with a mock
initiation, original iu all its parts and
prepared for the occasion by the com-

Mr. and Mrs.

for

is home

stay with bis family.
Miss Edith R. Ginn is borne from Bos-

summer.

a

Misses MinR and Laura Stuart arrived
on steamer “Catherine” Thursday, from
Providence, R. I.

D. C

Capt. Peter C. McCaulder
short

Friday evening the children of the Rebekahs were entertained by the Kebekab
lodge; that is, the lodge furnished cake

employed giveu by

Providence, R. I.,

gone to Southwest

Miss Annie Genn has

Htobrrtiinnfnu.

fire-crack-

day

v

Harbor tor the summer.

Ray Fellows,

Stonington

who is

summer.

moosook.

summer

teachers

attend the summer school at
next week.
Miss Clarrie

were

Harden; Wit bain and Saunders.

thirty-four

End and

|

visiting

been

batteries

The

11 to 6.

bor for tbe

Monday after

Sunday schools near the mountain, in
the evening there were fine displays of
fireworks in and near the village.

Almond Atherton, who has been employed at Boothbay, came home last week
Ma«s

still

Fourth was ushered in with the
usual greetings from bells and guns.
Many of the people attended the celebration at North Bluehill, and a large number atteuded the picnic held by the two

Effie
in

are

The

Providence, R.
I., is visiting her brother, James Bent.

Tibbetts,

daugnter

Mr.

abroad.

Harbor where she will be employed.
Mrs. M. A.

the

Europe, are occupying
cottage again this season.

in

winter
are

Good Grist of News from Penobscot
River Town.
Mrs. Louise Lescb ban gone to Seal Har-

free

small boys and girls In the
morning, and In tbe evening Frank 8.
Pierce set off a flue display of fireworks.
to all tbe

ers

ton
the

C. H. Bartlett and wife, who spent

last week at Rluehill Fails.

Miss Nora

summer with relatives

spend the
Beverly, Mass.

and will

few

a

Charles Herrick and son, of Camden,

visiting

other pa gee

bLuehill.

BROOKLIN.
Bernice Mayo is visiting friends at

Miss

tee

custom,distributed

annual

FROM BUCK8PORT.

COUNTY NEWS.

|

COUNTY NEWS.

“Catherine”
Mr.

Wade and family, of Malden,

stopping

at

the "Alder*” for the

Master K »bert

"pending nia
parents.
Misses

are

something said to
just as good.

on

summer.

Hatch, of Boston, is here

vacation

Marion

with

Get the

L>we and Circes

Tfl3“L. F.” Atwoods Bitters

Hatch,

the

Boston, are v sili ig their g a uip-r
enta. Cup;. Hint Mrs Pariter Lowe.
Samuel Lowe has chartered the *W*ter

Nymph**

of John L»w*. a id will continue his hu-ioess with he lobster tlsherman in this vicinity.

Benjimln Liinont and siater, Mrs
Raymond, of Maiden, Mass, arrived on
the Saturday boat to joiu Mrs. Lamont
and family, who are stopping at the Reach
summer.

Our

waa saddened
bv the
its young men, Alvah
Mr.
was
the
older
Gray.
son
Gray
of
Capt. William Gray and will be missed by
our young people.
Earnest sympathy is
extended to the bereaved family.

July

one

of

6.

M. L.

SOUTH BLUE HILL.
Daac Haunters,

ing

spent ihe Fourth with

family.
Mrs. Gay Emery
K hworth Falls.

in

visiting friends

C Young returned home
Pacific coast.

Friday

at

from

George Jordan and wife, of Ellsworth
F Us, were in town Sunday.
George Jordan, of Otia, visited his son
Benjamin one day last week.
July?.
M.

of

Orland,

visit-

is

friends here.

Mrs. M. A. Ferrin
here for the

sort

daughter

Carr

e

summer.

Prank Day. of Boston, is visiting bis
mother, Mrs. Charles Ferrin.

During
night

the thunder shower last
baru
belonging to

the

Tuesday
Elmer

Young was struck by lightning and
burned, together with its contents. In it
were

TKENTON.
Alexander Pirie

<

1

first time and be relieved of your bilious headaches

are

community

death of

be

his grand-

of

this

J1

Money

the:

on

about two tons of

hay belonging

to

and three tons to Allen
Each also bad a yoke of oxen

Angus Henderson,
Henderson.

valued at about fl50. The
of the neighbor* saved

prompt action
Young’*
Mr.

house, though the end next to the
was damaged.
Oscar Bowden came

barn
near

losing bis house. While on his way to
the Are Angus Henderson was run into
by a bicyclist on bis way for help; be was
thrown and

July 6.

badly injured.

C.

